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welcome
We encounter a lot of admirable products every year, ones that have not
a peep wrong with them and do everything expected well.And so they get
a hearty recommendation from us, with our advice that you should check
them out. I'll quote the FiiO X3 high -resolution portable player straight away:
small, inexpensive at just £150 and just about perfectly honed. But it wasn't an
Astell&Kern in sound quality, nor a Lotoo PAW Gold either, and now Chord
have released Mojo the whole market is going to have to look to its transistors.
My point being that in a constantly moving market there is

the honourable mainstream - but there are some stand -out products.
Stand -outs are the subject of this month's issue, revealed in the Awards

we bestow upon those products we felt were exceptional.You can find our
summaries starting pll and read the original reviews from p23 onward. I hope
you enjoy this great round -up, it's eternally popular and we came across some
fine products over 2015.

Just missing out on our awards discussion and compilation process because
it came a tad too late was the new Mojo DAC from Chord Electronics you'll
find reviewed in this issue on p76. Perhaps it will make it next year. In the
meantime, after lengthy measurement and use, we were nothing other than
amazed by just how good it is. I hope you enjoy our coverage.

New digital products are being released fast and Quad's Artera DAC/CD
player with current -dumping power amplifier is a great combo, reviewed by
Martin Pipe on p90.

And finally an apology and an explanation that you may find interesting. Last
month we featured a lovely Clearaudio turntable on p96, Next Issue contents
page, but it is not in this issue.The turntable had been measured and worked
superbly but the fascinating new in -arm Absolute phono stage -a second
sample - was a tad odd in behaviour. In the end measurement pinned down the
problem: it only suits Clearaudio MC cartridges they admitted.That's why our
top Ortofon A95 didn't sound quite right! Hopefully, whilst we await a matching
cartridge and re -measure the unit, all will go well and we will be able to look at
stage in our February 2016 issue.

Meanwhile, I hope you find what we did manage to bring you in this issue -
a quiz and crossword - keep you happy over Christmas.And remember - do no
stylus cleaner. Drink it instead - and have a happy Christmas!

Noel Keywood

Editor

Clearaudio MC
this unusual phono

Awards as well as

t use brandy as a

testing (see www.hi-fiworld.co.uk
To ensure the upmost accuracy in our product reviews,
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reviews.
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Hi -Fl World

easurement
Two products in this month's issue,
under test.

The products we review are tested first to ensure they work properly and meet their manufacturer's speci-
fication. Our measurements also look at factors that affect sound quality, like frequency response, distor-
tion and dynamic range, as well as those that affect compatibility, such as output level, output power etc.
Many of these tests are complex and can only be made using an advanced audio analyser, calibrated to
international ISO standards to ensure accuracy. Hi-Fi World uses the world's most advanced analyser, a
Rohde&Schwarz UPV, shown here.

Chord Mojo DAC undergoing digital tests.
Here an S/PDIF digital signal is being fed

into the Mojo's OPT input (at right).
Analogue output is taken from

one of the two headphone outputs, 3.5mm
jacks, through an adaptor cable to the

analyser's balanced XLR input through a
red cable.

Nothern Fidelity DAC from Lead Audio,
undergoing digital tests. Here an S/PDIF
digital signal is being injected via optical
cable (top left) to check the upper sample
rate limit of the TOSLINK input. Output
from the DAC is fed into the analyser's
balanced XLR input through a blue XLR
cable.
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news
PRO-JECT RPMs
The new RPM 10 Carbon turntable employs 'high mass' principles
with resin -coated steel pellets packed inside the CNC-machined MDF
structure.The whole plinth is then subjected to a complex heat treatment and carbon

fibre surface coating to ensure minimal resonance travels through the turntable.The plinth is
finished with magnetic feet.

The RPM 10 Carbon's platter is the same as that found
on the Xtension 10 record player.The polished aluminium exterior is
internally lined with TPE (thermoplastic elastomer) damping material
and topped with vinyl.The whole platter sits on top of a stainless

steel spindle with inverted ceramic main bearing.
The RPM 10 Carbon's perimeter drive belt mechanism is driven by a

completely decoupled heavyweight motor. The I OCC Evolution

Tonearm is pre -installed. Price is £2,300.
The Project RPM 9 Carbon follows a similar construction path

in terms of the plinth and platter and belt drive.The motor has an
automatic speed change switch built into the top panel for changing

between 33 and 45rpm.The motor also benefits from a built-in AC power
generator PCB. The RPM 9 Carbon is supplied with the 9CC Evolution Tonearm, pre -

installed. Price is £1,500.
For more information call 01235 511166 or go to www.henleydesigns.co.uk

MIYAJIMA MADAKE
Madake is the Japanese term for a particular species of bamboo, Giant Timber Bamboo, often used in various
types of traditional Japanese craftsmanship but now quite rare.The cantilever for Miyajima's new cartridge, rather
than being made from the usual metal (e.g. aluminium, boron) or crystalline solid (e.g. ruby, sapphire or diamond),
is fashioned from this specific bamboo. It's light in weight but rigid. Unlike metals and stones which contain small
inherent resonances, bamboo has excellent natural damping properties.The Madake's cantilever is not 100%
bamboo, though, it's fitted with a short aluminium shaft, to which is attached the Shibata stylus.

Like all Miyajima stereo cartridges, the Madake's generator system features a patented Miyajima cross -ring
design in which the cantilever fulcrum and coils are exactly positioned in the centre of the magnetic field.All of
which is housed in an African Blackwood body. Price is £3,750.

For more information, call 01803 833 366 or visit www.miyajima-lab.co.uk

CHORD CLEARWAY DIGITAL
The Chord Company has launched Clearway Digital -a digital coaxial cable. Standard
terminations include Chord's silver-plated VEE 3 RCA plugs as well as silver-plated BNC
plugs.The Chord Company has also recognised the increasing importance of portable
DACs and is offering Clearway Digital terminated with a 3.5mm mono jack. Clearway
Digital uses an oxygen -free copper conductor combined with gas -foamed polyethylene
insulation and woven copper shield.

Prices for the Clearway Digital are: 1m RCA to RCA, £100; 1m RCA to 3.5mm
mini -jack £100; 1m RCA to BNC £105; 1m BNC to BNC £110. Custom lengths are
available in all terminations.
For more information, call 01980 625700 or click on www.chord.co.uk

www.hi-fiworld.co.i JANUARY 2016 7



NEWS

UNISON RESEARCH UNICO 150
The Unico range of hybrid electronics from Unison Research has added the
Unico 150 dual -mono integrated amplifier to the range, an integrated amplifier
designed to accommodate a variety of sources via its three RCA and two XLR
pair inputs, as well as bi-wirable speaker terminals. It boasts a new three -plate
front fascia that can be controlled via the supplied RC2 system remote.

The Unico 150 uses a three -stage circuit controlled by Class A tube stages.
The input stage uses two ECC83 triodes in totem -pole configuration while the
driver stage uses two 6H30 triodes, also in totem -pole configuration.
The whole pre -amplifier section is directly coupled to each channel's MOSFET power stage. Price is £4,000

For more information call 01235 511166 or go to www.henleydesigns.co.uk

THEY'RE BAAAAACK!
Brace yourself, headphone fans. For two reasons. Firstly, Sennheiser has

announced that it will be releasing the Orpheus headphones
for sale again.The high -end headphones, which will be
hand-crafted in Germany from next year onwards will cost

50,000.
The new launch is the second in the

Orpheus series, bringing new technology
that, says the company, surpasses the original

design created in 1990/1991.
The theatrical Orpheus experience

begins when you switch on as the control
elements slowly extend from the marble
housing, before the vacuum tubes enclosed
in quartz glass bulbs rise from the base and
start to glow.

Sennheiser also uses exclusive

components such as gold -vaporised

ceramic electrodes and platinum -vaporised

diaphragms, plus marble that Michelangelo used to create his sculptures.To learn
more visit www.sennheiser-reshapingexcellence.com.

CABASSE SURF SPEAKERS

NOBLE 3D
Noble Audio has launched a range of 3D -printed
IEMs.The construction process helps
to reduce waiting times for bespoke -
fit monitors, using the very latest
Stereolithography (SLA) 3D printing
technology.There are five custom -fit
models available, covering a range

of performance and price points:
Noble 4SLA (£399); Noble 5SLA
(£499); Noble 6SLA (£599);
the new Savant SLA (£699)

and flagship 10 -driver Kaiser

I OSSLA (£820).

Each model features

a hypoallergenic, FDA -

approved lacquer and is

available in four colours: black; smoke;

red and blue.

To learn more, click
www.nobleaudio.com

Cabasse is launching the compact Surf loudspeakers for use with its Stream AMP, creating a
complete audio system.The 29cm high Surf is designed for a performance in rooms up to 25m2.
The DEAP (Digital Enhancement of Acoustic Performance) DSP capability of Stream AMP allows
the user to specify which Cabasse speakers are being used when setting up Stream AMP with the
Cabasse Stream Control app. Inputting the model and telling the system whether they are placed
in corners, against the wall or in free space the DSP helps the sound remains consistent.

The tweeter diaphragm utilised in Surf was created by Cabasse for the latest version of the
3 -way co -axial TC23, which is fitted to the flagship La Sphere and L'Ocean.The I 3cm driver unit
contains a high excursion woofer, the voice coil is mounted on Kapton.

Available in glossy black or white, the Surf speaker is sure to fit in any environment at a price
of £379.

To learn more go to www.cabasse.com

FLYING VINYL
With the increase in vinyl popularity, maybe it's no surprise that a new vinyl club has been announced.

If you sign up, every month, you will receive a box of exclusive 7" records from new artists in the
UK.AII Flying Vinyl releases are exclusive 7" releases that won't be pressed in that format again.You'll
never receive less than five pieces of vinyl in a box and there'll be plenty of free merchandise from
artists too, such as art prints and lyric sheets.

Sign up now and you won't be billed for your first box until two weeks before it ships. If you're
not based in the UK you can of course still join the club and they ship worldwide for just £5.

Membership is £20 per month and you can cancel at anytime. If you are joining from outside of
the UK an additional £5 per month will be added for that shipping.The price for yearly membership is
£216 per year with free UK postage and packing.To learn more visit flyingyinyl.co.uk

8 HI-FI WORLD JANUARY 2016 www.hi-fiworld.co.uk



NEWS

TEAC'S DACS WITH KNOBS ON
Teac has released two DAC units, each with added

features.

The follow-up to 2014's UD-50 I model, the UD-
503 is a USB DAC/headphone amplifier that retains its
predecessor's dual -mono architecture and incorporates
a headphone amplifier with balanced/unbalanced

outputs.
Featuring a pair of AKM VERITAAK4490 digital to

analogue converters, these DACs support 11.2MHz
DSD and 384kHz/32-bit PCM audio signals.
The unit is supported by an asynchronous USB that
allows the UD-503 to control and sync incoming PCM and DSD audio signals using its built-in 44.1 kHz and 48kHz clocks.You have the
option to later add an external 10MHz master clock, if you wish.

The NT -503 DAB is a USB DAC/Network Player. DLNA 1.5 compatibility means that formats such as DSD (5.6MHz) and
192kHz/24-bitVVAV/FLAC can be replayed from PC or
Android smartphones and tablets.

Housed in the same A4 -sized enclosure as the UD-5
a USB input that's capable of receiving hi-res audio (5.6N'
included too. Price for the UD-503 DAC/Headphone Air
For more information go to www.teac-audio.eu.

Arcam flies Solo again
Hitting stores in time for Christmas are Arcam's latest S
`all-in-ones'.The L1500 'Music' includes 2x 80W of the fi
Class -G amplification, SACD/CD playback, DLNA audio,
FM/DAB tuner, HDMI 1.413 support (unusual for audio -o
gear!), apt -X Bluetooth, uPnP streaming and a control ap
£2000 'Movie' brother adds to this healthy spec DVD/BI
compatibility, five 60W Class -G channels, DLNA video a
4k upscaling. Product manager Andy Moore told HFW t
they were designed to "sound great with music - excelle

movie reproduction then follows!" Both can be partner -
with active subwoofers, and your choice of main speake
The Solos, he claimed, can drive "pretty much anything-.
to be audibly -superior to `mass -market' integrated syste
have "bigger bass/mid drivers" and "more rounded" encl

PHILIPS IZZY
Gibson Innovations has announced the Philips BM5, the first product on the new Izzy multi -room platform that
offers Bluetooth connections with the push of a single button. Just connect to one speaker via Bluetooth and
Izzylink will do the rest, finding and connecting to all Izzy products in the home.

The first product on the new platform is the Philips BM5, a multi -room speaker.The compact BM5 is available
in two different colours and is equipped with two 2.5" full -range drivers. Each individual speaker can be used
either alone or paired with up to four other Izzy speakers by pressing the 'Group' button. No apps and no
passwords are needed, so the BM5s can be used straight out of the box. Further products featuring the Izzylink
technology will follow including the BM50 CD+ flat micro allowing consumers to stream radio and CD through
their other Izzy speakers. Price is £100.

For more information go to www.gibsoninnovations.com / news.

DEATH STAR SPEAKER-ISH
Listen to music on the new Star Wars -

inspired ElectriQ iQ Gravity Speaker
levitating 4W Bluetooth speaker that
hovers off its base plate.The floating orb
boasts up to five hours of continuous
playback on one charge. Price is £30.

For more information visit www.
laptopsdirect.co.uk

trc-

VINYL UNLOCKED
Vinyl Unlocked, based in Hampshire UK, has launched a specialist
service to transfer treasured analogue recordings on vinyl and
cassette to digital media. High quality recordings are on offer, up
to 24/192 PCM or as DSD, in both DSD64 and DSDI28 flavours.
These can be further processed to any popular lossless format
including FLAC. The service is highly customised; including
multiple format support and sophisticated tagging of the resulting
digital files.

Visit www.vinylunlocked.com or phone 07871 157091 for
further information.

www.hi-fiworld.co.0 JANUARY 2016 9



The new 800 Series Diamond
didn't get better by chance.
It got better by change.
868 changes to be precise.

Bowers&Wilkins
bowers-wilkins.corn
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Welcome to Hi-Fi World's 2015 Awards. Every
year our expert review team tests a wide
range of products to bring you the best from
the world of hi-fi. Some always impress us
more than others - be it for sheer sound
quality, innovation or great value for money.

So here is our pick of the most outstanding products to
have passed through our listening rooms over the past 12
months...

AWARDS 2015

BEST VALVE AMPLIFIER

BEST LOUDSPEAKER

BEST PORTABLE HI-RES PLAYER

BEST DAC

BEST NETWORK PLAYER

BEST TURNTABLE

BEST CARTRIDGE

BEST DIGITAL SOURCE

BEST LOUDSPEAKER CABLE

BEST HEADPHONES

p13

p14p14

p15

p16

p17

p18

p19

p20

p21

p22
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AEST AMPLIFIER

McIntosh MCI52

Reviewed: October 20 I 5 issue

If you ever fancied a slice of the legend-
ary McIntosh sound but were put off
by the price, then the iconic American
brand had the solution this year in the
shape of the MCI52.
Described as its entry-level power

amplifier, you still get 1 SO Watts per channel

worth of power into 2,4 or 8 Ohms thanks
to the company's proprietary Autoformers.
What's more, it sounds superb.
It's not just a cut -down version of McIntosh's
bigger power amplifiers but a superb
performer in its own right.
"It can be subtle and fleet of foot when
needed - yet is just at home pounding out
deep bass lines, crashing guitar chords or
orchestral crescendos" we said.
It also throws out a big, wide soundstage that
makes listening a truly immersive experience.
Add in those distinctive big, blue power
meters on the front, plus famous McIntosh
build quality and you have one of the best
power amplifiers you are ever likely to hear
at this price. Definitely a deserved winner of
our Amplifier Of The Year Award.
* For our original full review, see page 24.

12 HI-FI WORLD JANUARY 2016



/VEST VALVE

AMPLIFIER

Icon Audio MB8I

Reviewed: March 20 I 5 issue

If ever there was a distinctive -looking
amplifier, then it's the MB8 I mono -

blocks. Built around massive Russian
GU81 transmitter valves (each one
260mm tall, 100mm in diameter and
weighing in at !kg), Icon Audio found-

er Dave Shaw said the aim was to build a
triode amplifier that could drive modern
low -efficiency loudspeakers to "realistic
levels".

Consequently each MB8I can deliver
200 Watts into 8 Ohms - without losing any
of that triode magic.The valve complement
is completed by a first stage 6SL7 and 6SN7
followed by EL34 output drivers.The GU8I s
are simple to calibrate using Icon Audio's
EasyBias meters.

The result is a stunning sound which
combines fine resolution with enthralling
musicality."They sound vastly powerful
because of their unrestrained dynamics, yet
are easy-going and gentle up top" we said.

This could be just about the most
exciting and powerful push-pull triode
amplifier you can buy.
* For our original full review see page 30.

rld.co uk JANUARY 2016 HI -Fl 13



BEST

LOUDSPEAKER

Tannoy Definition
DCIOTi

Reviewed: April 20 I 5 issue

nnoy's DCIOTi is the flagship
model in its Definition range.Ti
Featuring a 76 litre, rear -ported
cabinet constructed from the fin-
est birch plywood and standing
over three -and -a -half feet tall the

DCIOTi is an imposing model built for large
rooms.

It features the latest version of Tannoy's
proprietary Dual Concentric driver - that
places a 25mm titanium dome tweeter
inside the throat of a 250mm mid/bass
driver. Complementing these is a 250mm
bass driver to add extra authority. And,
with a massive 92dB sensitivity, they need
little power to go loud.The result is a
loudspeaker with outstanding yet controlled
bass and a smooth yet expansive frequency
range.

Noel Keywood said "These are amongst
the best loudspeakers I have ever heard.

They are wonderfully powerful, delivering
this power with thunderous ease.They also
play a bass tune like no other and sound as
big as you'd hope - and as big as they look".
* For our original full review see page 34.

14 JANUARY 2016 www.hi-fhArorld.co.uk
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/VEST PORTABLE

HI-RES PLAYER

LOTOO PAW
GOLD

Reviewed: October 20 I 5 issue

The Lotoo PAW Gold is the nearest
thing you can get to carrying your
home hi-fi in your pocket.
Not only does it boast a full-blown

hi-fi DAC in the shape of the Texas
Instruments PCM 1792 but it also

has a LME49600 headphone drive chip and a

powerful ADI Blackfin 541 signal processor
for almost instant start-up. It is able to play
almost any high -resolution digital file available

as well as DSD. But more importantly it is a
spectacular sounding player.

Playing Fleetwood Mac's Dreams the

opening drum roll had both speed and punch
and there was tremendous grip on pace.
"Not only is there dynamic power aplenty
but cymbals and percussion were rhythmically
rock steady" we found.

With a fixed line output of 2V the Lotoo
can also be connected to the CD input of
an amplifier to deliver high -resolution files
to your hi-fi.Add to that bomb -proof build
quality with a machined aluminium case and
a sapphire glass screen and the Lotoo PAW
Gold sets the standard for portable players.
* For our original full review see page 40.
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BEST DAC

Chord 2Qute

Reviewed: October 20 I 5 issue

While most companies use

off -the -shelf digital decod-

ing circuits for their DACs,
Chord famously designs its
own programmable chips.
The 2Qute is built around

the latest version of the company's DAC"
with 26,368 digital taps, built into a Field
Programmable Gate Array, with the aim of
producing better detail retrieval and musical
transparency.

On the rear, BNC coaxial and USB type -

B inputs can accept high -resolution files all
the way up to 32-bit/384kHz while an optical
input operates up to 24-bit/I 92kHz.All three
will also play DSD64 files while DSD 128 can
be played via the USB and coaxial.

In use the 2Qute is clean, accurate and
tremendously detailed.This is a DAC that
goes about its business with almost forensic
precision. But there's also a natural dynamism
to the sound - down to the fact that the
Chord manages to start and stop notes on a
sixpence.A massively detailed DAC with the
ability to get to the heart of any music.
* For our full original review see page. 44.
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BEST NETWORK

PLAYER

Entotem Plato

Reviewed: November 20 I 5 issue

If ever a product covered all the bases
then it's the Plato from new Derby -

based company Entotem. In short, it's a
music server that incorporates 2TB of
hard disk storage alongside network-
ing capability, an MM/MC phono stage,

recording function, 24bit/ I 92kHz DAC and a
45 Watts per channel amplifier - all in a box
measuring just 370mm x 130mm x 300mm
(W/H/D). So you can stream to it, record
your LPs to the hard disk and connect a CD
player or other digital components.

It also turns in a brilliant performance.
Fed Led Zeppelin's 'Black Dog' we found the
sound was both detailed and vibrant."The
Plato grabbed hold of the track and pushed it
along with verve, without sounding congested
or forced" we said."The DAC section is
extremely composed and free from any
digital harshness, meaning various instruments
are easy to follow, even in the densest of
mixes-.

Indeed, the Entotem Plato was probably
the most innovative and fully -featured
product we came across all year.
* For our original full review see page 46.
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IEST
TURNTABLE

Pro -Jett Essential II
Digital

Reviewed: October 20 I 5 issue

If a turntable with arm, cartridge, built-
in phono stage and both line -level and
24bit/96kHz digital output for a shade
over £300 sounds like a bit of a bar-
gain, you'd be right. It is. But that's the
magic of Pro-Ject Essential II Digital.

Based on the multi -award winning
Essential II deck with a factory -fitted arm
and Ortofon OMSe cartridge the additional
features allow it to be connected to any
existing hi-fi system or even to be used to
record your vinyl collection to a computer.

Noel Keywood commented,"You get
turntable, cartridge, phono stage and digital
convertor, which in separate units could
easily cost double, or much more.The sound
was big bodied, fluid and dynamic. It was

larger chested than most budget turntables
in fact, giving me a big expansive sound stage

with plenty of apparent depth and real power.
The Pro-Ject Essential II Digital is quite an
amazing package. It gave great results, having

lush sound quality from its analogue output
that I found thoroughly enjoyable and entirely
in keeping with expectations from LP".
* For our original full review see page 50.
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minim) AWARDS

/VEST

CARTRIDGE

Ortofon A95

Reviewed: September 20 I 5 issue

With a super rigid, laser -welded

titanium body, boron cantile-
ver and finely honed diamond
stylus of Replicant geom-
etry, Ortofon's new flagship
Moving Coil cartridge is a

feat of micro -miniature engineering, we said.
The A95 has a vestigial body frame that

cradles a miniature electrical generator at
its furthermost tip. From this emerges the
fine boron cantilever that traces the LP
groove. The generator uses a powerful but
light Neodymium magnet and the signal
coils are wound from gold-plated oxygen
free copper. All this
engineering produces a sound that is dry, fast,
extremely detailed and almost concussive.
As Noel Keywood commented, "The A95 is
a highly -tuned mechanical statement. It is not
lush, warm or cuddly, but rather a machine of
insight and deep analysis".

"It is a cartridge that makes the LP sound
better all-round than I have ever heard it.
Almost frightening! It is sort of CD like in its
qualities - only much, much better".
* For our original full review see page 56.
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WORLD AWARDS

IEST DIGITAL

SOURCE

Naim Unitilite

Reviewed: April 20 I 5 issue

20 HI-FI WORLD JANUARY 2016

The little brother of the original
groundbreaking Uniti, Naim's
UnitiLite is a talented box of tricks
that gets on with the task of play-
ing music, with refreshing verve and
assurance.

Comprising a CD player, high -resolution

streamer (up to 32bit/192kHz), DAB/FM
radio and a 50 Watts per channel amplifier,
the UnitiLite also now packs support for
the Spotify music streaming service and
Bluetooth capability. In short it has all the
digital bases covered.

And the sound is just what you'd expect
from Salisbury's finest - rhythmically assured

and boasting a solidity and pace that brings
music alive, with powerful bass and a smooth,
uncluttered midband.

Whether via CD, streamed high-

resolution files or Bluetooth replay the Naim
never sounds clinical but allows music to flow
naturally and with real verve and realism that
makes listening a joy.

In short, the UnitiLite is an exceptional
one -box, do it all digital source.
* For our full original review see page 60.



WORLD AWARDS

BEST

LOUDSPEAKER

CABLE
TelluriumQ Silver
Diamond

Reviewed: October 20 I 5 issue

Tellurium Q are renowned for the
secrecy surrounding the construc-
tion of their cables. But when your
products are this good, that's com-
pletely understandable.
And the Silver Diamonds are

undoubtedly their best loudspeaker cable yet.
They are totally uncoloured - instead acting

as a wide open channel between amplifier
and 'speakers and so letting more of the
music flow through to let you know exactly
what the rest of the sysstem is doing.

"They allow the entire frequency range
to be heard in full resolution without any
harshness - unless it happens to be on the
record in the first place" we said. "On Jean
Francaix's 'Petit Quatour Pour Saxophones',
for example, there's an incredibly expansive
acoustic and lifelike presentation, with the
tonal differences of the soprano, alto, tenor
and baritone saxophones perfectly differen-
tiated".

In fact the new Silver Diamonds can
easily stand comparison with cables costing
up to three times as much.
* For our original full review see page 62.
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WORLD AWARDS

'EST
HEADPHONES

Noble K 1 0

Reviewed: September 20 I 5 issue
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Noble Audio's flagship K I 0 cus-

tom in -ear monitors are a feat
of miniature audio engineering
par excellence. First an audiolo-
gist takes an impression of your
ears, then the company uses

that to shape the earpieces so they exactly
match the unique contours of your ear canals
for a perfect fit.

The result is a sound that can be
compared to listening to a set of the best
full -range loudspeakers. Much of that is down
to the fact that Noble packs 10 drivers into
each earpiece - a pair of bass drivers, a pair
of mid -frequency drivers, a pair of mid -/high -

frequency drivers, two high -frequency drivers
and also two super -high -frequency drivers.

This results in a beautifully coherent and
extended sonic signature that combines detail
with excellent tempo.The custom fit also
means extraneous noise is almost completely
eliminated, giving a totally immersive
experience. Beautifully crafted and exquisitely
engineered, they are among the best in -ear

monitors you can buy.
* For our original full review see page 64.
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Blue Cheer
McIntosh has introduced a new entry-level solid-state power amplifier in the shape of the
MC152 - but it still packs 150 Watts per channel and sounds sublime, says Jon Myles.

0
ne of the undeniable

joys of reviewing hi-fi
equipment is that every
so often a component
comes along that literally
blows your socks off.

It doesn't happen every month -
but when it does it's enough to have
you sitting on the sofa with a big, fat
grin on your face and rifling through
your music collection as you play
track after track long into the wee
small hours (preferably with a glass of
nicely -matured Scotch in your hand
- but that's not strictly a necessity).

So it was with me (well, apart
from the Scotch) when the mighty
McIntosh MA8000 integrated
amplifier arrived at Hi-Fi World last
year. Here was a beast of a product
- weighing over 100Ibs and capable

of delivering some 300 Watts per
channel of power yet possessed of

such subtlety, finesse and outright
coherency that it put most of its
rivals to shame.The very definition of
an iron fist in a velvet glove.

It's only drawback was the small
matter of a f 10,000 asking price. Not
that it wasn't worth it - but let's be
honest, not all of us are fortunate
enough to be able to spend that
sort of money on a single piece of
equipment.

But don't fret. Because if you
fancy a slice of the McIntosh sound
at a rather more wallet -friendly price
then the company has just introduced
its new entry-level solid-state MCI 52
power amplifier.

Being McIntosh (perhaps the
very epitome of big and beefy in
the amplifier world) entry-level still
translates to a weight of 751bs and a
rated power output of 150 Watts per
channel - which is highly conser-

vative as we measured a massive 235

Watts into 8 Ohms (see Measured
Performance for full details).

Much of that weight is down to
McIntosh's use of transformers in the
output stage to ensure consistent
power delivery regardless of the
connected loudspeaker's impedance
(see Noel Keywood's piece for a
complete explanation).

The MC 152 is, though, rather
svelte compared to some of the
brand's other power amplifiers
- being a slim 6in in height with a
depth of 21 in and width of I 7.5in.

One word of caution, however;
users of three-legged racks will find
the power socket at the back of
the MC152 falls just where the rear
support stands making the use of
chunky specialist mains leads a little
tricky.

Once in situ, there's no mistaking
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this is a McIntosh amplifier - entry
level or not.The front panel is
dominated by the traditional two
big, blue illuminated power meters
and the green company logo.A
switch allows you to dim the power
meter display if you wish while the
only other control is the on/off
button.Those power meters and
big green love them or hate them; I
unashamedly love 'ern.

On the rear are sturdy binding
posts with taps for 2,4 and 8 Ohm
`speakers, as well as XLR balanced

and unbalanced inputs.There's also

a power save slider control which
when activated automatically turns
the MC 152 off if it doesn't receive a
signal for 30 minutes.

SOUND QUALITY
The MC152 may not have quite the
prodigious arc -welding power of
some of its bigger brethren but it still
has the traditional McIntosh strength
of exercising a firm grip over virtually
any loudspeaker you care to pair it
with.

Hooked up to our reference
Tannoy Definition DCIOTi
floorstanders (via the 4 Ohm
`speaker taps) and fed a variety of
files from CD to 24bit/I92kHz high -

resolution via the impressive Chord

2Qute DAC (see review elsewhere
this issue) and the MC152 impressed
from the off with its big, spacious
sound.

On King Tubby's Dub Fever'
collection the MC 152 proved capable
of generating earth -shaking levels of

bass yet without losing the sense of
air and atmosphere that pervades
these tracks and makes them work
so well.

Electronic beeps and chopped,

distorted guitar effects emerged from
seemingly nowhere - swelling into
the mix and then disappearing in
the blink of an eye.

Just as importantly the
McIntosh threw a big,
wide soundstage

into the room
which made
the listening a
truly immersive
experience.

Importantly, though,
the MC152 can also tread
gently when needed.The mid -

band has a slightly lush and generous

quality to it which is more akin to a
good valve amplifier than a 150 Watt
solid -stater.

On a 24/96 rip of Eleanor
McEvoy's delicately recorded

'Non Smoking Single Female' the

McIntosh imbued the walking bass
part with real timbre while vocals
were wonderfully rich and romantic.
The track simply flowed in a natural,
organic manner.

Yet this isn't done at the expense
of essential detail.The MCI 52 has the

The MC152's output
stage uses transformer
coupling (under the
left and right screened
casings at the front of
the unit).
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Everything you need.
Nothing you don't.

Music brings us so much joy. An audio system shouldn't reduce music's unique
emotional satisfaction with unnecessary complication and superfluous, performance
robbing features. Rotel's new RA -1570 Stereo Integrated Amplifier combines proven
analog design with advanced digital circuits to bring all of your favorite artists to life
with surpassing fidelity. It's a powerful 120 watts per channel Class NB amplifier,
highly refined preamplifier and 24/192 Digital to Analog convertor tucked behind
a timeless rushed metal, user-friendly front panel. Whether you chose to listen to
classic vinyl L.Rs, via your smart phone or tablet, or 192kHz/ 24 bit PC-USB digital
streams, the RA -1570 takes you straight to the heart of a musical performance.
Without compromise or complication.

Want to find out more about how we do it? Visit www.rotel.com/UK to find your
nearest authorised Rotel retailer.

ROTEL.COM



REVIEW

ability to catch the leading edge of
notes and subsequent decay without
the artificial haze some transistor
amplifiers impart.This made it sound
wonderfully lifelike.

Moving onto something a little
fiercer in the shape of The Sex
Pistols' Never Mind The Bollocks..?
and I could hear why McIntosh has
long been a favourite with rock fans.
The marching boots at the start of
`Holidays In The Sun' had me thinking
an invading army was streaming

across the room while Steve Jones's
opening guitar chord wasn't just big,
it was positively gargantuan.And
when the pile-driver drums and
bass kicked in I could thoroughly
understand why one reviewer
famously described this album as a

big, bad beautiful sound.The McIntosh
MC152 made it sound all of those
things - and in all the right ways.

Overall, it was the combination
of power, control and overall
coherence that made the McIntosh
work so well with seemingly all
musical genres. I'd never mistake

Stanislaw Skrowaczewski and the

Minnesota Orchestra's rendition of
Ravel's glorious Rapsodie Espagnole'

for the Sex Pistols, but it was just as
thrilling via the MC152.

Individual instruments were
located firmly in place within the
stereo image, with good height and
depth, while the dynamic contrasts

between the various movements
were handled with pinpoint precision.

The work ends with an
exuberant burst of orchestral colour
in the fourth movement and the
McIntosh captured all the joie de
vivre of the finale without ever letting
it spiral out of control or congeal
into an indistinct cacophony - even
with the volume pushed well higher
than usual.

If I'm going to level any criticism
then I have to say that the same
piece played through the mighty
MA8000 did have slightly more air
and space to its delivery than on
the MC 152 - giving it a little more
overall grandeur and impact. But if
you'd never heard the former it's not
something you'd ever be worried
about.

That's because this new McIntosh
power amplifier is a very impressive
piece of equipment in its own right. It
may be the smallest of the company's
range of power amplifiers (both in
terms of physical size and power
output) but it still packs a significant
punch - combining a big, punchy

sound with a liquid, thoroughly

Both balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA inputs are provided, as
well as taps for 2, 6 and 8 Ohm loudspeakers.

musical midband and a detailed

delivery. I can well see it recruiting a
lot more hi-fi lovers into the ranks of
McIntosh converts.

CONCLUSION
McIntosh's new MC I52 combines

plentiful power output with a sonic
signature that brings the best out of
all genres of music. It can be subtle
and fleet -of -foot when needed - yet
is just at home pounding out deep
bass lines, crashing guitar chords

or orchestral crescendos. Not just
a cut -down version of McIntosh's
bigger power amplifiers but a great
performer in its own right.

NOEL SAYS -
The absence of distortion in big auto -trans-
former coupled McIntosh amps is eerie and I
suspect the output stages swing more voltage
and less current than is common, because as
you reduce current you minimize both distortion
and thermal modulation at the output transistor
junction. This eases the job of the output tran-
sistors, protects them and also makes 2 Ohm
electrostatic loads no problem.

Feedback is taken from the output devices
direct, and from the transformer, via a summing
network - neat design.

The MC152 is also fully balanced all
through, currently a rare topology but one that
will become more popular as sound quality ben-
efits are better understood and appreciated.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
The MC152 produced 253 Watts into an

8 Ohm load and slightly less, 225 Watts,

into a 4 Ohm load. Unlike most transistor

amplifiers the use of output transformers

means it is effectively load matched,

rather than being a 'constant -voltage

source' so maximum power is the same

into any load. However, McIntosh also

use voltage limiting as protection and
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the output was prevented from going

into serious overload. The MC152 is very

powerful all the same and its 2 Ohm

output is meant for electrostatic loads.

Distortion was very low at all

frequencies, measuring 0.005% in the

midband and 0.02%, mostly noise, at

10kHz, 1 Watts output. Our spectrum

analysis shows an absence of crossover

distortion harmonics and this was

maintained right up to full power out

at 10kHz, an impressive performance.

Low frequencies had no impact on the

transformers either, distortion at 40Hz,

full output measuring 0.007%.

Frequency response rolls off slowly

above 20kHz, and below 10Hz, but the

amplifier measured flat across the audio

band into 8 Ohm and 4 Ohm loads.

Input sensitivity was low at 1.6V

through the phono inputs for full output,

and no less than 3.2V through the

balanced XLR inputs.

The MC152 is powerful and

measures exceptionally well all round. It

has very low distortion and can drive any

load. Impressive. NK

Power
Frequency response
Separation
Noise
Distortion (1W, 10kHz)
Sensitivity

250Watts
5Hz-50kHz

110dB
-121dB
0.02%

1.6V

MCINTOSH MC152
£4995

rrE
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best.

VALUE - keenly priced

VERDICT
Iconic looks matched with a
big, expansive and detailed

sound make the MC152 one
of the best power amplifiers
you'll hear at its price. Highly
recommended.

FOR

- smooth and musical
- controlled, deep bass
- slim case
- price

AGAINST
- weight

Jordan Acoustics
+44 (0)1592 744779
www.jordanacoustics.co.uk
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Jordan
Acoustics

Audeze
LCD -4 HEADPHONES
£3,299.00

new

01202 911 886 01592 744 779
bournemouth store glenrothe, store follow us

web site: www.jordanacoustics.co.uk

Audeze
LCD -3 HEADPII.
£1,599.00

Finance Example*
£659.80 initial 20% deposit then
£109.96 per month for 24 months
Other finance terms available*

Finance Example*
£319.80 initial 20% deposit then
£106.60 per month for 12 months
Other finance terms available*

Audeze
LCD-XC HEADPHONES
£1,499.00

Finance Example*
£299.80 initial 20% deposit then
£99.93 per month for 12 months
Other finance terms available*

Audeze
LCD -X HEADPHONES
£1,399.00

new

Audeze
THE KING HEADPHONE
AMPLIFIER £TBA

Finance Example*
£279.80 initial 20% deposit then
£93.27 per month for 12 months
Other finance terms available*

Finance Example*
Please call to find out more
Other finance terms available*

*Subject to status & conditions. Please ask for further information.

Have you visited our new web site?
0% Finance available on most products*



FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY
Trade in your existing Musical Fidelity CD player and receive 100% of it's value in part

exchange against the all new Nu -Vista CD (3rd party brands are also accepted on a
different pricing structure).

This means you can make a monster upgrade with no loss on your outgoing CD player. The
small print is fairly straightforward: Nu -Vista CD must be an upgrade from your traded in CD

player, the trade in must be working and in acceptable cosmetic condition and it needs to have
its basic accessories (remote controls etc.) Apart from this, there is no small print. Call us on
01202 911886 to find out if your CD player qualifies for this fabulous and limited offer.
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new

Musical Fidelity
NU -VISTA CD PLAYER
£6,499

Finance Example*
£1,299.80 initial 20% deposit then
£173.31 per month for 30 months
Other finance terms available*

new

Musical Fidelity
NU -VISTA 800 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
£7,999

Finance Example*
£1,599.80 initial 20% deposit then
£213.31 per month for 30 months
Other finance terms available*



REVIEW

Icon Audio's MB81 power amplifiers lit up our listening
room - and that's the point. Here are amplifiers no one
can miss, Noel Heywood finds.

Light Power
s we gingerly pushed an
MB81 amplifier down
the business centre cor-
ridors, people gawped in
surprise. Everyone was
westruck, even if they

didn't fully know why.Women stared
quizzically whilst men stopped and
were eager to ask about it.

And that's why you may want to
own an Icon Audio MB8 I 200 Watt
valve amplifier. It stands out, catching

everyone's attention.Although
not 'styled' as such, its appearance
powerfully speaks to people - and

you can't say that about much hi-fi
these days.

Functionality? Yes, every part of

this extraordinary beast has a job
to do, some parts explaining why
most hi-fi companies shy away from
building an amplifier based on Russian
industrial transmitter valves.The
spectacular glow from their heaters
is achieved at a price: they need a

large, dedicated filament transformer
that adds significantly to weight
(55kgs) - and cost.

And then there's the price:
10,000 a pair. OK it isn't so big

by hi-fi standards and it's less than

many modern hi-fi items.- but it isn't
cheap.

And finally, Icon Audio's new

babies are not really intended for
general use. Designer and founder
David Shaw wanted to build this
amplifier for his own use, but he felt
others may be interested too.Trouble
is, those white top caps on the GR8 I
valves have lots of volts on them and
are potentially dangerous.To avoid a
fry up, David says he will only sell this
amplifier to buyers he has met and
vetted first.An amplifier like this must
be easily serviceable to keep it safe,
so the owner has to be in contact
with the factory, in the way that any
transmitter would be serviced by
trained engineers, not those using it.

It may all seem extreme, but in
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REVIEW

the world of valve amplifiers there
is a trend toward such 'boutique'
products. Audio Research of the
USA started the trend back in 1975
with the D -I50 tube power amplifier
that weighed 60kgs, no less.Tim De
Paravicini kicked off EAR in the UK
in 1976 with the 100 Watt EAR509,
while Japan can perhaps claim to be
first into the tube fashion contest
with disco amplifiers that use the
rare Western Electric 212E. Icon
Audio took to the big 845 valve
some years ago within their MB845
monoblock amplifiers.The new MB8I
continues this trend but uses the
Russian GU -81 ruggedised military

transmitting pentode that is still
available and not too expensive at
around £60.

There's a stonking great I2V
heater in the GU81 that draws
10A, meaning it's equivalent to a

120W light bulb - and that's why it
glows so bright. With two GU-8Is
working in push-pull this means 20A
for the filaments so the MB8I has
an independent heater transformer
inside one of those big, black
screening cans at the rear of the
chassis.The other cans hou

transformer, output transfo
chokes.

David Shaw told me he
not run the GU-8Is at any
the 1500 Volts they'd see n
but at around half this. So t
not sizzling monsters waitit
the nearest living organism,
on wasn't accompanied by
from the transformers, but
- as expected - a thrum fr
loudspeakers until the circt
settled, within seconds.

The GU-8Is emitted a
and intense glow when 1 sv

on; they light up like a light
The mains switch is at the
the chassis, so there's no need to get
within striking distance of the top
caps either!

For maximum power output
fixed bias is used, meaning occasional

bias adjustment is necessary - hence

the front panel meters.They monitor
current, in conjunction with another
front panel switch that selects
between them, or in its Off position
shows power output.

There are also 'hum buckers',
small potentiometers that adjust for
minimum hum from each amplifier.

A user must occasionally adjust for
minimum hum from the loudspeaker,
but it is at a very low level and only
audible when close to the speaker.

Life can get a little technical

when trying to explain the
Sensitivity switch on this amplifier,
but I'll keep it simple. It's a three -

position toggle switch, selecting
H, 0 or L - meaning High / Off
/ Low sensitivity. Icon suggest L
(i.e. low sensitivity) is used.This

gives best measured performance
and tightest bass by applying

maximum feedback, so lowering
output impedance and increasing
damping factor. It makes the MB81

insensitive, needing 2.7V from a

preamplifier for full power output.
Most can manage this easily, but if

they have a gain of x3, or perhaps
no gain, then only silver disc players
will drive these power amps to
full volume.The argument is a tad
academic because full volume is
220 Watts and most users won't
get near to needing all that power.
All Icon Audio preamplifiers can
drive the MB8Is easily and I used an
Oppo BDP-105D Blu-ray player and

Icon Audio PS3 phono stage without
difficulty.

Switching sensitivity to High
gives the MB8I a normal input
sensitivity and better matches low

The rear panel carries 8 Ohm and
4 Ohm loudspeaker terminals,
a Sensitivity switch that alters
feedback levels and an IEC mains
input socket.

loudspeakers with lean bass suddenly

sound better balanced I find from
my own World Audio Design 300B
amplifier, with feedback switched off.
So what you hear in use depends
upon your loudspeaker, to some
extent your room - and what setting

Another five transformers/chokes lurk underneath, plus hard
wired audiophile components.

the 0, or Off position. It doesn't
mean sensitivity off, so much as

feedback off. Switching feedback off

further increases gain and therefore
sensitivity. However, distortion goes

up too and bandwidth decreases,
although the amplifier remains flat to
10kHz before a slow treble roll off.

As usual, with no feedback
output overload becomes much
more progressive, but as we are
talking about 3% distortion caused
by soft clipping at 250 Watts I don't
think this is going to affect many
users.Without feedback under-
damped loudspeakers will start to
sound loose in their bass, as well as

boxy, but conversely well damped

part I used Lo when listening to the
MB8Is, since this gives just 0.1%

distortion, best damping and is what
David Shaw recommends.

SOUND QUALITY
Valve amplifiers need a good 30

minutes before they give their sonic
best so I was careful to give the
MB8Is one hour warm up.

I ran the amplifiers with
Tannoy Kensington Gold Reference
loudspeakers. Sources were high -

resolution digital from an Astell&Kern
AK 120 player, connected via optical

digital link to an Oppo BDP-I 05D
Blu-ray player, with its ESS Sabre32

DAC.This player also allowed me to
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The CP-800 stereo preamp/processor

Conventional high -end preamplifiers
are the direct descendants of
preamps that were conceived
decades ago in a pre -digital world.
The CP-800 stereo preamp/
processor is something new. It
combines the key circuit blocks
of a high -end audio system in a
unique way to improve and shorten
the signal path. Analogue purity
is preserved while digital sources
acquire new processing features
and higher performance than ever.
For the first time, a CD ripped to a
computer can sound better than it
would if played in the world's best
CD player.

Find out why.
Download the white paper at
www.classeaudio.com/whitepaper.
Then hear the CP-800 for yourself
at your authorised Classe retailer.
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play CD via the Sabre32, and since
it has remote control of volume
through the Sabre32's 32bit internal
digital volume control I was able to
drive the MB8Is direct.

Even with the amps set to Lo
sensitivity there was no trouble
generating enormous volume from a
setting of 70 on the Oppo's control.
Playing taxing material like Angelique

Kidjo's 'Aye' album (CD) with its
powerful bass lines at very high
volume the MB8Is sounded relaxed
and in control.They have strong bass,
and plenty of clean low -end power.

I was aware of the enormous bass
push of these amplifiers and the
laconic ease with which they deliver
lows. I did start to realise I was
playing everything super -loud, where I

don't normally do this -Willy DeVille
is singing 'Spanish Harlem' (24/96)

at full nightclub level as I write this,
his guttural voice having a big, solid

forceful presence.
A little earlier I span Lady GaGa's

'Monster' (CD) at a ridiculous level
to see how the MB8Is would deliver
the track's huge subsonics and it
just shrugged the whole thing off;
vast power is a non-issue.The huge
dynamic contrasts of this amplifier
were made very obvious with Safri
Duo's 'Samb-Adagio' (CD) where the

explosive electronic percussion work
was unrestrained in power.

Overall, the MB8Is are well
balanced and not especially charac-

terful.They sound vastly powerful
because of their unrestrained
dynamics, yet at the same time they
are easy-going and gentle up top. I

set the Kensingtons to have a little
treble lift yet even with this I noticed
no treble character. Bass has a big,

gently muscular quality.There's simply
no hardness nor strain. It is like an

encounter with a whale: not intrin-
sically threatening, yet at the same
time there's a lot of heft there!

The MB8Is have a lovely deep
soundstage, roughly on -par with big
845s. I was aware of this with pieces
like 'Marasa Elu', sung by The Creole

Choir of Cuba (24/48) where the
space in which the performance took
place permeated our large listening
room, seemingly turning it into a
small church.The mournful lead vocal
hovered in front of me, surrounded
by the small choir -a lovely
performance, made large by this
amplifier's generous sound staging

and lush delivery.
The Beatles sounded equally

large and lifelike on 'This Boy'
from the LP Mono Masters.There
was a sense of John Lennon at the

microphone in front of me, sounding
forceful and fluent in his delivery.

CONCLUSION
Not many people dream of running
an amplifier like this. I know from
a vast 211 amplifier we once built
for a Hong Kong customer in 1994
that such amplifiers are a rich man's
sport - one most appreciated in the
Far East.And although the MB8 I

was designed in the UK, it is built in
Icon Audio's Chinese factory. I say

this to get the MB81 into context.
It is a breathtaking sight to behold
and equally impressive to hear. High

Fidelity doesn't get more impressive

than this.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
With LO sensitivity switched in, meaning

maximum feedback and flattest response,

the MB81 measured flat across the audio

band from its 8 Ohm winding, output

rolling down to -1dB at a respectable

28kHz. With no feedback (0) response

narrowed a little, the -1dB frequency

reducing to 20kHz.

The 4 Ohm tap measured -1dB down

at 3.4kHz and -3dB at 10kHz with max

feedback, meaning the 4 Ohm tap will give

a warm sound ,as this degree of treble

roll off is high. Reducing feedback to zero

had little effect.

The easiest solution to this difficulty

is to use a single 6 Ohm winding that

feeds equal power to 4 and 8 Ohm loads,

if less power than matched windings, or to

use a feedback summing point; I suspect

Icon will choose one or other in final

samples to eliminate this problem.

As it stands the MB81 suits 8

Ohm loads, into which it delivered 220

Watts for just -visible distortion on an

oscilloscope (2%). In practice overload

is progressive even with maximum

feedback (i.e. LO) , distortion measuring

1% at 120 Watts, and 3% at 253 Watts

- this is effectively the maximum usable

power. The 4 Ohm tap gave similar power

figures.

With LO sensitivity selected, input

sensitivity was very low, 2.7V being

needed for full output. However, with

the voltage gain available sensitivity

won't seem low; the MB81 will go very

loud from 1V in. Noise was low too and

hum around 3mV, enough for hum to be

just audible at the loudspeaker, if not at

a distance, as with all directly heated

triodes.

The highest damping factor

measured 3 (maximum feedback) and the

lowest was 0.4 with no feedback (8 ohm

output).

The MB81 works well as an 8 Ohm

amplifier but the 4 Ohm tap will give

a warm sound as things stand. Icon

Audio may well be able to cure this by

altering the feedback arrangement in the

final design. Massive power is available

- 250 Watts no less - so its huge MB81

transmitting tubes do a good job and this

is one impressive device, its one current

but eradicable flaw notwithstanding. NK

Power 220 Watts
Frequency response 12Hz-28kHz

Noise -100dB
Distortion 0.16%
Sensitivity 2.7V
Damping factor 3
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ICON AUDIO MB81
POWER AMPLIFIER
£10,000 (PAIR)

000.0
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best.

VERDICT
A powerful and eye-catching
amplifier that packs massive
punch.

FOR

- smooth, easy sound
- big dynamics
- appearance

AGAINST
- heat

- weight
- 4 Ohm limitation

Icon Audio
+44 (0)116 244 0593
www.iconaudio.com
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Tannoy
Ti -me

Impeccable bass

timing is a key
feature of the new
Tannoy Definition

DC10 Ti. Noel

Keywood admires

its grip - and its
power.

Big Tannoys

are famous

for their
bass power
and I've

experienced
this first hand on many
occasions, most nota-

bly when reviewing the
Yorkminsters, way back in
our April 2006 issue.They
shook our listening room
in a way I had never
heard - or felt - before.

These very large 'speakers

had the power and pres-
ence we all dream about
- and everyone at Hi-Fi
World was awestruck.

That was some time
ago, in another day and

another place.What
hasn't changed is the

ability of Tannoy's new

Definition DCIO Tis
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- reviewed here - to shake a room.

But this is the loudspeaker Tannoy
want us to be able to enjoy in our
home, because it fits in, lacking the

1960s Tygan grille cloth and wardrobe

proportions of the Yorkies.
Whilst the DCIOTis are big,

they hover below being visually
overpowering, standing just over

a metre - I I76mm - high. Like all
modern floorstanders - and unlike

models in Tannoy's traditional

Prestige range - their front baffle
is relatively narrow at 434mm, so
they don't intrude in the home.
This also has the benefit of giving
more solid, concise stereo images
due to a lessening of diffraction
effects across the baffle's surface.

To get the sort of bass power
Tannoys are known for - and

to come close to the mighty
Yorkminster with its massive I 2in

Dual -Concentric driver, Tannoy
have used two I Oin drive units in

the DCIO Ti, one above the other.
This gives 40% more cone area
than a I 2in, I calculate, so although

the DCIO Ti does not have
huge cabinet volume, it still has
prodigious cone area, only a little
less than a big I 5in.And this is

where its bass power comes from.
For big bass you just need to
move air and Tannoy don't flinch
at this challenge in the DCIOTi.
But for those who find it - or its
price -a tad too large, there is a
more compact DC8 Ti.

The cabinets of our off -the -

shelf samples were finished in a

lovely Cherry, with deep gloss
lacquer applied.There are no

seams or joints on display at front
and all edges have a small chamfer

to soften the lines.As is common
nowadays, the 320mm deep

cabinet curves inward to the rear
to remove hard, boxy lines and
also to lessen internal resonances,
we are told.

Further thought has gone
into the base and this was a
lovely piece of work.Tannoy use
machined MDF to get smooth
curves that flow into the cabinet
above, adding a metal stabilising

weight to provide extra mass; at
43kgs the DCIO Ti is heavy. The
floor spikes within this plinth can
be conveniently adjusted from
above using a hex key. Our speakers

came with base fitted, spikes and
locking nuts, but no hex key or floor
protection cups, or alternatively
hard -faced protective feet; at the
price they should be in the box.

Tannoy claim the heavy base

improves bass articulation and it
is likely so because I have found

that adding weighty silver -sand to a

loudspeaker's cabinet chamber, when

fitted, does obviously improve bass
articulation as well as stereo image
stability.

The rear carries two large
ports and bi-wire connector
panel, with earth terminal.
We put a foam bung in the
upper port for this shot.

Each 'speaker's rear connection

panel carries sturdy bi-wire terminals,
fitted with removable shorting
links, and there is the usual Tannoy
earth terminal to which I attach a
conventional green earth wire that
runs back to ground on an amplifier
- meaning its casework, or ground
terminal if there's a phono input.

The top drive unit of the DCIO
Ti is a Dual -Concentric, where the
tweeter (high frequency unit) fires

out through the centre of the bass
cone.This seamlessly integrates

treble with midrange output from the
bigger surrounding cone. It makes for
a very consistent sound, wherever
you are seated, or even if standing
in a room. Our measurements show,
as usual, that the Dual -Concentric is

ever so slightly smoother off -axis
than on -axis, so the DCIO Ti is
best pointed straight down a room
and not toed in toward listeners.
They have been balanced for this
alignment too, running flat to
20kHz off -axis, but peaking slightly

by a few dB above I OkHz on -axis.

The big cones have a smooth,
satin black finish and are of "multi-

fibre" construction Tannoy say. At
the base of the horn lies a titanium
dome tweeter that reaches
down to 2kHz our impedance
measurement shows. High purity
Oxygen Free Copper (OFC) wiring
is used in the crossover and it is
Deep Cryogenically Treated to
relieve stresses and improve low-
level resolution.The bottom drive
unit handles bass alone.

Finally, a word about the all-

important rear ports on this
loudspeaker. In reflex loudspeakers

it is the ports that radiate deep
bass, not the bass unit, so what they
do is important.Traditionally, ports
have been seen as narrow -tuned,

anti -resonant systems and given

little thought.This is the source
of the "bouncy" undamped bass
quality people complain about with
reflex loudspeakers.

It is possible to flat -tune a port
so it doesn't acoustically "bounce"
by a variety of methods, and Tannoy

have done this on the DCIOTi, our
port output measurement shows.
You get a better bass tune, and
less one -note bounce. However,

subjectively, loudspeakers with flat-
tuned ports have a drier sound,
I find, with an apparently less

enthusiastic dynamic. I can imagine

some listeners may not hear this as
a better thing - but it is!

That the loudspeaker is working
better reflects back into the load
the amplifier sees. So what is good
for the loudspeaker is good for the
driving amplifier too - and here the
DCIOTi excels. It will draw current
(and power), that's true, and this is
where its earth -shaking bass comes

from, but modern amplifiers are
designed to cope and the bass that
comes out is of better quality.

The two ports total a lot of
area and here we are again looking
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at the same issue as cone area: the
bigger the better for low distortion
(smooth boundary air flow) and high
acoustic power.Those two rear ports
account for a lot on this 'speaker. But
if they over -excite a room, causing

it to boom, then foam bungs are
supplied to lessen bass output.

I should say, however, that the
DCIO Ti is purposed for large rooms
that both need a lot of bass power
and can handle it without booming.
Small rooms are more resonant by
nature, because of their lower air
volume as well as higher frequency
modes - and beware of this. I once
tried Yorkminsters in my 17ft long
lounge and their bass was lost; this
combo just didn't work, even though
my lounge is heavily bass damped

by two settees plus armchair, and
acoustically treated too; it still wasn't
right.

The DCIO Tis will likely work
best in rooms 18ft and longer. We
ran them in a room 25ft long, 18ft
wide with a 8ft-I8ft sloping ceiling, of

AK120's digital output.
Hoping the DCIO Tis could

move our 25ft long room with body -
shaking subsonics 1 span Safri Duo's

'Samb Adagio' (CD) and this showed
just how far Tannoy have gone in
achieving peerless bass.As the deep

synth enters after an extended
keyboard solo I felt the bass as
much as hearing it; there was a deep

"As the ceeo synth enters after
an extenced keyooard sob I felt
the sass as much as hearing it;
there was a ceep presence in

the room that came from oelow
- and it shook me."
volume 4800 cu ft.This is big enough
to develop very low bass, right down
to 20Hz, providing a loudspeaker can
input enough acoustic power. Most
domestic speakers cannot; they are
not designed to do so.The DCIO Ti
can - and did! But the corollary is
that it may be too much for a smaller
space, hence the DC8 Ti. Room size

dominates loudspeaker performance.

SOUND QUALITY
As always the speakers were run
in with pink noise, then bass heavy
music from Angelique Kidjo and
finally a Monitor Audio De-tox disc.
I used the Sugden Class A FBA -800

power amplifier reviewed in this
issue, which was an ideal match; the
Tannoys fully exploit low power, high -

quality amplifiers.
Sources were an Oppo BDP-

105D spinning CD, and processing

high-res digital from an Astell&Kern

presence in the room that came
from below - and it shook me. Until
now, sitting on a settee close to the
room's end wall has not bolstered
the bass of speakers under review,
but with the DCIO Tis it did. Our
room's lowest mode is 23Hz and this
the Tannoys energised, something few

speakers can manage; bass this low
you feel rather than hear. It was a
deeply impressive performance.

Because the DCIO Tis are well
damped, the articulation Tannoy claim

for this loudspeaker was obvious.
Rather than an amorphous "bass

sound", I was aware that a synth
was being played: notes started
and stopped snappily at identifiable
moments and they even had timbral

qualities to them. This is bass articu-
lation and, by the nature of the beast,
rare - yet impressive when heard.
I could hear the quality of Mick
Fleetwood's kick drum in 'The Chain'

The horn loaded
tweeter, with pep-
perpot waveguide,
fires out through the
centre of the bass/
midrange cone.

(24/96) and it had perfectly judged
power, sounding neither resonantly
large, nor constricted. But boy did
it sound powerful; it punched at me,
Mike Tyson fashion.

Although the DCIO Tis go low
with laconic ease, in our room bass
was not inflated; no one would
accuse them of being bass heavy I

believe - and measurement showed

they are accurate rather than
emphasised.

As measurement suggested, there

was a slight sheen to the sound that
added to detail and insight, also to

speed, but I prefer total neutrality,
even if it is less immediately engaging.

I reviewed the DCIOTis as standard,
but I did at the end connect a 0.3
Ohm resistor in place of the bi-
wiring link to the tweeter to pull
level down a bit - an easy mod to
make.

The Tannoys sounded perfectly

consistent wherever I sat, or even

stood, a strength of the Dual -

Concentric drive unit.The big cones
put a dark sound into silences, and
the speakers maintained composure
even with volume turned right up,
so Christine McVie's vocals in 'The
Chain' stood well apart and were
unaffected by the power of Mick
Fleetwood's drum kit behind her. I
listened to the 'speakers loud for the
most part because their clean but
well damped dynamics demanded
this - and yes I did attract complaint
from others in our concrete office
building as walls shook. On this I do
not exaggerate! To run the DCIO Tis
at shattering level - up to I I OdB on

peaks - I had to play at the weekend,
and they handled absurdly high

volume with ease.
With our reviewer Rafael Todes

playing Beethoven's Quartet in C
Minor, Opus 18, No4, on violin (CD)
the Tannoys projected the sound of
the strings forcefully and in great
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The Ultimate Xperience
The 2 Xperience SB DC takes the core design principles
from one of our most popular turntables of recent years,
and adds a variety of enhancements to achieve a new
performance standard.

The striking plinth, available in four stylish finishes, is
accented by the thick vinyl -topped platter, which spins
on a high -quality bearing and accommodates a light
screw -on record clamp.

HENLEY

The new motor is powered by the built-in automatic
speed control and finished with a precision -engineered
exposed pulley.

The established 9CC Evolution carbon fibre tonearm,
with advanced anti -resonance technology and pre -

installed Ortofon 2M Silver cartridge, completes the
package to a true audiophile standard.

Available Now for £1,050.00 (UK SRP)

Distributed by Henley Designs Ltd.

T: +44 (0)1235 511 166 I E: sales@henleydesigns.co.uk I W: www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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detail.There was some slight

sense of tubbiness to the
violin's body that came from
a small amount of cabinet
whoomph but it didn't intrude
and wasn't an issue I felt.There
was a smidgen of hardness

to the strings, but the detail
was riveting.The Tannoys are
forward and projective, of that
there's no doubt, but that's also
why they imaged so firmly.

JON MYLES SAYS:
The Tannoys are indeed big - and they sound it! But they are also an
exceptional loudspeaker. Playing Lady GaGa's 'Monster' (24/96) at
high volume and the bass literally hits you in the chest. It's not flabby
or loose but simply solid - the way it should be.

That quality of low -end really does lay down a solid foundation
for the higher frequencies and brings a real vividness to all types of
music. Yes, they need a large room - but if you have the space there's
very little to touch them in terms of outright musical enjoyment.

CONCLUSION the best quality I have ever heard;
After using the DCIO Tis for some they play a bass tune like no other.
time I felt they were well up amongst They sound as big as you'd hope
the best loudspeakers I have ever
heard.They are not perfect, but
there's no such thing as a perfect
loudspeaker.They are wonderfully
powerful, delivering this power with
thunderous ease.

They also have fabulous bass of

- and as big as they look.They have

a smooth yet expansive frequency
range and they need little power;
I never ran out with just 30 Watts
from Sugden's FBA -800.

Couple all this with elegant
appearance and great build quality

and there's little in the DC I0 Ti not
to like.This is a fabulous loudspeaker
I would put it at the top of any
audition list and both Jon Myles
and I felt that it would be a good
in-house reference loudspeaker

for review purposes, because it is
deadly accurate, deeply revealing and

dynamically forceful, all of which is to
say - fun.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

Tannoy's Definition DC10 Tis run

virtually flat from 20kHz down to 40Hz

with no obvious response trends

over this wide range. However, the

treble horn takes over at 1.5kHz (our

impedance analysis shows this by the

frequency of its peak), and you can see

that this unit is around +1dB up overall

on the bass/midrange drive unit, so the

DC10 Ti will not sound warm; detail will

be quite obvious and projection strong;

there may be treble sheen.

There was a small amount of treble

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Green - driver output
Red - port output

+20

+10

dB

0

-10

-20

-30
20 100 Hz lk 20k

IMPEDANCE

peaking -a few dB - when measuring

on -axis, but symmetric drive units are

best listened to asymmetrically, or

off -axis, where phase cancellations/

reinforcements are minimal, and our

measurement is the off -axis result. The

speakers should be pointed straight

down a room for this result, not toed in

to point directly at listeners. Differences

were quite small however, the dual -

concentric design giving consistent

results over a wide forward angle

- up and down, side to side. So the

DC10 Ti will sound consistent in use,

to listeners seated or standing. They

will also sound smooth and tonally

accurate.

Bass output from both drive units

was plentiful below 100Hz and the twin

ports, which together have a relatively

large radiating area and were -3dB

at 80Hz in SPL terms (not acoustic

power), extend output down to 20Hz,

our red trace of port output shows.

The ports measure flat, meaning

they are relatively untuned and apply

broad acoustic damping to the drive

units. This is a quite deliberate design

feature of the DC10 Tis and means

they will have even, well damped

bass, not "bouncy bass". It doesn't

eliminate room modes but it does

lessen the possibility of serious

resonant interaction between port

and room. The DC10 Tis will develop

powerful subsonics in rooms large

enough, meaning longer than 18ft. To

avoid over -energising smaller rooms

foam bungs can be used in the ports to

reduce bass power.

Sensitivity was a massive 92dB

sound pressure level from one nominal

Watt (2.8V) of input, helped by low

overall impedance of 5.4 Ohms

(measured using pink noise), plus

plentiful bass output. As a result the

DC10 Tis, in spite of their size, need

little power to go very loud, 40-60

Watts being enough; even 20 Watt

Single-Endeds would suit.

The impedance trace shows the

'speaker is effectively 4 Ohms below

200Hz and mainly resistive, due to

broad damping around a port frequency

of 32Hz. There is a lot of midband

reactance at crossover, which isn't

ideal and could be cured by Zobels

across the drivers.

A measurement of decay over

200mS shows low coloration across

the midrange and treble. The cabinet

has some hangover, but about what is

expected when a lot of bass power is

being produced.

The DC10 Tis measure very well.

They have better damped bass than

earlier models, but still produce a lot

of bass power - like most Tannoys. In

spite of this, little amplifier power is

needed. NK

TANNOY
DEFINITION
DC10 Ti £5999

SO.O.
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best

VERDICT
Massive bass power and
great projection. Awesome
- literally.

FOR

- deep subsonics
- tight bass control
- great projection

AGAINST
- need a big room
- no adjustment
- bright balance

Tannoy

+44 (0) 1236 702503
www.tannoy.co.uk
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Lotoo
-r

It's big, it's bulky and it's finished with gold - but Noel Keywood discovers this new portable

music player from China's Lotoo offers class -leading high -resolution sound.

In the technological arms race
of the portable player market,
the Lotoo PAW Gold I'm
reviewing here is firmly in the
'interesting' category.This high -

resolution digital player is big
and heavy like few others; it is also
£1495 - quite a ticket. But that's
because it uses top-quality hi-fi parts
- and to hell with power consump-
tion! Just make the battery larger.
But you end up with a machine that
is more luggable than pocketable. I

could almost describe the PAW Gold
as a portable hi-fi rather than a por-
table player.

That's the basic and somewhat
fundamentalist approach Lotoo
(China) have taken in conceptualising
this player. Not only is there
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a current guzzling, full-blown hi-fi
digital -to -analogue convertor (DAC)
on board -a Texas Instruments
PCM 1792 - but also an LME49600

headphone drive chip and a powerful
ADI Blackfin 541 signal processor
that brings almost instant start-up,
as well as the ability to handle even
the most demanding DSD playback.
So sound quality has been pursued

to the exclusion of most else in this
machine; it's an extreme design.

Before I start to peer into the
details let me just make clear what I
am dealing with here.The PAW Gold
is a portable audio player designed
to drive either headphones or a
hi-fi system.You can think of it as
a CD player, one able to play just
about any high -resolution digital file
available - and it has been designed

as such, because it runs from an

independent 12V power supply
not the 5V line within USB like
most other players.
There is no digital output for an

external DAC but I guess Lotoo
see no need because with a full
Illiblown, mains powered DAC

on-board it out -performs most
external DACs in any case, our
measurements showed.And I
read the other day a comment
from FiiO (also of China) that
few people use the digital output
of their players.Whether this is
justifiable only listening can tell,
more of which later.
So what we have here then is

a super high-fidelity player with
masses of on -board lithium -ion

battery power to sustain it on
the move - I 1 hours playing time
no less - but with a well worked
out architecture for delivering top
quality as an analogue connected

`CD player' in the home, able to
drive the hi-fi.This makes the PAW
Gold a very interesting proposition
to any audiophile, methinks - and a
headbanger of a portable.

Lotoo are proud of the fact that
the case is machined from a solid
billet of aluminium that, they say,
weighs 280gms - and it did on our
scales.That's double the little 136gm
FiiO X3 2nd gen I reviewed last
month.

Like the FiiO, the Lotoo plays
just about every music file format
available, including SACD files, that

are different in structure to DSD
files, whilst using the same one -bit

code. In addition you can play Flac,
Wav,Alac, MP3 and DSD 64 and 128
in dff and dsf form.There's also less
popular wma,Ape wavepack, Cue and
m4a. But where is Apple's Aiff (their
equivalent to VVav)? I thought this

was a mistake but it isn't - the PAW
Gold doesn't see them I found, so
they must be converted with XLD or
similar.

The PAW Gold feels brick -like in
the hand - solid beyond expectation.
It is very obviously machined with
care and well finished too.Whether
you like the gold finish of its parts
is a matter of taste I think; I had
slight reservations about the small
and coarse 160x128 OLED colour
screen, with its jagged -edged text
- and in spite of price this is not
a touch screen, as on Astell&Kern
players.You have to click your way
down through a cramped, grey on-
screen music menu to select a track,
using the central gold disc, that is a
stationary selector, not a spin wheel
as on FiiO's X3. None of this fitted
too well with the price, but it did
the job.
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Computer connection is through a USB
lead. Memory comprises a full size SD
card.

The settings menus were
similarly small, cramped and illegible.

There is, however, some mitigation in
an output level bar -graph display that
covers 50dB dynamic range and gives

some idea of the intrinsic recorded
range of any music file; however, it

is situated after the volume control

reduces this to a sensible 0.8V, about

right for most else and not so far
from European recommendations
concerning limitation of hearing
damage.

The Line output can be
connected to the CD input of any
amplifier, through a 3.5mm jack -to -

Wick Fleetwooc's ooeninc
drum roll of 'Dreams' (24/96)
sudcenly had ooth soeed anc
ounch anc there was tremen-
dous crio on oace; this player
has chisellec timinc"

to show output volume, rather than
before it to show absolute recorded
level.You can see recorded level by
turning volume up to maximum - but
only after removing the headphone
plug because the PAW Gold goes
fiercely loud!

On that subject I'll note that
our measurements showed this
player produces a massive 4.4V

output from the headphone (Phone)
socket with output set to High (H)
- more than enough for insensitive
planar magnetic phones (e.g.Audeze,

HiFiMan, Oppo).The low setting (L)

phono plug adaptor lead, and it gives
full CD output level. But whereas
a CD player provides only low-res
PCM digital of 1983 vintage, a hi-res
player like this can send any exotic
audio file to your hi-fi.

Since the player gave me a

`battery discharging' warning whilst
connected via USB to my powered
USB hub, power is not drawn from
the 5V USB line at all, unlike most
players. Instead the PAW Gold

charges from its own I2V/1.5A,
switch -mode, wall -wart power
supply that connects to the usual

The top carries headphone and line (fixed volume) outputs, a
Low/High switch and rotary volume control.

power input on the player, marked
I 2V/I A.Although it seems a little
more cumbersome, this is the best
way to deliver power: it gives higher
supply volts to the DAC and output
amplifiers - and that's why 4.4V
output is available, because that's
what you get from a I 2V d.c. supply.

It also means the PAW gold comes
as an all -in -one, optionally mains

powered player; an external USB
supply is not needed to keep it up
and running.

There is no internal memory, and
just one slot for a full sized SD card
- addressable at up to 2TB Lotoo
say. But I 28-256GB is the common
maximum for an SD card and it will
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The small screen conveys lots of info,
including track format and music level.
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A multi -band equaliser is included.

store plenty of 400MB files if you feel
you need to do this.The PAW Gold
will play not just I 92kHz sample -rate

PCM, but even 384kHz, and these are

of huge size. But I have yet to hear
any difference between 96kHz and
I 92kHz sample rate files, let alone

384s like DXDs, so it is a non -issue
for me for the time being - and I

think a little off -the -planet as things
currently stand.

OK, DSD files are large and they
do sound exceptional, so DSD users
may or may not feel 320 songs of
400MB on a I 28GB card limiting, but
the solution here is to have/carry
multiple cards.
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winning Series V pick-up arm, the Series V-12 incorporates the
same design and engineering that have made SMC a byword for excellence.
Coherent musical control is held over the entire frequency range in terms of tonal quality,
stability and stereo imaging. Startling dynamic range, neutrahTy, structurally inert, Ine Series
V-12 embodies every worthwhile feature in a pick-up arm. The 12 inch tone -arm is
pressure die-cast in magnesium complete with an integrated headshell to
eliminate tone -arm resonances in the audio spectrum and otters a 27%
reduction in maximum angular error distortion over 9 inch models.
Listening, the benefits 01 minimal tracking
error and harmonic distortion
are clearly revealed.

"The best pick-up arm in the world"
EME LIMITED  STEYN1NG  SUSSEX  BN44 3GY  ENGLAND  TEL 444 041403 814321  FAX +44 (30903 81 4289  hawytsine Mauls  salesWsrne ild t4.

CI Inspire Hi-Fi

MONARCH
DIRECT DRIVE MIME

sof tr17191,J,LEY

SUPPORTING BRITISH
MANUFACTURING

Presenting high class,
aware winning UK ouilt,
Belt drive, Direct drive &
Idler drive turntables anc
turntable upgrades

Photo above:
Our multi award winning Monarch turntable
Visit our websde to see our ever expanding range of turntables and turntable upgrades

Choice WINNER! WINNER! NOW FEATURED IN
NPR NEWS KM WORLD AWARDS HI Fl WORLD'SOlinda HI 1.1 Frail 2212
Prod= Awwel 2012 Beal Twriable WORLD STANDARDS

With Direct Sales from us the manufacturer, there is NO retail mark up
saving you between 40% and 50% compared to other similar products.

Part Exctianoe Deals cliven acrainst voIrr ciirrent turntable. C:,-11 for en instant quote Superb Demonstration far:Ries

Contact us for all your turntable and hi-fi requirements 01246 268887
IIUnit 1 Westwick Park Broombarik Rd  Broombank Industrial Est. Chesterfield S41 90J 1
E: roberl@inspitd-lifi.co.uk www.inspirehifi.co.uk
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ATE/PMEQ

I Brighter
Sweet
Dental

Style 701
Style 990

Diffuse field (Near field)
Diffuse field (Far field)

DM)
16%

SETUP
I Filter!

SF/19

Filter2
33 0Hzi+0 OdBAPF/1.0

Filter3
200.0Hz/+0.0dBAPF/1.0

Filter;
500 0Hzi+0 OdB/OPF/1.13

Filter5
150 0Hzi+0 OdBAISF/1.0

DSD

Isx

Lotoo include a wide range of fil-
ters and equalisers to alter sound
according to taste.

SOUND QUALITY
The last time I listened to a player
and thought "wow" was with
Astell&Kern's original AK- 100. It
blew everything else away. Clamping

Oppo PM I planar magnetic phones

onto my ears and setting the PAW
Gold to play again had me thinking
"wow".This is a spectacular sounding
player. It has vast dynamics, deep

insight and is almost brutal in its
delivery.Where a lovely player like
FiiO's X3 2nd gen came over as
pure and delightful, the PAW Gold
comes over as crushingly powerful in
its sound.The Oppos usually sound
a tad warm and slow against other
phones, if deeply smooth rich and
insightful.All this changed.The PAW
Gold lit a fire underneath them; they
picked up and ran, suddenly displaying

speed and pace, driven hard by the
player's LME49600 output amplifier.
Mick Fleetwood's opening drum roll
of 'Dreams' (24/96) suddenly had
both speed and punch and there was
tremendous grip on pace; this player
has chiselled timing.

Not only is there dynamic power
aplenty, but cymbals and percussion

in this piece were rhythmically rock
steady; it was almost eerie!

'Go Your Own Way' gave

more of the same: Usain Bolt pace
straight out of the blocks, every step
perfectly timed; the PAW Gold is a
breathtaking listen. My only surprise
was that the Oppos were dried out a

little, sounding less bloomy and warm,
tighter and under better control; the
player exerts a lot of grip and this
alters bass quality, but for the better.

There was plenty of low level
atmosphere around close-miked
vocals and this quality was very
apparent with Benjamin Grosvenor's
rendition of Chopin's 'Nocturne No5,
Opus 15 No2' (24/96), where the
piano stood in a sense of open space,
each struck key having a well -hewn
presence of his finger work under
wonderful control.

Life and listening got better with
a 352kHz sample rate DXD file
running at prodigious I 7Mbps bit
rate of Mozart's 'Violin Concerto
in D Major', played by Marianne
Thorsen and the Trondheim Solistene
(soloists), that occupies a mere
I .2GBs of storage space. OK, so

there's tape hiss at the start - or is

it the mic preamps that my Oppos
detect? - but the violin and orchestra
sounded crystal clear, upon a huge
sound stage - and again I heard

wonderfully precise timing.The PAW
handled DSD 64 and 128 files in
tests; it flinched at nothing except
Aiff.

CONCLUSION
Lotoo's PAW Gold is an impressive
piece of dedicated engineering. It
isn't the sleekest player by a long
mile, but it's sound quality is quite
extraordinary. If you want to carry
your home hi-fi with you, this is
the one. It has a lofty price tag as
portables go but not as hi-fis go, nor
high quality digital sources; a good

CD player can cost more.Yet this
machine far surpasses CD, playing all

high -resolution digital music files with

an ability that is astonishing.A superb
player then, even if its user interface
could be a little more attractive.

SETUP

FO

GAIN

TYPE

Q
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30.01tr

+0.0dB

LSF

1.0

The screen is small and has low
resolution, so text is jagged looking.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
Frequency response through the

headphone output, at maximum output

0-0, measured flat to 49kHz with 192kHz

sample rate digital, our analysis shows,

with a roll off above the frequency to

the 96kHz upper limit -a good result

that shows the PAW Gold exploits high

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
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DYNAMIC RANGE (60+62)
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sample rate digital. Results on low

output 04 setting were the same and the

Line output gave an identical result to

headphone.

Distortion at full output (4.4V)

measured a low 0.0003% and at -60dB

a very low 0.05%, with 24bit resolution

digital. We measured EIAJ Dynamic

Range at a very high 122dB, exactly in

line with Lottoo's own result and that

quoted by Texas Instruments. This is

around 7dB more than rivals, that mostly

come in around 115dB.

The fixed Line output delivers 2V,

like a CD player, and its dynamic range

was similar at 122dB.

The Lottoo PAW Gold measured very

well in all areas. It's massive 4.4V output

will drive even the most insensitive

headphones and dynamic range is that of

top mains powered DACs. NK

Frequency response
CD

Distortion (%)
0dB
-60dB
Separation (1kHz)
Noise (IEC A)
Dynamic range
Output (headphone)
Output (Line)

(-1dB)

4Hz-49kHz

0.0003
0.05

110dB
-120dB
122dB

4.4V
2V

LOTOO PAW GOLD
£1495

00000
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best

VERDICT
Fabulous sound quality
from a technically superb
portable that also serves as
a hi-fi player able to deliver
devastating digital into any
audio system.

FOR

- sound quality
- great portable and stationary
player

- plays all digital audio files
- solid build

AGAINST
- heavy

- low resolution screen
- needs menu refinement

KS Distribution

+44 (0)1903 768914
www.ksdistribution.co.uk
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Qute Operator

The round window
on the Chord's
fascia changes
colour to show
incoming sample
rate. Green
indicates a 24bit/
96kHz rate.

IP
company has to have

supreme confidence in its
abilities when it allows one
of its flagship products to
share the same name as a

opular TV comedy chan-
nel. But so it is with Chord - who
earlier this year raised a few eyebrows

by naming its state-of-the-art £8000
DAC Dave.

Mind you, the Kent -based outfit

seems to have taken a particular
delight recently in giving its products
slightly off-the-wall names.At one time

it was content with technical -sounding
monikers such as QBD76HD or
DSXI000 - but lately its DAC line-up
has consisted of

-Rub.10011
.,c,0.-,,1011.2.

Chord Electronic's new 2Qute DAC sounds even

better than it looks, says Jon Myles.

products bearing titles such as

Chordette, Hugo, Qute EX and the
aforementioned Dave.

And now there's the Qute EX's
successor in the shape of the 2Qute
(see what they've done there again?).

To be fair, it's quite an apt

epithet as the product in question
is undeniably small, shapely and, well,

cute. In typical Chord fashion the
new standalone DAC is housed in a

gorgeous machined aluminium chassis

measuring 160mm x 70mm x40mm

(W/H/D) with curved edges and an

illuminated round window on the top
allows you to see a section of the
neatly laid -out internal electronics

as well as acting as an indicator of
incoming sample rate (more of which

later).

Inside the 2Qute employs
technology derived from Chord's
more expensive Hugo DAC. So
instead of the off -the -shelf digital

decoding circuits used by most other
manufacturers you get the latest
Spartan 6 version of the company's

proprietary Field Programmable Gate
Array technology with 26,368 digital
taps - which the company claims

contributes to better detail retrieval
and musical transparency.

On the rear, BNC coaxial and
USB type -B inputs can accept high -

resolution files all the way up to
32-bit/384kHz while an optical input
operates up to 24-bit/I 92kHz.All
three will also play DSD64 files while
DSD 128 can be played via the USB

and coaxial.As usual the USB input is

plug -and -play for Apple and Android

devices while Windows users will
need to install the supplied driver to
get their machines running with the
2Qute.

A simple connector switch toggles
between the three connections and a
single pair of line -level RCA outputs

provide connection to the hi-fi.
Incoming sample rate is

indicated by the colour shown in the
illuminated window on the top of the
chassis. For example, on 44.1 kHz files

the window glows red while green
indicates 96kHz, purple I 92kHz and

so on. It looks fantastic in use but
you'll probably find yourself referring
to the instruction manual on a regular
basis at first until you memorise the
various colour codes.
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On the rear of the 2Qute
are coaxial, optical and USB
type B digital connections
as well as RCA analogue out
sockets.

SOUND QUALITY
Clean, accurate and tremendously
detailed were my first impressions
when hooking up the 2Qute.This is
a DAC that goes about its business
with almost forensic precision.

Connected to the excellent
Creek Evolution I 00A integrated

amplifier and fed Leftfield's ?hat
Planet' in plain I 6-bit/44. I kHz it was

immediately obvious the Chord has
a crisp, robust sound with a talent
for digging deep into the heart of the
music.

This is a deceptively simple track
on first listen but there's actually a
lot going on throughout the piece.
Through the Chord, though, it was
easy to pick out the various samples
and electronic trickery even when
these elements were buried way
back in the mix. Bass was firm and
well-rounded with good depth while
the Chord seems to have a slightly
forward nature which emphasises the
speed of the piece.

In fact, there was a natural
dynamism to the overall sound
- probably down to the fact that the
2Qute manages to start and stop
notes on a sixpence, leading edges
having pinpoint precision and timing.

Playing The Smiths' How Soon
Is Now' (24/96) Johnny Marr's guitar
work was laid out on a palette in
all its studio -engineered glory.The
Chord made it clear there were
four amps being used on the rippling
tremolo effect at the start of the
song, where some other DACs
can reduce the effect to more of a
reverberation -soaked drone.

It's a level of clean, clear detail
that makes the Chord the ideal DAC
for those who really like to hear well
into the detail of various pieces of
music.

Switching to DSD via a MacBook
Air connected into the USB input

that quality worked
wonders with
the San Francisco

Symphony's 'Mahler

No 2'. Here every
element of the

orchestra was spread
in front of me in an immense

sound stage - yet every note, cymbal

strike and string could be easily
delineated.

This level of clarity does mean
the 2Qute can sound a little harsh
on poor recordings. Feed it some
heavily -processed pop and you'll

soon know about the production's
shortcomings.

But switch to a decent recording
such as Miles Davis's classic 'Kind

Of Blue' and it has the ability to
transport you to the studio with
Davis's trumpet and Coltrane's
saxophone ringing clean and true
while the rhythm section possesses a
natural, organic flow.

In fact, with high -definition

recordings there's a sense that
the 2Qute doesn't really have any
character of its own at all but is
merely letting the music flow through
it completely unsullied.

44.1 48 88.2 96 176.4 192 352.8 384 DSD

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CONCLUSION
The Chord 2Qute is a massively
detailed DAC with the ability to get
to the heart of any recording. It isn't
dark, creamy or artificially rich in
any of the frequency spectrum but
instead majors on presenting your
music files as accurately as possible.

As such it demands good quality
ancillaries and, ideally, high -quality

recordings to give of its best. But
supply it with those and the 2Qute
will bring you as close to your music
as it's possible to get in a £1 000
DAC.

Here are the
colours displayed
through the
2Qute's glass
window, and their
related sample
rates.

a ,1111b.

$

The Chord's window glows red to indicate a
standard 16bit/44.1kHz incoming CD signal.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
Frequency response measured flat to

36kHz with 192kHz sample rate digital

via electrical S/PDIF input (BNC), our

analysis shows, with a slow roll off in

output to the 96kHz upper limit. The

optical S/PDIF input (TOSLINK) worked

to 192kHz too, with a good optical cable.

So the Chord well exploits high sample

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
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rate digital.

Distortion at full output (3V)

measured a very low 0.0003% and at

-60dB a low 0.02% our analysis shows,

with 24bit resolution digital. Partly as

a result, the measured EIAJ Dynamic

Range came out at a very high 121dB,

which is up with the best DACs on

the market; anything above 120dB is

currently top tier.

The USB input works up to 384kHz

sample rate and successfully passed a

384kHz test signal, although frequency

response was no wider than that

recorded for a 192kHz signal. Measured

dynamic range was again a high 121dB

so there is no degradation here and all

other figures were identical to S/PDIF.

The Chord 2Qute DAC measured

very well in all areas. It has a high 3V

output and a high dynamic range value,

suggesting exceptional sound quality. NK

Frequency response (-1dB)
CD 4Hz-36kHz
Distortion (%)
0dB 0.0003
-60dB 0.02
Separation (1 kHz) 114dB
Noise (IEC A) -120dB
Dynamic range (EIAJ) 121dB
Output

CHORD 2QUTE
£995

000400£
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best

VALUE - keenly priced

VERDICT
Stunning -looking and built

DAC that marries accuracy
and forensic insight to great
timing and drive. Really
comes into its own with high -
resolution material.

FOR

- detail and timing
- weighty sound
- great build quality

AGAINST
- doesn't flatter poor
recordings

Chord Electronics
+44 (0)1622 721444
www.chord electronics.co.uk
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Box C ever
Vinyl replay and recording, high -resolution digital, streaming and amplification all converge
in Entotem's new Plato. Jon Myles explains all.

here's never been more
ays to listen to and store

music at home. Once it was
limited to vinyl or the radio.
While those two mediums
are still going strong they've

now been joined by CD, Network
Attached Storage (NAS) devices,
iPods, high -resolution digital music

players, internet radio, home comput-
ers, streaming services and...well, the

list seems to grow ever longer each
passing year.

And while that gives consumers
a welcome degree of choice, it also
means our music collections are
becoming increasingly fractured
between various different formats.
Rare, nowadays, is the listener whose

entire library is stored on just one
physical format such as LP or CD.

The obvious downside to this
is the increasing number of hi-fi
components needed to play all these

different formats. My own system,
for example, comprises a turntable,
DAC, CD player, two NAS drives,
streamer, amplifier and a couple
of high -resolution portable digital
music players.And, of course, all the
associated cables to tie everything
together.

So how convenient would it
be if you could slim this down to a
single box which not only looks good
but sounds good as well? That's the
thinking behind the new Plato from
UK -based company Entotem.

In short, it's a music server
that incorporates 2TB of hard
disk storage alongside networking
capability, an MM/MC phono stage,

recording function, 24bit/ I 92kHz
DAC and a 45 Watts per channel
amplifier - all in a box measuring just
370mm x 130mm x 300mm (W/H/D)
and costing £3600 (there's also an
alternative version which omits the

immir."
---
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amplifier section available for £2700).
Added to this is a 5" TFT LCD

touch -panel front screen and an

Android -based app for phone/tablet
devices (iOS to follow shortly, I'm
told) which makes control of the unit
relatively simple and allows regular
software upgrades.

All these features, of course,
would be pointless if the Plato wasn't,
at its heart, a decent hi-fi component
- which, I'm glad to say, it is.

Entotem is a relatively new company
- formed just two years ago by
four music -loving entrepreneurs to
design and develop a multimedia

home entertainment system which
integrates both high -resolution audio
playback and high -definition video

(see box -out for more on the latter).
The company's vision was a

system that combined the ability
to convert, play and record vinyl
alongside network streaming

ev.
tiwin
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capability, digital inputs and amplifi-

cation to make a one -stop solution
for music lovers.

If that makes the Plato sound a
complex beast, well, it is - boasting

a range of capabilities I've never
come across in a single unit before.
However, Entotem has obviously
put significant work into the user
interface as it is remarkably easy to
operate, with an intuitive control
structure that anyone familiar with an
Android tablet will get to grips with
within minutes.

From this you can access the

various connections - optical and
coaxial in/outs, line level and MM/MC
phono, HDMI, ethernet network and
pre -outs - as well as control the
volume.As it's DLNA-equipped the
Plato will also look up other uPnP
devices on your network so it can
play their content - although it does
need a wired connection.

The speaker sockets are of the
plug -and -twist Neutrik variety which,
while rare, do provide a secure fit.
The pre -production unit we had for
review came in a mustard colour but
Entotem say the final version will
ship in black with custom finishes a
possibility in the future.

RECORDING
With the Plato connected to
the network, the first task is to
experiment with its stand -out feature
- recording vinyl in high -resolution

24bit/I92kHz resolution to the
internal 2TB hard disk.

And this is where things get
very clever. Plugging in Hi-Fi World's
reference Timestep Evo turntable
with SME309 arm and Ortofon A95
cartridge the Plato's control app let
us select input impedance as well
as gain and - if desired - bring in a
rumble filter. Once the needle hits
the groove initiating recording is
simply a matter of pressing a red dot
on the tablet's touchscreen.

As this happens the Plato
automatically sends a sample of the
track to the on-line Gracenote music
database and - hey presto! - album

details and artwork appear on the
unit's front panel screen and the
tablet. It really is that simple.What's
more Gracenote is remarkably
accurate - only failing on some of my
most obscure selections.

The same process works for
importing music from cassette or
CD players, while files can also be
saved to the disk from the front USB
socket.

After that, all albums appear

or

The End Of A Love
Affair

E. Media Library LAWNY PLAY OMNI

Plato(Yellow) (Local)

Ilk 1
The Best Of Carly

Simon

: rte

The Hush The Kick Inside

11111r1
PIP119rn1111

MOW PLAYING

The Hits

Artist  Album Video 1.--11

A

The Hits, Vol.2

The Luxury Gap The Stranger I

ion
The front panel touch -screen TFT display shows full album artwork and
titles to make sorting through your music collection quick and easy...

under a Media Library section of
the control application which is fully
searchable by artist, genre, track
name etc.

SOUND QUALITY
With the facilities on offer you'd
be forgiven for thinking that sound
quality might have taken a back seat.
Fortunately, it hasn't.

Its amplifier section is conser-
vatively rated (see Measured
Performance for full details) yet has a
big, clean and exuberant quality to it.

Playing back a 24bit/I92kHz
rip of Mark Knopfler's 'Kill To
Get Crimson' the quality of the
production on this album was more
than evident. Here, the leading edges

of guitar notes rang true while the
subtle rhythm section was projected
tightly between the loudspeakers.

Moving onto something with
more low -end power the Plato
brought out decent bass from a
pair of XTZ Master Series M2
standmounts (see review elsewhere
this issue). If anything it tends a little
towards the dry side - but that
meant it gave a taut, tuneful presen-
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sense of tempo on offer. Fed Led
Zeppelin's 'Black Dog' through the
digital out of an Oppo CD player
the Plato grabbed hold of the track
and pushed it along with verve,
without sounding congested or
forced. Indeed, the DAC section is
extremely composed and free from
any digital harshness, meaning various

instruments are easy to follow, even
in the densest of mixes.

If there's any criticism to be
made it's that the software could
be slightly glitchy at times - with
an occasional lag between inputting
instructions on the tablet and the

Media info.

 i28

Track. Cheap Day Return
Album Aqualung

Artist, Jethro Tull
Track Number 85

Duration. 01.23

Codes. audio/flac
Bit Depth 16

Sample Frequency P6000

Bit Rate 1177000

Num Audio Channels 2

CANNA

L-71

...and can also display track information including
artist, title, sample rate and file type (above) while
(below) are the Plato's modular -style electronics,
power supply and hard disk components.
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MUSIC PRODUCES A KIND OF PLEASURE

HUMAN NATURE CANNOT DO WITHOUT,
Confucius, from The Book of Rites

When you've made desirable, top -end valve amps for over twenty years, you don't pretend to be something you're not. Probably

the largest valve amp manufacturer in China, we are proud of the Ming Da heritage. Proud because of the skills or the highly

trained people who build them: no printed circuit boards, no automation, iust proper upoin t to point" assembly. Add hand wound

transformers tailored differently for each amplifier design. an easy upgrade path, sixty hours burn -in before shipping and further

testing and burn at our Malvern base and you'll see our 3 year guarantee is based on rock -solid foundations. We import Ming Da

products because we love them, But also because, as audio engineers [we design and make our own kit under the Audio Detail

brand -name] we know quality. And we believe you will too. Listen to your kind of pleasure at our Great Malvern showroom or

check the website for details of your nearest, carefully selected retail partner.

M I PIG DA U Vision House, Dawn ham Close, Great Malvern WRI4 2TY. Mark: 07831 197o19/Raj: 07875 527116. www.mingda.co.uk
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The free Android app makes control of the Plato via a tablet a
breeze. An iOS version is set to follow shortly.
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A full complement of digital and analogue inputs on the rear
panel are joined, unusually, by a pair of Neutrik-style loud-
speaker connections.

player responding. Entotem do say,

however, that this is a pre -production
issue that will have been sorted by
the time the first units reach the

stores.

Apart from that, though, there's
nothing not to like about the Plato.
It'll record your vinyl in high -

REVIEW

resolution, play records, act as a

music server and connect to your
home network all in one package
that is user-friendly and extremely
easy to operate.

CONCLUSION
This could well be something of a
landmark product in terms of
flexibility and the combination
of digital technology with legacy
analogue capability.Add in an intuitive
interface and the promise of regular
software updates and Plato could just
be one of the most exciting products
of the year.

VIDEO PLAYBACK
While the sonic side of the Plato will be of greatest interest to hi-fi
enthusiasts, the Plato does have some other interesting tricks up its
sleeve.

For not only will it store music - but also high -resolution video.
That means your movie collection can also reside on the hard disk
for playback via the HDM I output or streaming to a tablet or smart TV
via wi-fi.

Titles have to be loaded via the USB socket on the front of the
unit: .mov, mpeg2, mpeg4 H263 and H264.

Playback of a couple of episodes of Doctor Who proved
extremely impressive, with pin -sharp images and smooth scrolling.

It's not a feature I'd use much myself - but it could prove a
clinching factor for partners or younger members of the family if
you're considering purchasing.

Also, as it connects to other DLNA-equipped kit, the Plato can
communicate with the likes of Sonos to give different music in vari-
ous rooms around the house, while internet radio and the likes of
Spotify can also be played.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
The Plato's power amplifier produced

66 Watts into an 8 Ohm load and 110

Watts into 4 Ohms, enough to drive

most loudspeakers to very high volume

in the average sized room. Distortion

levels were very low in the midband and

at high frequencies; there is little sign

of crossover products in our distortion

analysis, the sound will be clean and

lacking any sign of harshness. The

amplifier's output impedance was low

too, resulting in a high damping factor

figure of 40, so the amplifier will have

relatively tight bass. Frequency response

was very wide, stretching from below

2Hz up to 71kHz (-1dB).

Phono stage equalisation was

accurate, resulting in flat frequency

response, the warp filter acting sharply

below 20Hz. Input sensitivity was 5mV

and 0.7mV max for MM/MC respectively

- low values - and overload levels fairly

limited at 2.6mV and 20mV respectively

too; an Ortofon 2M red produces up

to 35mV. The change from MM to MC

sometimes didn't happen immediately

either, so there are niggles here. Noise

was very low.

The S/PDIF digital inputs were

inconsistent, with the electrical

connection via phono socket working

to 96kHz sample rate maximum, whilst

the optical input managed 176.4kHz

maximum, neither working with a

192kHz sample rate signal. With 24/96

PCM digital, distortion measured a low

0.03% and EIAJ Dynamic Range was

commensurately high at 116dB -a good

value up with market norms, if not the

120+dB nowadays possible from the

best chips (ESS 9018, Texas Instruments

PCM1795). With CD (16/44.1) however,

EIAJ Dynamic Range was a high 103dB,

so the Plato matches the best here.

Frequency response at 176.4kHz

sample rate extended to 42kHz before

rolling away slowly, about as expected

using slow, but well damped filtering.

The Plato is a complex and ambitious

product that worked well all round. Its

phono stage in particular, with Gracenote

ability to identify music and bring up

artwork etc was especially compre-

hensive, if in need of a little buffing up of

sensitivity and overload levels. NK

Power 66watts

CD/tuner/aux.
Frequency response
Separation
Noise

2Hz-71kHz
95dB

-114dB

Distortion
Sensitivity

Disc
Frequency response
Separation
Noise (e.i.n.)
Distortion
Sensitivity (MM/MC)
Overload (MM/MC)

0.04%
600mV

5Hz-20kHz
68dB

0.08/0.22pV
0.05%

5/0.7mV
2.6/20mV

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

mommommemmimim

DISTORTIONo

ENTOTEM PLATO
£3600 (WITH
AMPLIFIER
SECTION, £2700
WITHOUT)

00000
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best

VERDICT
A groundbreaking product
from a new company that
is ideal for those looking to
combine digital and analogue
replay.

FOR

- versatility
- vinyl playback/recording
- digital inputs
- DLNA

AGAINST
- minor software issues

Entotem

+44 (0)1332 291972
www.entotem.com
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REVIEW

White light

A shiny white budget turntable that has an optical digital output, Pro-ject's new Essential II
Digital intrigues Noel Keywood.

Here's the improbable

idea of a digital turntable
- an idea that may well
make vinyl enthusiasts

shudder. I thought ini-
tially "why would anyone

want to do that?", but after time
spent with Pro-ject's new Essential II
Digital turntable, I get it.

In a nutshell, the Essential II

Digital has both analogue and digital
outputs, the latter being for recording
purposes. It means you can digitally

archive your vinyl and / or load it
to a portable to make the commute
easier to bear.Whilst everyone else
is listening to shaky MP3s, you'll be
enjoying the lush sounds of analogue.

It all starts to make sense - but

generating decent digital isn't easy

and neither is recording it, so hang
on, I have things to say about this.

The Essential II Digital is - I think
- stunningly priced, costing just £309.
I'm almost baffled by this because

it actually has a lot of technology
on -board and was quite challenging
to test - so I don't find it easy to
understand how the bill of materials
equates to such a low price.
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There haven't been any
unacceptable compromises either:
it didn't bulldoze the grooves of my
LPs. Far from it, the budget Ortofon
0M5E cartridge fitted tracked
incredibly well under test, so there
will be no groove damage from mis-
tracking - something I think I need
to assure you about straight away.
There's no point in buying a budget
techno-wonder if it's going to chew
up the LP collection after all, and
budget cartridges can do this. But
onto a basic description...

The Essential II Digital is a two
speed turntable, spinning at 33 and
45 rpm. It has a good, friction free
arm that isn't the best finished you'll
encounter; don't expect a Rega, let
alone an SME. But I don't mind simple

but effective design along well tried
lines - and this is what the arm gives
you.

The fitted Ortofon 0M5E
cartridge can be described likewise:
it is a well honed lightweight Moving
Magnet (MM) design with elliptical

stylus that tracks at a recommended
1.75 gms.And in tests it never mis-
tracked once, even on torture tracks.
It does have a warm sound balance,

but this is likely what people new
to vinyl will expect. The arm could
well take a better cartridge, right up
to Ortofon's top MM, the 2M Black
(£400) or a good Goldring or Audio
Technica.

To change speed you move the
belt manually from one motor pulley
diameter to another, it's as simple as
that. There is an on -off switch on the
left side of the plinth, near the front
-a convenient location. Pro-ject
supply a thin felt mat that I would

Bias is applied by a simple weight -and -string system, our shot
shows here. The counterweight turns forwards or backwards to
set tracking force, a common method.

Below lies the optical digital output that makes this
turntable so unusual and distinctive. The analogue output is for
Line inputs, not Phono inputs/stages.

tend to change for something stickier,
securing it with double -sided tape

for speed stability tests; thin felt mats
slip.The turntable is good enough in
its performance our measurements
showed, warranting a bit of extra
investment in small tune-up items
such as a better mat and/or disc
clamp.

The motor pulley has two diameters, for 33rpm and 45rpm. To
change speed the belt must be moved manually. The 15V d.c.
power supply input can be seen below.

There's little sign of digital-ness
in the physical appearance of this

product, except in the logo on the
nicely finished white plinth. Pro-ject
have concealed the complexity of
their digital wonder in a little box
at the back, slung underneath the
plinth. Inside lies a complete phono

stage, no less, with RIAA equalisation,

so you do not - and cannot
- connect up to the phono stage
of an accompanying amplifier; it
plugs into line inputs.This means
the Essential II Digital can drive

just about any amplifier - even
powered Bluetooth loudspeakers
if they have a reasonably sensitive

input.

The phono stage doesn't have an
especially high output, so volume
will have to be turned up on an
accompanying amplifier that lacks
sensitivity. Power is supplied by an

external wall -wart delivering I 5V

d.c.

And now onto the digital bit!
All Pro-ject fit is a single optical
S/PDIF output, situated next to
the phono sockets - and that's it;
there are no lights, switches or
an electrical S/PDIF output.The
optical delivers 24/96 PCM, which
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UNISON
RESEARCH

Unico Series
The Unico range of hybrid electronics from Unison Research combine the warmth of valves with
the power and the accuracy of solid-state systems. All Unico products are recognised by their thick

sandblasted aluminium fascias, which are accented by a wooden Unison Research logo.

Unison Research are recognised around the world as a leading manufacturer of high -end audio
systems, and the quality shines through in the Unico range. First-class components, solid build and

phenomenal sound; all designed and assembled in Italy.

www.unisonresearch.co.uk
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is higher digital quality than CD. So
what to do with it?

There's seemingly little point in
taking it to a DAC of any sort; you
are better off using the analogue
output to avoid conversion to digital
and back again. However, you could
conceivably do this in order to use
a long optical digital cable across a
lounge, to a distant DAC and amp.
I ran this output through the top
quality ESS Sabre32 DAC in our
Oppo BDP-I05D Blu-ray player and
thence on to a Creek Evolution 100A
feeding Castle Avon 5s to assess it
- more of which later.

The most obvious use of a digital
output is for recording purposes, as
I mentioned earlier, but this is a tad
more challenging then pressing the

red Record button on a cassette
deck - if you can remember them!
You need a software music recording
programme like Apple's Garage Band,

or the free Audacity programme I
use, available for Mac and PC.Then

you need a device with an optical
digital input, which could be a PC's
sound card.

I used our trusty and very
capable Furutech-ADL Esprit
preamplifier, connecting its USB

socket to a MacBook Pro - and this

worked fine. It imposes an S/PDIF-
to-USB digital conversion process,
but these days there are no noise
penalties; I was up and running

immediately, making excellent 24/96

recordings.

What the Essential II Digital
turntable has on -board that distin-
guishes it - and justifies the Digital
moniker - is an Analogue -to -Digital

Convertor, or ADC - and there are

not so many of these about in hi-fi,
because recording digital audio is

The turntable comes with an Ortofon OM5E moving magnet
cartridge fitted. It tracked very well at 1.75gm downforce.

no simple process: check out the
Audacity music editor online if you
are interested.

I suspect Pro-ject will at some
point fit a USB-B output instead of
S/PDIF, because it is now a more

common digital interface.
For measurement purposes I

disconnected the cartridge, sent an
analogue test signal in and took the

turntable's optical digital output into
our Rohde&Schwarz digital analyser
- and got impressive results. Pro-ject
have not skimped on all this, hoping
no-one will notice. Quite the reverse
in fact, their engineering is impressive.

Which is why I said earlier the
£309 price is stunning - I don't know
how they do this.You get turntable,
cartridge, phono stage and digital
convertor, which in separate units
could easily cost double, or much
more. Budget ADC chips can be

A wall -wart power supply provides 15V d.c. via a thin cable,
so there is no hum producing a.c. anywhere near the hum
sensitive cartridge and phono stage. An analogue signal
cable is supplied, but not a digital optical cable. The earth
must be connected, because there is no mains earth.

noisy and distorted but the one used
by Pro-ject was neither, my ADC-
DAC listening test showed.

SOUND QUALITY
With its analogue output connected
into a Creek Evolution 100A
amplifier driving Castle Avon 5s I
review in this issue, I had a nice little
vinyl set up. But a few issues popped

up straight away.The Creek isn't
sensitive so I had to crank volume
right up, even to maximum at times
to play very loud, because the Pro-
ject has low gain.

At very high volume I detected a
little motor noise coming through
when playing an LP, a weak drone.

Sitting 10ft back from the system I
couldn't hear this. I heard the same
with the silent groove of an Adjust+
test LP, by the way, a check to ensure
the drone hadn't been recorded onto
the disc being played.

There was absolutely no
electrical hum or buzz even at full
volume; the system was delightfully
quiet, giving a very good impression

in use.

Dropping the stylus into the
groove to play Phil Collins I Don't
Care Any More, from a 180gm
pressing of Hello I Must Be Going,
to see how well the system handled
Mr Collins hitting his drum kit gave
me a nice surprise. The sound was

big bodied, fluid and dynamic. It was

larger chested than most budget
turntables in fact, giving me a big
expansive sound stage with plenty of
apparent depth and real power in the
drums. Sounding smooth and quite
dark in tone the Digital sounded
gorgeously analogue and wouldn't
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THE VINYL R. VOLUTION

The Evol Used by World to evaulate the new Beatles records.
The EVO comes fitted with the legendary SME 309 tonearm loved by
BO many and a cartridge of your choice

We have worked with direct drive turntables and moving c.0H
cartridges for 33 years and the EVO ras evolved into a mature product
that is used by many as a reference and is quite simply a world beater,
We can supply completely new units with 6 year guarantees, used
ones with 5 year guarantees. or we can convert your own

Stereo, Mono & 78 rpm Artisan Norlyuki Miyajima has been making
phono cartridges in Japan for more than three decades Only recently
discovered by Amencan and European audiophiles, they have since received
rave reviews all over the world and deservedly so

Every Miyajima cartridge is handcrafted in-nouse by a dedicated hdl-lime
team of six Cased in Fukuoka. The cartridge bodies are individually
precision -milled from rare and exotic hardwoods including ebony, rosewood
and African blackmed (mpirrgo) These dense natural materials lend a vibrant
and natural tonality to the sound.

Clearaudio Goldfinger - Miyajima - Benz LPS - Denon DL103 - DL -102 mono -Audio Technica AT33

SME Turntables & Toriearms - Oyaide - Furutech Klipsch - Whest Audio - 78rpm - SL1200 Mods
All demonstrated in a relaxing setting with river views! Very high part exchanges & World wide mail order.

Sound Hi Fi Dartmouth Devon 01803 833366 www.5oundHiFi.com

.411111111C imam '
'MOWN rft=-.

Build a better music experience.

Nww.cyrusaudio.com L.)5
Hand built in the UK: All Cyrus Audio components are designed, manufactured
and assembled at our Cambridgeshire facility.

Model shown. Cyrus Phono Signature.

groove definition.

Cyrus Audio consistently pushes the
boundaries of audio technology.

Our new -iono Signatw is arguably the
most advanced phono pre amplifier available
anywhere in the world today. With innovative
circuit design to provide an extremely wide
dynamic range ono Signature brings the
artist into your living space.

Designed to allow up to four turntables, arms
or cartridges to be permanently connected;
vinyl enthusiasts can enjoy different
turntable configurations without changing
connections.

The remote control supplied with the
Phono Signature enables you to finely
adjust gain and cartridge loading for MC
cartridges from your listening chair.

For the ultimate phono performance simply
add a 'SX-R.
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disappoint anyone, especially those

who bought it wondering what LP
was all about.They'd get a shock if
they'd been listening to the thin and
shaky sound of MP3s!

digital penalty is low.
Interestingly, when I cued up

there was a slight time lag before the
music stopped.

What this test tells me is that

"the Dicital souncec corceously
analocue anc wouldn't cisap-
ooint anyone"

Sustained organ notes behind
Phil Collins were satisfyingly steady,

suggesting good speed stability,

as measurement had suggested.

Spinning Chopin's Nocturne, Op48,
No I, confirmed this, the closing
three sustained chords remaining
reassuringly stable over their
duration.

The big, full bodied sound suited
classical and I don't think anyone
could have easily criticised the lovely
full tones of the English Chamber
Orchestra playing Simple Symphony

for Strings, from the pin sharp
dynamics of plucked strings through
to the strength and depth of the
bassoons.

Spinning Jackie Leven's 'Some

Ancient Misty Morning' from his
LP 'Forbidden Songs of the Dying
West' I was aware again that there
was very strong projection of depth
and atmosphere, to the extent that
I wondered whether this little unit
was benefitting in a rare manner
from having the phono stage - and

a good one at that - situated right
at the base of the arm.There was a
soothing sense of peaceful silence

until the music started and Jackie's
voice sprung out of the dark at me
- lovely. I really liked this.The Digital
sounded almost too good.

Connecting digitally via optical
cable to our Oppo BDP- I 05D Blu-
ray player showed that the analogue
cable must also be in place - or an
earth line - to avoid a slight mains

buzz, but with this done the optical
feed was silent.

Playing via the turntable's ADC
into the Sabre32 DAC of the Oppo
was an interesting experiment. In
spite of the prodigious amount
of processing involved in going to
24bit digital and back again, sound

quality remained surprisingly good.
It hardened up slightly, gaining a

mechanical "tin can" coloration shall
I say, but it was slight. I think a long
optical line could well be used across
a lounge to a DAC. because the

the ADC does a pretty good job
- and that's also what I heard with
recordings to my MacBook Pro via
Furutech's Esprit preamplifier. I got
great quality with just the slightest
added hardness, but absolutely no
noise or muddle and the full glory
of the Pro-ject Essential II Digital's

sound was preserved: impressive

stuff.

CONCLUSION
The Pro-ject Essential II Digital is
quite an amazing package. It gave

great results, having lush sound
quality from its analogue output that
I found thoroughly enjoyable and
entirely in keeping with expectations
from LP.There was definitely no
digital in this bit of the Digital!

I could almost say that of the
digital output too. It sounded pretty
darn good when played through the
ESS Sabre32 DAC within Oppo's
BDP-105D Blu-ray player.

This Digital turntable from
Pro-ject isn't an idea that will make
anyone shudder - quite the reverse.
It is one impressive player, whichever

way you look at it.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
There was a lot to measure in this

package: a turntable, arm, cartridge

and - most unusually -a complete on-

board phono stage with S/PDIF optical

digital output, hence the name Project

Essential II Digital.

The on -board analogue phono stage

(with RIAA equalisation) had x52 gain,

so a 5mV input delivered 260mV. This is

low, enough for sensitive amplifier Line

inputs (e.g. Aux, Tuner, etc) only; x100

gain is usual.

Frequency response was flat due

to accurate equalisation. There is a low

filter, to suppress warp signals below

20Hz. With low noise and distortion, plus

high overload, Project have put design

effort into this stage; it measured well.

Via the optical digital output peak

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
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digital level (OdB) has been set at

35mV input from the cartridge, our

Rohde&Schwarz UPV digital signal

analyser showed, and this is correct,

being the maximum output of a good

Ortofon MM. Noise from the 24/96

ADC measured -96dB down -a low

level - and frequency response was flat

to 48kHz, so the digital side performed

well. The Pro-ject's on -board ADC will

outperform a typical computer ADC and

will give good sound quality.

The Project Essential II Digital

turntable ran at almost correct speed, its

error of +0.1% being small. Speed varied

little around its nominal of 3155Hz,

suggesting a low wow figure. This

promise was just -about delivered, basic

rate wow at 0.55Hz (33rpm) being very

low. However, there was some flutter to

mar the picture, something our spectrum

analysis of demodulated speed variation

components clearly shows. All the same,

for a budget turntable this is still a good

performance; I was expecting wow in

the 0.2-0.3% region, but the Essential II

Digital managed around 0.15% most of

the time.

The Ortofon 0M5E cartridge fitted

has falling treble measurement showed

and will give a warm balance, but it

tracked extremely well, clearing a top

torture test track of 90pm lateral.

The Project Essential II Digital

measured well all-round, even in difficult

'corners' such as ADC performance. It's

impressive for the price. NK

Speed accuracy
Wow
Flutter
Total WEif weighted

+0.1%
0.15%
0.05%
0.09%

PRO-JECT AUDIO
ESSENTIAL
II DIGITIAL
TURNTABLE £309£
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best

VALUE - keenly priced

VERDICT
A great sounding budget
turntable with fine on -board
phono stage and useful digital
output too. Impressive - a
real bargain at the very low
price.

FOR

- on -board phono stage
- hi-res digital output
- low price

AGAINST
- simple construction
- manual speed change

- no USB

Henley Designs
+44(0)1235 511 166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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VINYL SECTION

Art Of Sound
Noel Keywood hails Ortofon's new A95 state-of-the-art Moving Coil
cartridge as one of the best he has ever heard.

With a super rigid,

laser -welded titanium

body, boron cantile-
ver and finely honed
diamond stylus of
Replicant geometry,

you can guess before I begin that

Ortofon's new top Moving Coil (MC)
cartridge I am reviewing here is a feat
of micro -miniature engineering.You

pay £3750 for the luxury of owning
this fine and delicate device -a tech-
nology showcase.

I'm forever amazed at what can

be teased out of the vinyl groove and
just how far we can go - perhaps

still have to go - to make the most
of playing LP and the A95 is a great
illustration of how modern materials
and technologies are being used to

advance this process.

You can see the A95 has a

vestigial body frame that cradles a
miniature electrical generator at its
furthermost tip. From this emerges
the fine boron cantilever that traces
the LP groove.

Visually, there's almost nothing

in the A95 you may think. But all
MC cartridges are built to this basic
pattern.The generator, a tiny coil
of wire in a magnetic field, has to

be as small and light as possible, so
everything is of Lilliput proportions.

One of the problems this raises,
a cartridge manufacturer once told
me, was that when you order in the
basic materials your order is so small

no one wants to fulfil it! Ortofon, like
Nagaoka of Japan, actually have other

businesses in micro -engineering,

providing high precision parts, and
this helps diversify and enlarge their
business.

Bear in mind that the LP was
all but dead and buried a decade
ago and cartridge manufacturers
appeared to be following candle stick

makers into oblivion; they would
not have survived without other
interests.The A95 now reminds us
of what the vinyl revival is about. It's
now an historic music source that
is to be treasured - even revered.
Think classic cars. And the revival

of cartridge manufacturing as a high
technology business, is sustained by
these renewed sales.

The A95 enters this market not
in virginal form; it was preceded
by the A90. It is an update on a
concept - to refine the structure
by removing superfluous bodywork,
whilst stabilising the generator in a
rigid frame that doesn't move by any
method, so not even the minutest
signals are lost.

The traditional way of doing this
is by using a solid machined block as

the body, but that increases weight to
10gms or so - not ideal: most arms

can cope, some cannot and it adds
mass to the headshell that impairs
warp riding.

By way of contrast the A95 is
a slip of a thing that weighs 6gm

- about as light as most arms can
handle without the counterweight
reaching the end of its forward travel
on the rear arm stub. So it might
cost a lot but, physically, you get a
flyweight device.

The body has tapped screw holes
and screws are supplied, so fitment
is easy enough.The signal pins are

clearly colour coded too.
The generator uses a powerful

but light Neodymium magnet, and
the signal coils are wound from
gold plated oxygen free copper.
A low permanence armature and
Field Stabilising Element help reduce

magnetic distortion, Ortofon say.
To damp high frequency tip

mass resonance, in order to achieve
smooth treble, a 'wide range damping
system' comprising a platinum disc

and two rubber pads of differing
properties are used - and our
frequency response graph (see

Measured Performance) does confirm
this system works well, by the lack of
peaking above I OkHz.

A small, specially ground nude
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diamond stylus uses Ortofon's own
Replicant geometry for long groove
contact and it is mounted in a boron
rod cantilever.

The tracking force range is
quoted as 2gm-2.5gm, with 2.3gm

recommended. In tracking tests I

found moving from 2.3 to 2.5 made
little difference so I used 2.3gm as
recommended. It was mounted in
our office steed, an SME309 arm

attached to a Timestep Evo turntable.

SOUND QUALITY
We rejected two samples of the A95
before a problem identified by our
measurements was cured by changes

in production and this review refers
to the improved update.

I ran the A95 into an Icon
Audio PS3 valve phono stage with
input transformers, so hiss wasn't
a problem.The PS3 was connected
directly to a Sudgen Sapphire FBA -

800 Class A power amplifier and
thence via Tellurium Q cables to a
pair of Tannoy DCIOTi loudspeakers.
The stylus was left running for 24
hours in a locked groove test record
to run it in.

Initially, before running in, the
A95 sounded quite "bold", shall I say.

With hard -etched and obvious treble
it made a strong statement, throwing
cymbals at me.

Yet I could hear some impressive
underlying properties, a great sense
of control and sharp timing being
one of them as well as firm bass and
masses of fine detail.After a 24 hour
run-in, the slightly forward balance
remained but the hard edge had gone
and treble was starting to sound silky.

Generally though, the new A95
does not remind me of - say - the
Cadenza Black, for example, and

certainly not the Bronze I favour
(although mine is wearing out and
sounding gentler these days).

I mention all this to get the new
A95 into context. It does not offer
a warm or retiring performance; in
fact the boron cantilever is, I suspect,

responsible for its clinical delivery,
one that is forensically clean.

And what you have to bear in
mind with any cartridge is that they
do soften out as they wear out: the
balance changes over time.

Spinning Mark Knopfler's 'True
Love Will Never Fade' on the
quiet 200gm vinyl of 'Kill To Get
Crimson' (a great cut), his vocals
were forward on the soundstage
with every intonation made very
specific.The strumming of the metal
strings was vividly outlined and fine

detail fairly shot from the big Tannoy
loudspeakers.Treble energy was also

strong.

The solid bass line behind this
track was easy to follow and here -
at low frequencies - the A95 showed
it had grip and was fluid in its presen-
tation.

Kate Bush's 'King of the
Mountain' from 'Aerial' is another
quality cut on quiet, flat vinyl and this
too was forensically analysed by the
A95.As the strong reggae bass line
strode along, underpinning the track,

faster - and also kick -ass hard; the

A95 has enormous punch.A solo
hand drum floated at left, its position
perfectly outlined. Carol Kenyon's
delivery was clearer than I have ever
heard it; the A95 puts focus into
every image: it pulled Kenyon's richly
modulated vocal out of an -at -times
dense mix. What I got was a machine
gun delivery - great stuff!

Spinning a far newer LP, from

2L of Norway, made from a DXD
352kHz sample rate/24bit digital
recording onto a Direct Metal

"The strumminc of the metal
strincs was yiyicly outlinec and
fine cetail fairly shot from the sic
Tannoy loudspeakers"
high cymbal crashes sprang out at me
and fine detail formed a rich tapestry
within the sound.

The overall presentation was a
cool, but accurate one. I admit to
being used to the lush tonality of
Ortofon's Cadenza Bronze and by
way of contrast the A95 is more
controlled, more detailed and dry
in its sound. But at the same time it
offers greater grip and insight.

Upping the tempo and
modulation velocity somewhat, I
put on Carol Kenyon's 45rpm, I 2in
single 'Dance With Me'. These

old 12 inchers were
cut high and hard for
1980s disco use and

they more strongly
stress a cartridge
than 33rpms.The
A95 was rudely
exposed!

In fact, what

I heard was

fascinating: the

opening synth

drum beat was

Clear colour-
coded pins
along with
tapped screw
holes makes
fitting the A95
a relatively easy
operation.

Master, stamped onto 180gm flat
vinyl of Marianne Thorsen playing
'Mozart's Violin Concerto No4' again
highlighted the A95's sense of massive

analysis and control.

Thorsen's violin was rendered so
clearly it fairly floated in front of the
loudspeakers; isn't it wonderful how
vinyl images! By any standards this

is a great recording and a lovely LP
and I was mesmerised by the sheer
clarity of the whole performance.

I will note a few things at this
point. Low output from the A95 was
not an issue through the silent input
transformers of our Icon Audio PS3

phono stage; even at high volume

there was neither hiss nor
hum in our system.

However,

potential owners will
have to pay attention
to this issue because

output from the
A95 cartridge is
very low, too

low for
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Audiodesksysteme Vinyl Cleaner

+44 (0)118 981 9891
www.audioconsuitants.co.uk

FINE TWO CHANNEL AIMIO SYSTEMS

Ultrasonic technology for the most efficient cleaning of LPs

Contactless cleaning that removes more dirt from the vinyl
grooves than conventional suction methods

Ultra clean LPs give a more correct tonal balance, more detail,
and less stylus wear

Superb results with both older, cherished LPs and brand new

audiophile pressings

High quality German engineering- simple to use

11323=3 £1895 please see our website for details

If there exists a more effective,

and utterly transformative way of
cleaning LPs, I have yet to hear it.
.11 Dudley Stercophlie 2015

rd struggle to think how ornesolving

a system you'd need to not be able to
hear the improvement on most records-

. Alan SIrcurri to, ,

infoCaudloconsultants.cp.uk
4 Zephyr House Calleva Park Aldermaston Berkshire R671:301 UK

the
audio
consultants

Model 15 -The New Turntable from SME

+44 (0)118 981 9891
www.audioconsultants.co.uk

FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

Inspired toy the Model 10 but emulating
technology within the Model 20/3 and 30/2

Sub -Chassis suspended with fluid damping
to eliminate any bounce

High density construction resulting
in freedom from colouration

Ultimate recovery of the finest details
producing a most elegant sound

Compact footprint, simplicity of operation,
understated styling

Model 15 with matching SME 309
precision tone arm £6884

Info e auclioconsultants.co.uk
4 Zephyr House Calleva Park Aldermaston Berkshire RG7 BM UK

irktio'S
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many solid-state MC inputs.
Also, the A95 stylus is quiet in

itself, but especially on modern low
noise vinyl such as that of the 2L LP,
where I heard no groove noise either.
But to appreciate all this Ortofon's
new cartridge does need especially
good matching equipment.

Punching the 45rpm button on
our Timestep Evo upgraded Technical

SL -1210 Mk2 turntable, I again heard

the grip and punch of this cartridge
as Amy Winehouse's 'Tears Dry
on Their Own' opened - another
45rpm I 2in single. More synth bass

admittedly but it was strong and yet
delivered with enormous grip on
time -domain progress; I was aware of
every small note change, every little
noodle.

I only hand cue - can't stand

lift/lower platforms! - and the A95

was superb for this. Ortofon have
chamfered the front face to reveal
the fine boron cantilever so it can be
dropped precisely into the groove;
beats a CD skip button any time.

There was no problem with
end -of -side groove reading, as

expected from measurement. Modern
stylus geometries read the short
wavelengths of inner grooves without

difficulty, so when I

span 'This Boy'

from 'Mono
Masters' within
'The Beatles in

Mono' box set,
John Lennon's

every

intonation
at the
microphone
was conveyed

with vivid
clarity and sharp

analysis.

Again, there was

no groove noise either,
these LPs being cut

onto very quiet vinyl.

CONCLUSION
Dry, fast, extremely detailed and
almost concussive, the A95 is a highly

tuned mechanical statement. It is not
lush, warm or cuddly, but rather a
machine of insight and deep analysis.

Massively capable, the A95 is a

cartridge that makes the LP sound
better all-round than I have ever

heard it.Almost frightening! It is
sort of CD like in its qualities - only
better.

The unusually -shaped cartridge
has had all superfluous body-
work stripped away to drop
weight down to a low 6gm while
stabilising the generator in a
rigid frame.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
Our analysis of frequency response

shows the A95 has a smooth response to

20kHz, with +1dB of lift on outer grooves

- just enough to ensure treble is not dull

and to provide tonal balance across the

disc surface because on inner grooves

treble loss from tracing error reduces the

small lift to flatness -a very good overall

result.

This is an accurate and smooth

cartridge with a good nude Ortofon

Replicant stylus that traces the shorter

mechanical wavelength of inner grooves

with little loss.

Frequency response analysis comes

from JVC TRS-1007 test disc, equalised

digitally in our Rohde&Schwarz UPV

analyser.

Tracking force range is quoted as

2gm-2.5gm, with 2.3gm as optimum.

At 2.3gms, in an SME309 arm, the A95

managed all tracking level test tracks

on CBS STR-112 test disc, the highest

torture level of 90pm peak amplitude

at 300Hz just being cleared. Full lateral

level of 45pm was cleared easily. Also,

full level lateral at 1 kHz of 25cms/sec

rms velocity on B&K 2010 test disc was

also cleared, so the A95 tracks very well,

clearing all test tracks.

Lateral distortion was much as

expected, measuring 0.9% second

harmonic, this being a common result.

Distortion on vertical modulation was 4%

second harmonic, caused mainly by a

Vertical Tracking Angle of 28 degrees, a

little above the optimum of 22 degrees,

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Outer grooves

Inner grooves

but this is not uncommon since achieving

the correct VTA makes a cartridge ride

very low and ground on warps.

Output was very low, a miniscule

0.17mV at 3.54 cms/sec rms, Left Er

Right channel (45 degrees). This amounts

to 0.24mV at 5cms/sec rms velocity

- extremely low. The A95 needs a very

quiet preamplifier if hiss is to be avoided,

input transformers usually being the best

bet, although low noise transistor pairs

like MAT12 can manage better.

The A95 measures very well in every

area but it has low output and needs a

very quiet MC phono stage. NK

Tracking force 2.3gms
Weight 6gms
Vertical tracking angle 28degrees
Frequency response 20Hz - 20kHz
Channel separation 24dB
Tracking ability (300Hz)
lateral 90pm
vertical 45pm
lateral (1kHz) 25cms/sec.
Distortion (45pm)
lateral 0.9%
vertical 4%

Output (5cms/sec rms) 0.24mV

ORTOFON A95
£3,750

00000
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best.

VERDICT
An advanced -technology MC
cartridge that digs deep and

reveals all. Forensic ability
and fast, dynamic sound.

FOR

- fast, punchy sound
- easy to fit
- easy to use

AGAINST
- needs super quiet preamp
- cool character

Henley Designs

+44 (011235 511 166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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Lite Fan tastic!

Naim's UnitiLite has added Bluetooth and Spotify to its list of talents
- making it even more of a bargain, says Jon Myles.

It's fair to say that Naim's origi-
nal Uniti was a groundbreaking
product for them - introducing
a whole new set of customers
to the company's distinctive
products.The one -box sys-

tem featured high -resolution UPnP
streaming, a CD player, internet, FM

and DAB radio plus USB input, a 50
Watts per channel amplifier, head-
phone socket and connections for an
iPod - all for less than £2000 at the

time of launch.
Little wonder

it proved a runaway
success and was soon

copied by rival hi-fi
manufacturers with
their own versions of
the all -in -one system.

Since then,

there have been a
number of revisions
and software upgrades

and - inevitably - price
increases, which mean

the current Uniti 2
model now costs nearer
to £3000 and boasts a
beefier 70 Watts per

channel amplifier.

But if that price is too steep for
you, fear not - for Naim has an entry
level model called UnitiLite with

000
O 00
O 00
- 0 7

O 0 0 I
O 00

much of the same functionality as its
bigger brother, but costing a more
wallet -friendly £1995.

And, as part of a recent upgrade,
the UnitiLite now comes with built-in
support for Spotify's streaming music

service, as well as Bluetooth for
sending music from portable devices
or computers.

Unbox the Lite and it's noticeably
slimmer than the original Uniti or
the Uniti 2 but still comes in Naim's
trademark black powder -coated
metallic casework.

The space saving comes from

Naim abandoning the use of its
famous swing -out CD drawer for a
more traditional slide -loading tray.

Much of the front panel is
taken up by the large display panel,

alongside nine control buttons
that give access to the unit's basic
functions. Beneath the CD draw
sits the USB input, together with
headphone and combined line -in/

optical digital input sockets.
The rear panel is also tightly-

packed, featuring a wired network
input and a connection for the
supplied wi-fi antenna, two optical
and two electrical digital inputs, two
analogue ins, and an F -type screw

connection for an FM/DAB aerial.
There's also one of Naim's

favourite four -pin DIN sockets for
preamp-level output should you
want to connect an external power
amplifier, alongside 4mm loudspeaker

terminals.
Inside the box is a 50 Watts

per channel amplifier with a sturdy
linear power supply - and as well

as CD playback, radio and the new
Bluetooth and Spotify capability, the
UnitiLite will stream music files of up
to 32bit/192kHz.

Naim recommends a wired
Ethernet connection for best
performance - but I had no trouble
streaming high -resolution files from a
WD NAS drive situated in the same
room.

A remote control is also
provided, but I'd recommend
downloading Naim's free dedicated
control app for Apple iOS or Android
devices.The app has been gradually

polished and improved since it

launched and is now one of the best
out there. It selects inputs - allowing
the creation and saving of playlists,
storing radio presets and other
features, such as the display of album
artwork - and it also gives access to

the on-line Rovi music database for
album reviews, information on artists
and suggestions for other music you
may be interested in, based on what
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Two aerials, no less, for Wi-fi and Bluetooth, attest to the UnitiLite's comms. skills. There is a network
RJ45 socket, S/PDIF inputs, loudspeaker outputs and more, underscoring just how capable this Naim is.

you are playing at the time.
It makes operating the UnitiLite

extremely easy and intuitive, despite
the range of features on offer.

SOUND QUALITY
It may be dubbed `Lite' but there's
nothing inconsequential about the
Naim's sound.

In typical Naim fashion it has a
solidity and pace that brings music
alive, with powerful bass and a
smooth, cluttered midband.

Playing The Pixies `Wave Of

Mutilation' best of CD collection,
there was real snap and crackle
to the music. Joey Santiago's guitar

lines have a crisp leading edge, while
Kim Deal's bass is firm and distinct.
There's good separation between

the instruments too - but the Naim
never sounds clinical, instead staying

true to the rough spirit of the music.
The UnitiLite, though, really

shines when streaming hi-res music

- the extra detail on the likes of
The Clash's `Jimmy Jazz' 24/96

shining through with terrific air and
atmosphere to the track.

There's perhaps not quite the
overall detail of the more expensive
Uniti 2 -a slight feeling the UnitiLite
isn't exploring both ends of the
frequency spectrum to the fullest
extent, but it doesn't alter the verve
it brings to the music.

Both Spotify and Bluetooth also
worked seamlessly.Yes, the former's

lower bit -rate is noticeable but
not to the extent that the music
becomes mere background noise. On
the contrary, the UnitiLite is adept at
grabbing hold of a song and bringing
the best out of it. I had great fun

rifling through the service's millions
of tracks - unearthing some long -

forgotten gems while also discovering
new favourites.

Bluetooth via an Apple iPhone
6 Plus was also crisp and clear.Yes,

you'll notice some reduction in
quality compared to high -resolution,
but it's a convenient and useful
addition for when you just want to
turn on some music instantly.

CONCLUSION
The UnitiLite is a talented box of
tricks that gets on with the task of
playing music with a refreshing verve
and assurance - whether it be CD,
high -resolution streaming or radio.
Add in new Bluetooth and Spotify
capability and it looks even more of a
bargain. Connect up a decent pair of
loudspeakers and away you go.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
The UnitiLite amplifier produced a

healthy 50 Watts into 8 Ohms under

measurement, and 90 Watts into 4

Ohms, so it will go loud enough for most

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
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listeners.

Frequency response was wide, with

an upper -1dB limit of 30kHz. There was

a small amount of crossover distortion,

measuring 0.15%, with distortion rising at

powers lower than 1 Watt - not ideal.

Analogue input sensitivity was

extremely high at 140mV, so just about

any input can be handled.

The S/PDIF digital audio electrical

input (phono socket) accepted up to

24/192 PCM code, giving a flat audio

response out to 20kHz - good.

The S/PDIF optical input worked

up to 192kHz sample rate too - useful

because it avoids a no -sound scenario

with hi-res - very good.

Playback from memory stick

exhibited the same mediocre dynamic

range of 106dB as S/PDIF and also the

same frequency response, as expected,

reading up to 192kHz sample rate files.

The UnitiLite's digital dynamic range isn't

impressive.

The VHF/FM tuner measured flat to

10kHz and rolled away smoothly to a pilot

tone notch at 19kHz. Noise was that of a

typical budget VHF/FM tuner, measuring

-60dB at full quieting, achieved at 0.7mV

or more from the aerial, a good result.

The IHF stereo sensitivity value measured

600, another normal value. It's a good

VHF/FM section.

The UnitiLite measured well. It

doesn't excel: digital dynamic range was

limited at 106dB from 24bit, little better

than CD's 102dB -a disappointment.

Otherwise, the figures are very

respectable and in keeping with the price

point of a product with so much packed

in. NK

Power 55 Watts
Frequency response (-1dB)5Hz-30kHz
Separation 95dB
Noise -92dB
Distortion (1W, 10kHz) 0.15%
Input sensitivity 140mV

Digital S/PDIF
Frequency response (-1dB) 24/192

5Hz-20kHz
Distortion (16/24bit)
0dB 0.001/0.001
-60dB 0.29/0.17
Separation (1 kHz) 110dB
Noise (IEC A) -119dB
Dynamic range (24bit) 106dB

NAIM UNITILITE
£1995 £
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best

VALUE - keenly priced

VERDICT
CD, streaming and radio
together with a great
amplifier, Bluetooth and
Spotify make the UnitiLite an
ideal one -box music solution.

Highly recommended.

FOR

- high -resolution streaming
- Bluetooth and Spotify
- good amplifier section
- slim design

Against
- nothing at the price

Naim Audio

+44 (0)1722 426 600
www.naimaudio.com
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Precious
Diamond

Tellurium Q's latest loudspeaker cable takes their range to another level,
says Jon Myles.

Tellurium Q has been on an
upward trajectory since launching
its first product just five years ago.
The natural coherence and trans-
parency of its Black loudspeaker

cable raised eyebrows with
reviewers and listeners around the world
- as did the company's absolute refusal to
reveal any details about its construction.

The reason for the secrecy was two-
fold; for a start Tellurium Q founder and
designer Geoff Merrigan didn't want anyone
else copying their work and secondly he
was confident enough in their ability to
allow customers to simply try out the
cables and make their own mind up on how
good they were without any of the technical
mumbo -jumbo that surrounds some other
cables.

So confident, in fact, that most Tellurium
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Q dealers offer a money -back
guarantee to any customers who are
not completely satisfied. Not that this
happens very often - which doesn't
surprise me, having been blown away

by their latest Ultra Silver cables
earlier this year (Five Globe review,
Hi-Fi World June 2015).

But now Geoff and his team
have upped the ante with their latest
creation - the Tellurium Q Silver
Diamond which costs a not inconsid-
erable £804 per metre (but more of
that later).

In looks it's very much like the
Ultra Silver, comprising a sturdy, flat
ribbon design with the conductors
sheathed in a mesh braid and

terminated with spades or banana
plugs.

As ever, there's no indication
of internal cable geometry or the
materials used in the construction.
Going by the name you'd probably
guess there's at least some silver and
probably tellurium involved. But then
again, maybe not.

Whatever it is we'll never
know - but as Tellurium Q say, it's

ultimately the sound that matters.

SOUND QUALITY
Different cables can do different
things to hi-fi systems; darken the
sound, smooth out or accentuate the
treble, bring subjectively heavier bass

etc.The Silver Diamonds don't do
any of this.To my ears they instead

act as a wide open channel between
the amplifier and loudspeakers -
essentially letting more of the musical
information flow through.

On Jean Francaix's 'Petit Quatour
Pour Saxophones', for example,

there's an incredibly expansive
acoustic and lifelike presentation,
with the tonal differences of the
soprano, alto, tenor and baritone
saxophones perfectly differentiated.
The transparency and resolution of
the tiniest details - even down to
the intake of breath of one of the
players - raised the hairs on the
back of my neck. Similarly the Jesus

And Mary Chain's feedback -drenched

`Psychocandy' - where the whole
soundstage seemed to open up
before me.

I could hear the various layers

of the sound, from the booming
bass drum to the highest guitar note
- and everything in-between - locked

absolutely correctly in its own space.
Not only that, the Silver Diamonds
also seem possessed of tremendous
energy, transmitting all the drive of
the group in full flow.

They throw a holographic
soundstage.With Kraftwerk's
`Minimum -Maximum' I could place
a particular synth line from 'Neon
Lights' exactly one foot to the side
and two feet in front of the speakers.

The more I listened, the more
convinced I became that the Silver
Diamonds were actually showing up
many of the deficiencies in other
cables by acting transparently as a

conduit for the signal.As such they

"41k 11111. -

allow the entire frequency spectrum
to be heard in full resolution without
any harshness - unless it happens to
be there on the recording in the first
place.

Admittedly, £800 -a -metre may

seem a lot to spend on a set of
loudspeaker cables. But I'd say that
the Silver Diamonds actually stand
comparison with rivals costing signifi-
cantly more, such as Nordost's Frey
2 (£1800 per metre) which - while
excellent - to my ears lack some of
the unforced naturalness of the Silver
Diamonds.

You don't need to own the
highest of high -end systems to hear

the difference these cables make.
During the course of the review I
used them with equipment ranging
from the relatively budget end of the
market to components costing many
thousands of pounds. Never once did
they fail to improve the sound.

In fact in each case the overall
effect was akin to switching from
listening to a track on CD to hearing
it in its full 24bit/192kHz high -

resolution glory - more detail, more
depth, more resolution.

CONCLUSION
Tellurium Q have surpassed

themselves here. It's often said all
cables colour the sound of a system
to some extent, but the Silver
Diamonds do it to a lesser extent
than any other product I've heard
so far. As such they provide an open

window onto your loudspeakers,
amplifier and sources. Recommended

without reservation.

Saver Lnarnona

Si/yew DiOrr,)

Silver Dic,

TELLURIUM Q
SILVER DIAMOND
£804 PER METRE

00000
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best.

VERDICT
One of the most open, natural
and transparent loudspeaker
cables you can buy. Brings
extra detail, extension and
coherence to any system.

FOR

- transparency
- timing
- frequency extension
- coherence

AGAINST
- price

Tellurium 0
+ 44 (0)1458 251997
admin@telluriumq.com
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Noble
Aspirations
After being measured for a pair of Noble Audio's Kaiser 10 Custom Fit earphones last month,
Jon Myles puts them through their paces - with impressive results.

The humble earphone has

undergone quite a transfor-
mation over the past few
years. Once seen by many

audiophiles as the poor
cousin of full-size head-

phones - fit primarily for music -on -

the -go and little else - an increasing

number of high -end models are now
hitting the market with sound quality
comparable to their larger cousins.

Some of this is down to the
influence of the professional music
industry.After all, if bands, musicians

and sound engineers find in -ear

monitors good enough to use during
live performances or recording, then

why shouldn't the rest of us while
listening at home or when out and
about?

Which is why some manufac-
turers have been pushing the
boundaries of just what can be

achieved - with US -based Noble

Audio one of the leading innovators.
The brand was founded by

renowned audiologist and hi-fi
enthusiast Dr John Moulton, who
was certain he could design a better
in -ear monitor than some of those
offered by the major manufacturers.

So at the top of the company's
range sits the Kaiser 10 Custom -
Fit model - featuring no less than
10 drivers per side. No, that's not a
misprint; each housing contains two
bass drivers, two mid drivers, two
mid/high drivers, two high frequency
drivers and two super high frequency
drivers.And, as the name implies, they

are also custom moulded to fit the
individual shape of your ears.

The latter process involves the
work of Noble's UK audiologist
Gisele Flower at aid2hearing who

takes a cast of your ear before

sending it off to Noble's California
workshop to have the bespoke
models handcrafted (see our Custom
Fit feature in August's Hi-Fi World for
more details).

Noble also offers a dazzling array
of different finishes and will even
tailor them to your own design if
required. In short, not only will the
Kaiser I Os be shaped perfectly for

your ears they can also be made to
look like no-one else's!

Of course, this level of crafts-
manship takes a deal of work
- with the standard build time being
between six to eight weeks from
Noble receiving your ear impressions

to the product shipping.
It arrives in a sturdy, padded

hard-shell case with the owner's
name etched on the faceplate.
The earphones themselves use a

detachable woven cable employing
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industry -standard two -pin connectors
while the packaging also includes

a cleaning tool, owner registration
card as well as a small carrying
bag and two rubber straps for
attaching portable amplifiers/DACs
to smartphones or portable music
players.

All in all it's a smart package and
the fit and finish of the Kaiser I Os

is a world away from off -the -shelf

earphones. But, of course, that counts
for little if the sonic abilities aren't up
to scratch...

SOUND QUALITY
The first thing I noticed when I slid

the Kaiser 10 Custom Fits into my
ears was their astounding sound
isolation. Unlike the various ear -tips

supplied with most universal 'phones,
the Kaisers sealed my ear completely
with no fuss, effectively blocking out
all extraneous noise.

That meant I could hear exactly

what the earphones were doing -
which was a seamless, highly -detailed

portrayal of the music.
Noble do not claim the Kaiser

I Os are totally accurate - instead

saying they have been tuned for

musicality above anything else.

But what they do do is open
music up in a way I've not heard
before from a pair of in -ear monitors.
Connected to a Chord Hugo TT and
playing the Tashi Quartet's classic

rendition of Messiaen's 'Quartet
For The End Of Time' the individual
instruments were picked out in
exquisite detail. Ida Kavafian's violin

had presence and timbre, while the
clarinet parts were hauntingly real.
I felt I was hearing actual musicians

at work here, as opposed to an
electronic representation.

There was no indication that
I was listening to 20 different
drivers at work, so well have these
in -ears been integrated. But what
that multiple array does do is give
the Nobles exceptional frequency
extension. Playing a track with
real low frequencies, such as Jah

Wobble and Evan Parker's 'Passage

To Hades', the bass had a physical

presence in my ear canal. But it was
so well -judged and natural it never
threatened to overwhelm Parker's
saxophone improvisations higher up
the scale.

Those who like the artificially
pumped -up lower frequencies of
some other in -ear 'phones may find
that a little disconcerting at first- but spend time with the Nobles
and you'll realise you are getting a

much better and cleaner presentation
of the music. It also means they
sound exceptionally fast, with no bass
overhang. Playing anything up -tempo,

the music barrelled forward.
Its was the overall clarity that

impressed me most - something
often missing with in -ear 'phones

where subtle musical details can be
lost. Listening to John Coltrane's
dense (and at times difficult)

'Ascension' I heard right through
the mix to pick out the six various
saxophones.And when the band

locked into its groove there was a
rhythmic, foot -tapping element to the
Nobles.

They are also admirably sensitive.
Switching from the Chord Hugo TT
to an iPhone 6 Plus there was no
need to push the volume level past
60 per cent to get truly crushing
sound levels. Part of this, of course,
is down to the superb isolation
afforded by the custom fit, which
means you are not trying to drown
out any background noise -a real
plus using the earphones when

out and about.And the chances
are you will be tempted to do just
that, because the Kaiser 10 Custom
Fits are so thoroughly engaging it's
extremely hard to go back to other
headphones once you've given them a

try.

CONCLUSION
Beautifully -crafted and exquisitely

engineered the Noble Kaiser 10

Custom Fits are undoubtedly one
of the best in -ear monitors you can
buy.The 10 drivers in each housing
integrate seamlessly to give a rich,

vibrant sound that is both smooth yet
extremely detailed, with a frequency
extension that would shame some
full-size loudspeakers.The custom fit
option means music becomes both
tonally richer and airier than on
universal models, while also providing
complete sound insulation.

Add to that the almost limitless
range of finishes and the Nobles are
an exceptional product. In short, they
are highly recommended.

REVIEW

Noble's range of
customised shells
give an almost
endless range of
options to help
you get a unique
set of ine-ear
monitors. Our
particular favou-
rite features parts
from a mechani-
cal watch move-
ment encased in a
clear casing (third
down on the left).

NOBLE KAISER 10
CUSTOM FIT
FROM £1079
(depending on finish)
Plus £200 for
aid2hearing's custom
service

00000
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best

VERDICT
One of the best custom in -ear
monitors available with great
bass, refined high frequencies
and a natural musicality.

FOR

- natural sound
- powerful bass
- finishes

AGAINST
- build time

Noble Audio
+44 (0) 208445 6030
www.nobleaudio.co.uk
www.aid2hearing.co.uk
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Letter of the month wins a pair of KEF 0100
loudspeakers.

Answers by: NK - Noel Keywood; JM - Jon Myles; PR - Paul Rigby;

MP - Martin Pipe; RT - Rafael Todes.

LETTER OF THE MONTH PRIZE

KEF 0100 LOUDSPEAKERS

For more advice see Letters from earlier issues at www.hi-fiworld.co.uk/letters

A pair of KEF Q100 loudspeakers are on their way to
Letter of the Month winner in our December 2015 issue.

Letter of the Month

I am enthusiastic about vinyl and it's

great that it has been enjoying such a

revival. l always buy it first, if available.

But there is a creeping sense that

some record labels are over -using or

exaggerating the terms of quality we

vinyl lovers like to hear. Terms like

Audiophile, 100% virgin vinyl, Superior

Quality pressing and, last but not least,

200gram or 180gram.

My most recent vinyl purchases

were: Jimi Hendrix Experience

- Freedom - the Atlanta Pop Festival,

on Sony Legacy (i.e. the Authorised

Hendrix Family edition releases' current

outlet); /80gram vinyl King Crimson

- USA - 40th Anniversary Edition re-

master on Panegyric; 200gram vinyl

Taste - What's Going On - Live at the

Isle of Wight, on Eagle Records (under

Universal Music), 180gram vinyl.

Now, as these all arrived at the

same time, it didn't take a weighing

scale to quickly spot that the Hendrix

pressing was in no way as heavy as the

Taste LPs. Weighing did reveal that each

of the two discs weighs slightly less than

1SOgram. The Taste LPs weigh I 80gram.

The King Crimson disc weighs what it

says - and 1 wouldn't expect anything

less of the excellent and consistent

quality of that Panegyric series overseen

by Robert Fripp.

Checking back on previous Hendrix

releases I found that People, Hell and

Angels also suffers from overstated

weight of the vinyl. Yet another release

Sony Legacy Freedom Hendrix albums - their weight is over-
stated, says James Douglas.

from the same stable (i.e.Authorised

Edition on Sony Legacy etc, etc) - the

Miami Pop Festival - does bear -up to

what it says on the label.

So, my point is pretty obvious: how

are we letting major labels like Sony

get away with this duping of collectors

that have surely spent considerable

sums of money on such music over the

years? I mean it's not

as if they need to see

this sector of their target

market as transient: vinyl

buyers who pitch -up,

buy a few bits of the

black stuff and then

revert to downloading or

swapping digitals, is it? 1

have probably spent well

over £1,000 on Hendrix

material over the last

20 years. Most likely the

type of consumer willing

to spend £20 on another

Hendrix vinyl release is similar to me.

So, why do these record labels need to

try and fleece us as if we haven't paid

our dues to the legacy of classic music

already?

1 might well take a look at other

vinyl from a range of newer artists

I have bought in the last few years

and check where the vinyl weight and

MO Norman Records

lave.. Brurro,c. features. Abo,-

King Crimson
Islands

Vinyl LP L16.50

DGM / Panegyric
albums are of excellent
and consistent quality,
says James Douglas.
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quality is not as it says on the sleeve

(or should I say the shrink-wrap or ever

Amazon shopping page from where

I ordered it). Artists such as Temples,

Syd Arthur, Mogwai, Royal Blood, The

Charlatans, Paul Weller etc.

There is probably some pattern

of where the record pressing plant

is, versus which label is allocating its

pressing runs at a given time. I'll let you

know if I am OCD enough to identify

the pattern.

But I'll bet that all Hendrix fans in

the US get a genuine 200gram pressing

(no, not 180gram - 200gram) of the
albums I mentioned above.And I'll bet

that it's with artists of this long standing

stature, who are now released through

major corporate labels, the issue lies

most.

I have sent a mail to the

Experience Hendrix site on the basis it's

their brand which is dented as much as

the record label's - and because it was

easier to find a contact point to write

to. I await a reply...

Thanks.

James Douglas
Northwood
Middx.

Thanks James.That is a very

interesting observation.As a
deep Hendrix fan with all historic
albums, bootlegs etc, plus modern
re -mastered box sets (see our head -

shot) I was intrigued by this.
I'm uncertain about your belief

that the USA will get the cream and
the UK the cack. Perhaps one of
our US readers would like to get
out their scales and let us know the
weight of US albums.The UK did,
after all, take to Hendrix before the
US; he was an unknown backing man
there.

I would suspect a UK LP was
identical to that from the US, coming
from the same pressing plant,

wherever that might be located.
But the fact that Hendrix albums
are sub -par and not as advertised is

concerning. NK

SOUNDING HARSH

I have been travelling to various hi -fl

dealers and having fantastic listening

sessions with John at Doug Brady Hi-

Fi, Hughie at Emporium HiFi, Trevor

at Guildford Audio and Mik at Unique

Audio - and a very big thank you to

all of them for a series of great days

out and some fantastic sounding kit to

think about.

I also visited the North West audio

show (you can check out a collection of

Lector CDP-707 CD player with valve output "really made me
sit up" says Roland Cook.

short clips on my son's You Tube account

- https://www.youtube.com/watch

v=SPIHupTT8NA). Superb!

The result so far has been to order

a Michell Orbe from Doug Brady (with

SME 4 c/w fluid damping).

But now then, what about

cartridge? Ortofon 2M Black?

Dynavector DV20? Something else?Any

advice gratefully received on this.

I've also auditioned a Lector 707

CD player featuring a valve output

stage that really made me sit up and

DAC has 26000 taps in its digital
filter he told me, against 20 or so in
a typical commercial DAC chip. He
claims distortion and dynamic range
figures better than all else and a
smooth sound free from harshness.
Available for £399 in Chord's Mojo,
reviewed elsewhere in this issue,

it has now also become affordable
to all. So you may want to hang
fire until you have heard one at the
dealers you mention. It will not give
you the spaciousness of valves, but it

."" "'" L.* " -uality

p

Icon Audio's CD X2 has a valve output stage.

the harshness of the medium without

recourse to a valve amplifier. Are there

any other CD players with valve output

stages out there worth a listen?

Regards,

Rowland Cook

Hi Rowland. I'm tempted to say you
should buy what you like - and valve

output CD players usually offer a
lovely, atmospheric sound free from
the harshness you (and I) dislike.

But this subject came up yet
again recently with digital expert
Rob Watts, at a Chord Mojo DAC
press conference, and he insists

harshness can be eliminated by
better DAC design. His view is that
the big companies producing DAC
chips work to a price, not a principle;
they don't even conduct listening
tests.The result is DACs incapable

of suppressing repetitive digital
noise patterns and other subtle
degradations that produce harshness,
and degrade sound staging, timing

etc.

Rob's latest version of his WTA

afterwards, or perhaps valve power
amps; Mojo has a volume control so
it can drive power amps direct.

Alternatively, consider an Icon
Audio CD X2 with valve output
stage. NK

Today I have a couple of systems

- one my wife can operate and my

hodgepodge of old but good hi -fl -a

Trio amp and tuner from the late 70s,

a Luxman turntable, Sony SACD player

and Spendor speakers. All of which to

my ears sound very acceptable. Cable

by Nordost obtained at John Howes

audio jumble at a sensible price.

Recently, after a small amount of

work in my house the builder advised

me to have the electrical circuits

checked and modified to modern

standards. This was completed with new

upgraded earths and a new R.C.D. box.

Result? My wife asked me what

had I done to the hi -fl as it sounded

so good. To be honest the sound is

improved by more than I would have

thought possible. Is Russ Andrews
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correct? No mains improvement cables

I have tried have had the dramatic

improvement that upgrading the switch

box and earths have made. It reminded

me when I changed from box to Martin

Logan 'speakers. But that was a long

time ago and when I received bonuses!

Pat Rickwood.

Hmmm... very interesting Pat.There's
much scepticism about this but
readers consistently report that
improving the mains supply, by any

method, usually results in better
sound quality. Many say it is more
effective than upgrading by any other
method, which seems to be your
experience. NK

WESTMINSTERS AND

TRANSISTORS

Many thanks for your excellent review

of the Tannoy Westminster Royal GR

loudspeakers. It made a very good

read. One interesting point you made is

that it is very difficult to compare the

Westminster Royals to other speakers.

I have used the Westminster Royal

HEs for 10 years now and I still find

it incredibly difficult to compare what

I hear at home to the same records

played through more conventional

loudspeakers. The modern trend

seems to be that speakers are voiced

to produce pin sharp midrange and

treble, that in turn gives an illusion

of detail. This is the antithesis of the

performance of the big Tannoys, that

make instruments sound more life size,

rounded and less sharp and to some

ears perhaps a little vague.

You could be forgiven for thinking

that this was actually an absence

of detail in the Westminster Royals

performance, but actually in terms of

realism and spacial and dynamic presen-

tation they produce more information

than more conventional counterparts.

For me, I have not come across a

loudspeaker that gives a greater sense

of being there.

One of your comments is, however,

in my view questionable - notably that

one should only consider using the

Westminster Royals with valve amplifiers.

I think this is unhelpful and misleading

for potential future users.

Can the Westminster Royals work

wonderfully well with valves? The answer

is unequivocally "yes". Should solid state

amplification be dismissed out of hand?

The answer is in my view and that of

many others unequivocally "no". I have

had many valve amplifiers in my music

room over the years, including the Quad

II-eightys and many models from Icon

Audio, Unison Research and from Howes

Tannoy Westminster Royal HE loudspeakers in David King's lis-
tening room. "I still find it incredibly difficult to compare what
hear at home to the same records played through more conven-
tional loudspeakers" says David.

Acoustics - and have enjoyed some

superb results from them. My preference

would be for the beefier push-pull

amplifiers such as the Quad II-eightys

used in your review, as I find that these

are better able to exploit the scale

and power which are the trademark

characteristics of the big Tannoys' sound.

This may be influenced in part by my

preference for classical and jazz genres

and for early stereo recordings from the

golden age of vinyl.

I am, however, much less dismissive

regarding the use of solid-state amplifi-

cation with the Westminsters. I have

had some fabulous sounds from solid

state amplification, currently Quad Elite

QMP monoblock power amplifiers which

push out a very healthy 250 Watts

per channel. I have also used Sugden

Masterclass Class A solid-state amplifiers

producing a more modest 70 Watts per

channel, to really good effect.

The presentation of solid-state

amplifiers is quite different. They

produce a more powerful but highly

detailed sound with a smoother treble,

bigger soundstage and deeper bass.

The Quad Elite QMPs work beautifully

with the Tannoy Westminster Royals,

perhaps because they use small Class

A amplifiers to control the speakers,

augmented by high power but lower

quality amplifiers to provide grunt.

My system currently consists of the

following equipment:

SME Model 20/3 record deck with

Series V tonearm and Denon DL S I

MC Cartridge; Quad Elite CDP CD

player; Music First Audio Classic step-up

transformer; Music First Audio Classic

632 phono stage; Music First Audio Baby

Reference V2 preamp; Quad Elite QMP

Monoblock power amps orYaqin MB

1008 amplifier (as power amp);Tannoy

Westminster Royal HE Loudspeakers

Quad Elite QMP
monoblock
power amplifiers
drive Tannoys
well, David King
feels.
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(single wired); DNM signal cables

throughout (all WBT terminated).

Obviously, there is a strong element

of personal preference here. Some audio

fans are resolutely valve supporters and

others equally firmly committed to solid

state. My own stance is pragmatic. I

am also a huge fan of valves, but not

exclusively. If it works I am happy to

use it. In this instance I think that to

promote valves as the one true path to

Westminster sonic heaven is unhelpful.

It might be interesting to do some

further listening work on this topic

and perhaps this could provide a

useful follow-up to your review of the

Westminster Royal GRs. With that in

mind I would like to issue you with

a personal challenge. You are hereby

cordially invited to venture north to the

Rose of the Shires for a friendly duel of

the amplifiers. Who knows, you might

just be persuaded to change or modify

your view. Alternatively I might end up

with egg on my face or "oeuf sur le

visage" as the French might say! Either

way I think there should be some fun to

be had.

Clearly for a duel to be fair one

must have seconds to ensure that the

niceties are observed. If you would like

to pick up the gauntlet I would suggest

that John Howes of Audio Jumble

and Lowther Voight Museum fame,

and Jonathan Billington, transformer

guru and boss of Music First Audio be

approached to act in this capacity.

John, like yourself suffers from

an incurable affliction with valves. In

spite of many attempts to rid him of
this scourge he has proved completely

unresponsive. In addition to his coat

holding duties, he has also agreed to

bring along some interesting valve kit

for the contest.Jonathan on the other

hand leans slightly towards solid-state

sound and would bring along a fine pair

of ears, having already provided the

backbone of my system! Both gentlemen

are highly skilled in the application of

First Aid.

In addition to providing the

venue I would be pleased to furnish

refreshments for survivors. In antici-

pation of a positive response to this

challenge I have already asked my wife

to turf the geraniums out of my old tin

hat. I look forward to hearing from you.

Kind regards

David King
Northampton.

Hi David. I am glad to hear you
experience the Westminsters as
I did: a loudspeaker like no other
and difficult to compare.They move
air and the room, making music a

viscerally exciting event, more than
an academically correct one.

If you like transistor amplifiers
in the driving role - and I did try
Quad's lovely Elite QMP monoblocks
- then that is good enough. Music is
to be enjoyed, not argued over, and
ultimately I keep away from anything
more than expressing an informed
opinion. However, I did today again

connect up Quad Elite QMPs and
don't agree with you! Westminsters
conspicuously work best with valve
amplifiers, emphasising their sense of

spaciousness and dynamic contrast,

so we can agree to disagree here.
Within the Westminster itself

is the situation that a product easily
criticised in conventional engineering
terms can still deliver an impressive
and enjoyable musical experience

- and that I will always support. It
is why I have always had a place for

valves and vinyl; at their best they

deliver a wonderful experience,
irrespective of obvious weaknesses.
I'm happy that others around the
world share this view: valve amplifiers
are popular in America, Germany,
Japan, Italy and elsewhere. No point
in kicking against this David, or trying
to convert these illiterate masses
- and me!

And you may be amused to
know that I am working on a fully -

balanced, discrete FET phono stage

right now - it sits on the bench
behind me as I type - so I am, as an

engineer, technologically agnostic.

Your geraniums are therefore safe in
their tin hat. NK

Reading Noel Keywood's Opinion article

in the November issue of Hi-Fi World

evoked many fond memories for me

from time I spent in Singapore more

than IS years ago. Like much of Asia,

Singapore has a highly -developed and

burgeoning hi -ft culture with more local

manufacturers entering the industry.

One such manufacturer was Loth -X,

established by an expat German Lothar

Sander with local backing. Their raison

d'etre was full -range, back -loaded

horn -speakers with drivers entirely of

their own design using Lowther (PM4)

sourced alnico magnets. The first time I

heard one their initial offerings was late

one night in a very larger photographic

studio with 10m+ high ceilings. The rear

loaded rear firing Polaris horns were

driven by a Brooks type 2A3 SET amp

Tannoy
Westminster
Royal GR "the
current ver-
sion doesn't
appear to be
a true horn"
says Manoja
Ranawake.

and the sound to someone who had

owned Klipsch Belles in the past was still

completely shocking.I can't remember

the source or the piece of music, but the

beginning of the first track had a train

coming towards the listener, and even

with 3 watts and 100dB+ efficiency you

could feel the sound pressure that the

train generated in the studio.

Later, with further development of

their horns culminating in the Bard (A

& B) and driven by battery -powered

300B SET amps developed by Silbatone

in Korea and a more fitting front end,

including a Loth -X turntable and a CEC
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TLO CD transport, they were able to

fully realise their product goals.

I believe I experienced something

similar to what you did with the

Westminster. When the longer

wavelengths of the lower frequencies

are allowed to fully decouple into the

listening space, you really understand

what true bass and horns are all about

- no other speaker type comes close.

Similar to what you noticed, even when I

was standing some 25m away from the

speakers, you could still feel the sound

pressure they were generating, albeit to

a lesser degree than what you would

feel 5m away.

I was also interested to read your

comments regarding the bigger drive

units that produce less distortion or

unwanted noise. I would have thought

these would be more difficult to control

and maintain their rigidity, the bigger

the driver became. Indeed the designer

of the Loth -X speakers and drive units,

Stefan Stamm thought that smaller

cones were better, with the ideal being

around 8in, especially for horns: the

drivers were barely moving visibly, but

generating huge levels of sound pressure.

Unlike the older corner horn

Westminster, the current (review) version

doesn't appear to be a true horn, but

W 141

Epos Encore loudspeaker distortion
plot (green) shows low distortion from
a big drive unit. Port distortion is
shown by the yellow trace.

more of a transmission line. Not having

heard them I don't have any impressions

of how they sound. I have heard some

large earlier designs, but never quite

appreciated the virtues others saw in

them. The centre (fixed) tweeter, which

couples with the cone of the main driver

will distort the sound as it propagates,

resulting in disjointed upper frequencies

to these ears.They have improved it in

subsequent generations, but ultimately

it is a design flaw that cannot be fully

eliminated (unless the waveguide for the

tweeter extends beyond the main cone).

Sadly, the Achilles heel of rear-

loaded horns is the delay between

the horn mouth and the front output

of the drive unit. Some of the frontal

output from the drive unit

could be heard with a slight

delay from the horn mouth.

This ultimately proved

unacceptable for me and I

have since moved on to (try)

other designs.

Loth -X also closed its

doors after only a handful

of years in operation, due

to a variety of reasons.

Lothar mentioned that Peter

Qvortrup (Audio Note) had

visited him one day and

apparently said nothing

is perfect, but this is the

best I have heard. I would

wholeheartedly concur. I still

miss them. Still searching.

Kind Regards,

Manoja Ranawake,
Harrogate,
North Yorkshire

The Rock business likes Tannoys. These
are Kensingtons, used by various music
biz luminaries.

Hi Manoja. I too wondered whether
Tannoy's horn was optimised in its
flare, like a Tractrix or Exponential
for example. But it is difficult to say
from simple visual inspection.

A transmission line notionally
seeks to lose rear energy down a
long tapered line and is the inverse of
a horn; the Westminster is not that.

Small cones work further up the
frequency band but distort (bass -

double) more than big ones. Our
distortion measurements clearly
show big cones are way better
here, but distortion measurement
of loudspeakers is difficult and
consequently rare, so much of what
is said about this is speculation.

Firing treble out through a cone
has problems, and violinist/reviewer
Rafael Todes who writes for us and
pops in regularly to listen, does
not like the megaphone effect this
produces. It does not worry me,
however.

You have two options here:
fire forward like a Tannoy and get
great focus and dynamics in front
of the loudspeaker, or fire all-round
from dome tweeters and shallow -

cone bass/mids and get a big, open

spacious sound (the norm), but
weakened forward dynamics and
more diffuse imaging at a distance as

the room comes to dominate.
It's whatever floats your boat in

the end - and it so happens I rather
like Tannoys because they give a Rock

performance.That's why people like
Pete Townshend and other Rock
luminaries love old Tannoys: you get

to Rock with these things; forget the
technical arguments!

Time delay is a new objection to
me. Low frequency time delays must

be long to be audible and at 200Hz
cabinet delay would be in the order
of one phase rotation (360 degrees)
which I doubt you would detect.
I wonder here whether you were
hearing this phenomenon, or delayed
energy (i.e. an echo) from the cabinet
of the earlier design you heard.

In all though, as I hope I made
clear in the review,Westminsters
are not the ultimate in accuracy
and neutrality and they do have

obvious weaknesses, but you'll go
mad trying to find a loudspeaker
without weaknesses - I have suffered

this delusion! Best to enjoy what
you hear, and if you don't, walk away

- just as you say. N K

Thank you to Martin Pipe for your

comprehensive and helpful reply in the

December issue to my letter about the

Proms broadcasts. It will be interesting to

see if anyone else sparks on this subject

now that my letter and your response

have been published.

Yes, I do use Wi-Fi as the means

of connecting to the Internet, and I can

see it is certainly possible that if my

wife goes on-line while I am tuned in

to R3 it could be causing the drop -outs

I'm experiencing. In future when I'm

listening to R3 HD I shall get her to tell

me when she is using her computer in

an attempt to nail this as the source of

my problems in this regard. Otherwise

I shall consider a better internet

connection, since fibre -optic broadband

has just arrived in my neck of the

woods.

The set-up I have for listening to

R3 HD consists of an Acer laptop PC
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David Lord hears Radio 3 drop-
outs when listening with Quad
ESL 2905 electrostatic loud-
speakers.

running Windows 7, with the sound

being extracted via a Halide Bridge

USB-to-SPDIF asynchronous converter.

This feeds into my dCS Purcell which up-

samples the incoming 44. I /16 stream

to I 92/24.The up -sampled output

from the Purcell then goes to my dCS

Elgar Plus DAC. The pre -amp is a Music

First passive, feeding a pair of Quad II-

eighty valve power amplifiers and Quad

ESL2905 electrostatic loudspeakers. So

I think you can see I do try to get the

very best out of R3.

I was intrigued by Huw Robinson's

comments, and I am grateful to you for

reverting to him with my queries. The

BBC has long experience of broadcasting

the Proms and great technical expertise,

so it seems strange to me that the

sound quality varies to the extent that I

find it does. Hence my wondering if the

differences I hear are caused more by

the system downstream of the mixing

desk, rather than the approach taken

"It's (almost) enough to
make me go back to my
Leak Troughline" says Roger
Simmonds.

by the balance engineer. Certainly, the

fact that the same individual mixed the

two concerts which I cited in my letter

could be seen as an indicator that the

problem perhaps lies more with the

system.

I was also interested to have confir-

mation that - as I rather suspected

- the person doing the mixing doesn't

listen to the actual broadcasts in any

shape or form, even if the reasons for

this are perfectly understandable given

the multiplicity of platforms.

Best regards,

David Lord

I was most interested in David Lord's

letter (Dec I5). His experience listening

to Radio 3's internet stream closely

match my own. 'Radio 3 HD' may be

the best way to access its wonderful

live concerts, as it avoids (I think) the

dreaded Optimod dynamic compression

of FM, but it is not without problems. At

best, the quality is most acceptable, but,

like David, I also experience irritating

`dropouts'. These are quite regular

(usually, it seems, when the music has

reached an interesting juncture!) and

vary from a few seconds to over a

minute. The broadband speed in our

area approaches 30Mb/sec, so this

is not a factor.Also, during the more

extended breaks, I have accessed other

`radio' streams, including Radio 2 and

German stations without problems.

The dropouts are more common, it

appears to me, with live broadcasts in

the evening.

There is another problem with

the BBC internet stream which has

caught out dedicated Radio 3 listeners.

Some months ago, the BBC, without

forewarning to its customers or

discussion with equipment manufac-

turers, changed the way its data is

encoded. The stream may be '320 kbps

MC' (though there is some doubt about

this) but the change caused some

streamers to default to MP3, whilst

others were unable to access the data

at all.

I have a Musical Fidelity M 1 Clic

`Universal Music Controller, and very

nice it is too, but MF are unable to tell

me whether I am listening to AAC or

MP3, through their machine. The only

advice the dealer would give was, "your

streamer is out of date and would I like

to buy a nice new shiny one?" However,

they were unable to assure me that

any were compatible with the latest

BBC Radio 3 AAC bitstream, nor could

anyone tell me how long the BBC would

continue with this service.

It seems impossible to get sensible

advice about any of this, which leaves

your average music lover, not overly

competent in computer technology,

more than a little frustrated. It's (almost)

enough to make me go back to my

Leak Troughline and accept the severe

compression of FM. Any thoughts?

Thanks,

Roger Simmonds

We have asked the BBC about this,
but it will take time to get a reply.
Hopefully, it will appear in our next
issue. NK

HEADPHONE CHOICE

Thanks to reviews in Hi-Fi World over

the years, I have a reasonable system.

It is a Yamaha CD -5300 (now used as

a transport outputting via a £40 optical

cable/pipe), an Audiolab Q-DAC, a Fiio

X3 2nd Gen player and Sennheiser

HD -449 headphones - plugged into

the Q-DAC.A Marantz PM400I and
B&O speakers from a B&O 7000 music

centre (I think they're S55s), from nearly

40 years ago provide more casual (while

working/reading) listening fare from the

same sources.

I suspect it's the HD -449s that are

the weak link for serious listening. I got

them to replace a pair of Sennheiser

HD -575, which I loved for their

sumptuous sound (unfortunately they

just got old and a drive unit became

New Philips Fidelio X2s are
impressive - and affordable.

detached in one chamber). I now prefer

a more neutral sound - especially now

that I've got used to the HD -449s - and

want accurate bass, not one that sounds

like the Loudness button has been

pushed.

Music? Rock, Prog, pop, some

classical, a bit of reggae, and quite

a lot of synth/electronic - Kraftwerk,

Tangerine Dream etc.

The X3 is used mainly as a super

CD jukebox with microSD cards - all

I6 -bit FLAC rips (the price of hi-res

albums shocks me - why pay so much
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Oppo BDP-105D universal player "is just an astonishing machine
for the money" says Gordon Robinson.

for an album I already have?) - along

with a few DVD-A rips (some 24/96,

some 24/48).This may seem a waste of

a good source, but until hi-res albums

drop in price that's the way it'll stay!

I have in mind the Oppo PM -3s, the

B&W P7s, the Philips X2 Fidelios, and

even maybe the Sennheiser Momentum

2.0s (no objections to saving a few quid).

Anything else you can think of around

this price - about £350 max?

My only complaint about all this

new digital technology is the smallness/

hassle of loading the microSD slot in the

X3 (peyonggg! Now where's that ever-

so -tiny card gone now?) and, basically,

all the blasted long cables everywhere

(headphones, coaxial-to-DAC, power

cable for X3 etc), but that's the price we

pay these days for audio bliss...

Yours sincerely

John Malcolm

The new Philips Fidelio X2s are a
great choice John. Go for it! NK

VINYL GOES DIGITAL

I've started to dip a toe into the murky

and religious world of digital music.

Although I work with IT I have a deep

distrust of technology, mostly because

I know how wrong things can go! My

main front-end is vinyl and I have a

sneaking suspicion I'll always stick with

the lowest form of technology that really

works.

Having said that, 1 recognise

convenience and I recently bought

an Oppo BDP- 1 05 which is just an

astonishing machine for the money. I've

now decided I'd like to truly exploit its

capabilities. I'm about to buy a NAS and

I'd like to transcribe some of my vinyl to

24/192 rips. This much I know (ish) how

to do, via Audacity and an external USB-

connected sound card for my laptop. This

is where I've run into some difficulty.

I have a very old and wheezing

HP laptop on which I've put an Ubuntu

14.04 Bistro. It works remarkably well

with everything, apart from being able to

recognise my sound card as a recording

device.

I've managed to make the card

work on a Windows 7 machine pretty

well, with the exception of the fact

that I have to keep the input almost to

zero on Audacity to prevent the signal

swamping the recording capability of

my machine. However, transcriptions

so far sound good to my ears. I'm not

sure about the veracity of them being

24/192 because my Arcam AVR-600

plays those files back via the Oppo

without complaint. Arcam reckon that

the highest resolution available through

that amp is 24/48.

This leads me to a number of

questions.

1) Can you give me any advice about

how I make my Ubuntu-equipped laptop

recognise the sound card as a recording

device?

2) I'm a complete newbie to Linux in

general, and feel somewhat clueless

when it comes to trying to do tweaky

stuff!

3) How do I stop the card's output

swamping a Windows machine? I may

be able to get access to a slightly more

modern laptop soon, which will run

Windows 10 (or Windows 7) but I want

more control over input levels.

4) How do I know a file is really

encoded at 24/192? I did read your

article about a piece of software that

analysed digital music, but unfortunately

that magazine has hit the recycling bin!

Is it possible that my Arcam is really

decoding a 24/192 file? The Oppo is

connected to the Arcam via HUM!. It's

set to Bitstream via HDMI, so what is

going on there?

I recorded Pink Floyd's "The

Wall" via the sound card, an old QED

Discsaver (circa late I 990s) and my

Windows machine at 24/192 to

Audacity, and all seemed to go well.

When I was exporting the file to a

transportable format, I tried MP3 and

Audacity said MP3 couldn't do the

format as the maximum it could handle

was 24/48. Is MP3 really so limited?

I then exported as a FLAC, which

appeared to go well. However the total

file size was I.4Gb.As a 16/44 CD

is (give or take) 750Mb, can this be

correct? Have I exported a 24/192 file?

The Wall is a double -vinyl album, so one

standard 40-ish minute album appears

to be only 750Mb FLAC-encoded at

24/192. I'm aware that FLAC is a

lossless compression format but this

seems like a lot of compression given

the extra data involved.

I realise that these questions may

sound pretty naive, but I'm sure that

others are in the same place as me.

Frankly, if any of this doesn't work, it's

no great loss. But being able to jump

around to disco. metal, house and opera

would make life a lot easier! Suspended

floors and pogoing do not a happy

couple make.

Hope you can help.

Kind regards,

Gordon Robinson

Hi Gordon. Best to get advice from
forum users about your computer
problems.We do not deal with
computer hardware, nor operating
systems. As you imply, it all goes tits
up very quickly.

Recording 24/192 for 40 mins
gives a 2.76GB file, that compressed

50% by FLAC then amounts to
1.4GB, so your file is 24/192.

If you want high quality sound
then use FLAC, like most other
people. MP3 is a lossy system

that offers 10:1 compression and
degrades sound quality.

If you feel you have to use MP3
for its small file sizes, use XLD to
down -sample 192 to 48kHz sample
rate before compression to MP3, and
choose the highest available data rate
for MP3; usually 320kbps is available.

However, I think the best
compromise is to use 24/96 FLAC
- not 24/192 - because it halves the

file size, but with imperceivable loss
of quality. I hope this helps.

NK
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SUEDE

Dog Man Star: 20th Anniversary
Live At The Royal Albert Hall

Edsel

PETER GABRIEL

1/2/3/4
Realworld

Suede's dark, self-

indulgent yet para-
noid and excellent

second album, origi-
nally released in October 1994. Its
creation brought about the end
of the band's original line-up.Then
Suede decided to stay together fol-
lowing their 'one -oft 2010 concert
for Teenage Cancer Trust. When

asked by the charity to perform
again at the Royal Albert Hall in
March 2014, the band took the
opportunity to play Dog Man Star'
in its entirety, accompanied by a
string section.

This beautifully presented
edition spans four LPs with a
thirty-two page booklet included in
a book -type folder.

In terms of the sound quality,
you're looking at a live recording
here and live recordings are
notorious for being imperfect as
they are away from the controlled
studio environment.

More than that, in some

respects I wish that this particular

Ler GabrLel's first
our self -titled albums

'1' (1977),'2' (1978),'3'
(1980) and '4' (1982)

are now available on half -speed re -

mastered double vinyl to be run at
45rpm.

Matt Colton at Alchemy
Mastering has cut the vinyl with
Tony Cousins at Metropolis
responsible for the mastering.

Each album comes in a gatefold

sleeve while download cards are
also included with a choice of
24bit/96kHz or 16bit/44. I kHz.

To test these 45rpm, half speed
cuts, I compared them directly with
the original pressings.All discs were
compared but let's concentrate
upon the debut album and the hit
single `Solsbury Hill'.

The difference was stark and
immediate. Everything: vocals,

strings, you name it, was opened up

providing a host of extra detail. Just
about every aspect of the presen-
tation offered more detail while the

concert had not been recorded
in the Albert Hall.The venue is
notorious for producing very bad
quality Rock concerts. Cream didn't
do too well back in 1968, Frank
Zappa had sonic issues in 1969 and,

more up to date, I don't think that
The Who were well served when
they were recorded there in 2004.

This Suede gig suffers from the
same issues experienced by The

Who.There is a certain muddy
sound presentation that sits on the
dynamics and prevents the upper
mids from taking off.

That said, Edsel have done

the best with what they could
find and should be congratulated
in not panicking and shooting the
compression into excessive peak
limiting areas to find artificial
dynamism.As it stands, the cut is
relatively quiet and so you can, to
some extent, allow your hi-fi to
take the strain by boosting the
performance with gain from your
system: a much more preferable
option.

track itself increased in amplitude,
forcing me to lower the volume
just a touch.

The acoustic guitar strings now
featured far more space and air
around each finger pluck, adding

tiny amounts of reverb around each
string to provide a more natural
tonality to proceedings. In general,
there were more delicate strings
floating around the soundstage as
a whole, while the percussion was
a touch more isolated in the mix,
providing a characterful presen-
tation.There was added heft and
weight in the lower frequency
extremes too.

The vocals also offered a
natural and seemingly relaxed

delivery. Now Gabriel seemed
to be enjoying his time at the
microphone. He enunciated his

words with greater confidence and
with extra emotion. Even if you
have the originals, as an audiophile,

you need to check out these new
super editions.
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rom a live Glasgow gig
in 2014, set within a
beautifully presented

forty -page hardback
book package, this LP is joined by
a 10" vinyl of key singles and fan
favourites, plus a CD of the entire
performance, plus interviews.The
entire set is very easy on the eye
and an attractive package for fans.

From the first few percussive
strikes, you can hear that this live
gig doesn't suffer from the same
veiled midrange issues as heard in

the Suede set reviewed on these
pages.

Here, there is far more air and
space surrounding the soundstage,

giving the performance a more
dynamic and insightful presentation.

Lead guitar has a clarity that gives
this instrument a sense of energy.
It's alive and direct with a sense of
danger in its approach.

Of course, this is still a live gig
so the studio enhancements and
control are not present.This can

Imake no apologies for
including three Edsel box
sets in this issue: such

are the magnificence of

each, I had to tell you about all
of them in detail! Besides, each

are ideal Christmas presents.This
set includes 'Pretenders' (1980),
`Pretenders II' (198 I ),`Learning
To Crawl' (1 984),`Get Close'
( I 986), 'Packed!' ( I 990), 'Last Of

The Independents' (1 994),`The

Isle Of View' (1995; 2LP) and 'Viva

El Amor!' (I 999).The latter two
albums appear on vinyl for the
first time and all are contained in a
sturdy slip -case cover. Order from
the official website to grab a signed
print too.

I played a selection of tracks
during the test but the hit single
from the album 'Learning to Crawl',
`Back On the Chain Gang', was

symptomatic of the box set as a
whole.The mastering has received
a welcome, relatively quiet cut
which means that it's unaffected

be heard, to some extent in the
slightly staid vocal which is a little
subdued.

Drums and bass guitar are
both lifted from the soundstage
floor which gives the band a level
of motion and tempo that provides
impetus to the distorted rhythms
employed by the group, but what
the percussion and bass guitar do
not give you is much power, heft
or impact in terms of the lower
frequencies.

Whether this is an issue with
the recording or a conscious
choice from the mastering engineer
of the vinyl is unclear.

If it's the latter then it could be
down to clarity issues.Added bass
may have combined poorly with the
signature feedback that the band
liked to wallow in, to mask much of
the user midrange.

If that is the case then the
choice, in terms of clarity, was a
good one because detail is generally
open and easy to discern.

from nasty compression or
excessive peak limiting.There's no
ear splitting upper mids on this
box set to contribute to even a
suspicion of listening fatigue.This
means that you can allow your hi-
fi to do the talking. I was able to
increase the volume and allow the
inherent detail within the upper
mids to flow freely.

If I was going to be picky, I

could say that the upper mids
could have been a touch more
open and spacious. Sometimes you

yearned to have a jangly guitar
soar in terms of dynamics or
secondary percussion tambourines
to really shimmer.That never really
happened which is why I really like

this box set but won't jump up and
down for joy.That, as I say, is being

picky.

As it stands, though, this set

is very enjoyable. It's music is
presented well, its clear and noise
free with a warm, comforting
demeanour. PR

THE JESUS AND MARY

CHAIN

Live At Barrowlands

Edsel

PRETENDERS

The Vinyl Collection 1979-1999
Edsel
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010 worki it
Chord get their Mojo working with a new portable DAC/headphone amplifier. Noel Keywood
boogies...

Is Chord's new Mojo DAC
a market changer? I think
so. What you get here is a
high -end digital -to -analogue

convertor (DAC) that Chord
have purposed for use with

mobile phones.The phone sends
music digitally to Mojo, that turns it
to analogue for headphones; there
are two headphone sockets. If I hear

you say to yourself "but I don't use
headphones" - hang on! Mojo can
be used in a hi-fi, hooked up to a
CD player for example, to give digital
quality that Chord claim is better
than all else.Yet Mojo costs just £399.
Now read on!

Here's a hi-fi DAC that
undermines all others it seems.
Chord claim a massive 125dB
dynamic range for Mojo - more than

most other DACs on the market,
irrespective of price. Since Chord
also have more expensive DACs for

domestic use - Hugo, 2Qute and
Dave - Mojo looks like a cat amongst
the pigeons.

Chord use a bullet proof
machined alloy case. It has been

given a sombre dark brown/grey
finish, concealing the potential for a
more eye catching bare alloy finish,
as seen in 2Qute and Hugo, or even
an anodised finish for added bling. I

sense future boutique versions!
Our scales registered I 73gms

with Mojo on board, making it as a
heavy as some portable digital audio
players. But then it houses a mass of
electronics, plus a Li -polymer battery
with a life of 8-10 hours playing time,
and a 4 hour charge time.All edges
are smoothly rounded to slip easily
into trouser pockets. With a depth
of 21 mm, Mojo is a tad oversize for
a shirt pocket, but height and width
dimensions of 61 mm and 83mm

make it an easy fit in most other

PPNw
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garments, bags and what have you.

Usually, a stout rubber band
is supplied with portables so they
can be clamped to phone or player,
but Mojo's buttons don't have
space between them for this, so
there are notches at either end for
narrow bands.There's no CD -quality
Bluetooth link, to headphones or
source, as used by Astell&Kern to
link their portables to the hi-fi for
example.

With USB (micro-USB
connector), plus S/PDIF digital inputs
(optical and electrical), Mojo will
connect to most phones and digital
audio players, and it will connect
to CD players too - those with a
digital output of course.There is no
analogue input: Mojo is strictly a high
fidelity DAC intended to process
high -resolution digital. Chord fit two
3.5mm stereo headphone -jack output
sockets, able to run 4-800 Ohm
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headphones they say - meaning Mojo
can power loudspeakers direct, so I
hooked ours to Tannoy Westminster
Royal GRs as part of the review and
they worked together well - see the

picture! Mojo has a volume control
and can drive power amplifiers too,
acting as a digital preamp in effect.

There's little to say about the
controls because there aren't any.
Well, not many because Chord
have given Mojo automatic input
sensing, data conversion etc. It has

an on/off button and volume Up /
Down buttons - that is all.They light
up in different and varying colours
according to operating conditions.
The On/off button indicates sample
rate by colour, starting out at red for
44.IkHz digital from CD, all the way
up to white for DSD.You'll need a
good memory to remember all the
variants and I could barely discern
the colour difference between
I 92kHz and 768kHz sample rate
(phew!) playing over USB from
a MacBook Pro. Below 192kHz

however, colour differences are
obvious.

The volume buttons change
colour according to level, both
buttons showing green to indicate
a typical usable volume (0.4mV).
Turning volume up to loud took
them to light -blue and IV out,
measurement showed. Dark blue
was extremely loud (I.5V) and all
else was shatteringly loud, light pink

warning of output overload.
To enable mains power

drive, Chord have given Mojo an
independent power input, a micro-
USB socket that connects to a 5V
phone charger via micro-USB-to-
USB A cable.A tiny led beneath this
socket changes colour from green
(discharge) to blue (charge) when
power is applied. So to use Mojo in a
hi-fi you need a £20 phone charging
unit and a cable, preferably one with

smoothing to lower noise; I used a
smoothed 5V supply from Maplins.

Mojo senses an active input and
switches to it. It also senses the
format of the incoming data: PCM
or DSD, as well as sample rate. It

accommodates all digital formats,
PCM up to 32bit and 786kHz sample
rate, as well as normal DSD (64) and
quad rate DSD 256 that demands
vast data rate.

One small issue was inability
to read 192kHz sample rate data
via Chord's supplied short optical
adaptor cable, from my Astell&Kern
AK 120's optical output; Mojo simply
fell silent.There was no problem with

lower sample rates.
But Mojo did

work with 192kHz
sample rate test
signals from our
Rohde&Schwarz

analyser, fed via

optical. Low optical
transmitter power in
the AK 120 may be

contributory to this
situation, but optical
links are commonly
marginal at 192kHz,

TOSLINK being an
old 1980s technology.

It isn't only the DAC that
matters in a portable driving
headphones.The headphone amplifier
is crucial too. Chord make an issue
of this, promising more output and
lower output impedance (this is a big
issue on 'net forums) than all rivals.
Measurement showed Mojo meets
their claims: it delivers a massive 4.3V,
putting it a nose ahead of all others. I
suspect Mojo pushes ahead sonically

because of this aspect of its design;

OPT

COAX electrical and OPTical S/PDIF plus USB digital
inputs. There's a battery charger input with tiny LED too.

and more vivid than usual; they
commonly sound a little dull up top
and lacklustre with small portable
players, if not with mains powered
headphone amps. like the Audiolab
M-DAC I often use to drive them.
Mojo cranked the PM I s up to the
livelier nature of Philips X I s, yet
at the same time it suppressed the
slightly fulsome bass of the XI s,
pulling them into line too. Mojo had a
calming and civilising influence on my
headphones!

With representative Rock tracks

Mojo can be used with a portable digital audio player like the
Astell&Kern AK100 seen here, or a mobile phone.

after all Rob Watts used to design
DPA (Deltec Precision Audio) power
amplifiers, so he knows a thing or
three about audio output stages.

As Chord claim, the Mojo user
experience is slick. It powers on

silently. It selects input automatically
and, unusually, the big illuminated

buttons stay alight at all times; there
is no time-out to save battery power.

SOUND QUALITY
I used Oppo PM I Planar Magnetic

and Philips Fidelio XI headphones
- and immediately with Mojo I
noticed the Oppos sounded brighter

from Fleetwood Mac's Rumours
album (24/96), musicians were placed

in a big, open space that seemingly

extended beyond the ear pieces of
my Philips Fidelio XI s.There was
air and space around instruments

and Mojo has powerful bass, that
also runs very deep. It came over as
three -dimensionally larger than my
Astell&Kern AK I 20 portable player
that in itself is punchy and fast in its
sound, if with a more mechanical
delivery and less 3-D.

Mojo's treble was both strong
and obvious, yet very sweet in Go
Your Own Way, whilst rendition of
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detail was superb - beyond that
from all players I've used to date.
Cymbals on Mick Fleetwood's drum
kit rang sonorously and I could hear
the quality of the skins on his drums.
Strummed guitar sounded fine and
delicate in the gentle yet vivacious
way its strings were delineated, one
from another.A synth line floated
away on its own, whilst Stevie Nick's
vocals hovered in front of me.
Sudden drum strikes and cymbal
crashes had great dynamic impact

but perfect timing too; there was no
slur - or seen the other way around
Mojo gets time domain definition
from digital right whilst all others
sound hazy by way of contrast - as
Rob Watts claims. I felt I was getting

an education here.
Mick Fleetwood's kick drum

put shuddering bass through my
Oppo PM I headphones on Go
Your Own Way, imposing a grip at
low frequencies that was extraor-
dinary. Mojo has massive bass power

(working from battery alone) that
re -defines what a portable can do.
This is down to the headphone
amps, that Chord have engineered to
conspicuous perfection it seems.The
PM I s occasionally went subterranean

with Pink Floyd's Time.
Interestingly, a rip from CD

of The Eagles Too Busy Being

Fabulous' sounded a trifle rough
and dynamically flat, where this
has been a track I use as a Rock

demonstrator, if one that is obviously
over -processed and dynamically

compressed upward to sound loud.

Mojo made these properties
very obvious. Similarly, Dave's

True Story 'Misery' demo track
suddenly had obvious flaws - I

was taken aback. Mojo mines

detail and has deep insight.As
a result not all digital sounded
good, I found as I worked
through all my basic test tracks.

Slotted into a hi-fi as a
hi-res digital source, fed by an
Astell&Kern AK 100 portable
and feeding Quad Elite QMP
monoblock power amplifiers
and various loudspeakers

under review, Mojo had some
treble prominence. If anything
it sounded lean, but analytically
detailed. It is balanced for

headphones, especially those

with strong bass like my Oppo
PM- I s.Against our mains

powered Oppo BDP-105D
universal hi-res player, however, treble

was more obvious. Brightly balanced
loudspeakers or headphones may not

suit Mojo; I'm afraid you'll need Dave
and deeper pockets!

To act as a CD player upgrade
DAC, volume Up/Down buttons must
be pressed simultaneously at switch
on, to set output to 2V (dark blue).

Mojo can be used in a hi-fi then,
and Chord have taken this into
account. Just bear in mind that as

good as Mojo is, it still lacks a sturdy
on -board linear power supply, as
you find in Oppo's BDP-105D for
example. For this Chord have the
yet -to -be -released Dave.You knew

there was a snag!

On The Road

Chord claim Mojo can drive loud-
speakers so that's what we did,
using Tannoy Westminster Royal
GRs!

CONCLUSION
Technologically, Mojo is all but
untouchable.Whilst there are other
DACs with better figures, they are
all mains powered and cost around
ten times more. Most portable
audio DACs are a whole step down
in quality.

With fabulous sound quality
- big, open and powerful - plus the
ability to control and drive even
the most difficult Planar Magnetic
headphones, Mojo is a DAC that
sits apart. And you can use it in
your hi-fi system too, or even drive
Tannoy Westminster Royal GR
loudspeakers with it - as we did!

Unmissable.

Jon Myles takes the Mojo out and about with a mobile phone to discover whether it really
can transform your Android or Apple device into a true high -resolution digital player.

0
ne of the main aims of
Mojo is to turn your
mobile 'phone into a
high -resolution music

player -a state-of-the-
art DAC and headphone

amplifier that can be attached to
your mobile without adding too
much bulk.

But you have to make sure your
device is compatible first. Android
'phones need to be USB On -The -Go
(OTG) compatible. On iPhone only
those with Lightning connectors will
work - which basically means iPhone

5 and above.

After that the required cable
is needed to connect your mobile
to the Mojo. For Android it's a
USB OTG connector (micro B to
micro B) which are available from
around £6.With iPhones you'll need
the Apple Camera Connector Kit
(Q5) which plugs into the 'phone's
Lightning socket and provides a USB

connection that can be used with
Chord's supplied cable.

Then, simply strap the Mojo to
the back of your 'phone (handily,
there are grooves in the Mojo's

casework to facilitate this) and turn
on.

Which is exactly what I did -
using the iPhone and Mojo together
with a set of Noble KIO in -ear
monitors on a daily commute.

And from the start it's rather
special.The first piano notes on
Jacque Brel's 'Ne Me Quitte Pas' had
resonance and realism - the like
of which I've never heard from the
combination of a mobile 'phone and
DAC before. Forwarding the track
selection to Brel's live performance
of 'Amsterdam' took me aback.
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The background accordion was
no longer an indistinct tone but a
real instrument - one which came
forward, receded and then came back
again to become part of the whole
song instead of just being part of the
background.

On The Clash's 'London Calling'
(24/96) I was hearing a clearer and

different presentation than I was

used to through the Noble K I Os.
Paul Simonon's bass sounded more

rounded and forceful than usual while
Mick Jones's guitar lines were laid out
in detail and Joe Strummer's vocals

hung in the air.The Mojo seemed to
be picking apart every element of the
track and laying it bare for me.

There was also a tremendous
sense of rhythm and timing to the
sound.The Mojo's inherent clarity
means the leading edges of notes

are clean and clear, which helps push

music forward.
It also brings astonishing insights

into even familiar pieces. On the
ECM recording of Arvo Part's 'Tabula

Rasa' (24/96) I could distinctly tell
there were two violins playing,
whereas some lesser DACs tend to
blend them together.

Moving forward to the likes of
DSD and there was even more to be
had. The San Francisco Symphony's

rendition of
Mahler's 'Symphony

No 2' was not
just good - it was

simply stunning.

The crescendos
had power but
were utterly
convincing. It's

hard to believe the
level of dynamism

and detail that was
being delivered

from an iPhone.

Switching from
the Nobles to a
pair of Focal Sphear

in -ears priced at
LI 00 reveals that

Mojo can also shine
with mid -priced
'phones. On Patti
Smith's 'People

Have The Power' the drums come
in with tremendous force - with
greater depth and thrust than I've
heard through the Focals before.
There was no doubt the Mojo's amp
section was exerting a steely grip on
the earphones.

All this insight, though, means the

Mojo doesn't flatter poor recordings.
Play some heavily processed pop or
rock and you'll soon know about

MUSIC PLAYER
To exploit all the power of the Mojo it's best
to load a dedicated music player app onto
your phone. There are many out there for
both iOS and Android - but I'd recommend
Onkyo's excellent HF Player.

It has an excellent user interface, a
graphic equaliser and various options such
as playlists to customise your listening.

For iPhone users there's also the
option to add the HD Player
pack for £7.99 that allows
FLAC and DSD files to
be loaded and played
back.

Chord's Mob(' has the power to turn the likes of an
iPhone 6 Plus into a high -resolution music player - but
a dedicated music app such as Onkyo's HF Player will
help you get the best from it.

it. But that's the price you pay for
the obvious benefits Mojo brings to
everything else.

In the final analysis, Mojo

redefines just how good music on
the move can be. And, yes, it can turn
your iOS or Android mobile into a
high -resolution player that can better
many of the dedicated players from
the likes of Astell&Kern and FiiO.
Now there's a thought.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
With volume set to give full output,

whilst avoiding overload from a full level

digital signal (0dB) via S/PDIF, Dynamic

Range (EIAJ) measured a high 124dB,

and with one small step up in volume of

1dB it hit Chord's claimed 125dB. USB

gave an identical result. So Chord's figure

is achievable without overload being

obvious.

Interestingly, turning volume up to

maximum with the low level -60dB test

signal gave 143dB Dynamic Range and

this shows the potential of Chord's DAC.

These are impressive figures: most hi-fi

DACs achieve 120dB, a few expensive

ones costing thousands 130dB. Portable

DACs and DAPs usually measure around

115dB.

Distortion was minimal, measuring

a very low 0.014% as shown in our

analysis. Again, this was with volume

set to avoid output overload with a full

level (0dB) digital signal. No distortion

components are visible in our analysis, so

'distortion' here is noise, even though a

narrow band harmonic -only analysis was

used.

Turning volume up to maximum to lift

DAC output above subsequent amplifier

noise returned 0.0017%, showing the

potential of Mojo in this area.

Frequency response measured flat to

31kHz (-1dB) via the analogue headphone

socket, output falling away steadily above

this frequency to the upper theoretical

limit of 96kHz from the 192kHz sample

rate test signal, as shown in our analysis.

Mojo produced a massive 4.3V from

its headphone outputs at full volume

- more than enough to drive insensitive

headphones, or power amplifiers direct.

It can even drive loudspeakers. Chord

quote 4 Ohm - 800 Ohm loads as being

compatible, and output impedance 0.045

Ohms.

Mojo delivered better performance

figures under test than mains powered

hi-fi DACs costing considerably more.

It possesses outstanding measured

performance. NK

Frequency response (-1dB)4Hz-31kHz
Distortion (%) 24bit
OdB

-60dB
Separation (1kHz)
Noise (IEC A)

0.003
0.014

110dB
-124dB

Dynamic range 125dB
Output (Phono/XLR) 4.3V
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CHORD MOJO DAC
£399

00000 £
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best.

VALUE - keenly priced

VERDICT
Fabulous sound, great build
quality and big illuminated
buttons that change colour
make Mojo unmissable - as
does its low price of £399.

FOR

- sound quality
- portability
- fully automatic
- quad-DSD replay

- up to 32/786kHz PCM

digital

- works from mains power
supply

AGAINST
- heavy

- too big for shirt pocket
- no Bluetooth

- sombre appearance

Chord Electronics
+44 (0)1622 721444

www.chordelectronics.co.uk
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zen
The budget loudspeaker

category is probably the
most hotly contested sec-
tor of the hi-fi market. Look
round any dealer's show-

room or website and you'll
see a plethora of loudspeakers cost-
ing £500 and under - the majority of
them from some major names.

So a manufacturer must do
something special to stand out.
Which is what Denmark's Dali
hope it has done with its new
Zensor series of standmounts and
floorstanders.They incorporate

Thi

Dali's new budget standmount
sounds a lot bigger than it looks,
says Jon Myles.

n
technology derived from their more
expensive 'speakers, Dali say.

In the middle of the range lies
the Zensor 3 standmount on review
here - retailing at just L299. Of
course, making a loudspeaker for
so little money involves a number
of trade-offs to keep costs down.
Cabinets, for example, are usually

the most expensive element, so the
Zensor 3 is fairly compact measuring
just 205mm x 351 mm x 293mm (W/
H/D) and weighing 6.3kg each.A two-
way design, due to the size almost
the entire front of the gloss -finished

king
baffle is taken up by the drive units.

Here Dali uses its own
proprietary I 78mm mid/bass cone

constructed of fine-grained paper
pulp reinforced with wood fibres
that is said to provide the ideal
combination of stiffness and lightness,
allied to a 25mm soft dome tweeter
housed in its own short waveguide to
maximise dispersion.

On the rear are a single pair
of decent quality 'speaker posts (so
bi-wiring is out), along with a reflex
port that helps boost bass extension
down to 40Hz (see Measured
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The rear of the Dali Zensor
3 features a single pair
of 'speaker binding posts
plus a bass reflex port.

Performance for full details).
Despite the low price, cabinet

construction is good, the Dalis
feeling pretty sturdy.That black gloss
finish on the baffle also adds a little

distinction.They also come with a
detachable grille - left off for listening
tests.

SOUND QUALITY
Small and affordable they may be,

but the Zensor 3s sound remarkably
sophisticated for their price. Placed
on a pair of sturdy stands (they
respond well to good support) and
driven by a Creek Evolution 100A
integrated amplifier, the little Dalis

showed a remarkable ability to
dig out detail from well -recorded
material.

Playing Medeski, Martin and

Wood's 'Hey Joe', Chris Wood's

subtle snare and cymbal work was
bright and well -textured. Indeed,
there was real bite to the treble with
John Coltrane's saxophone having a

real metallic ring on 'Africa Brass'.
This doesn't flatter edgy recordings,
'Definitely, Maybe' by Oasis sounding

a little searing at times, for example.
Pointing the 'speakers straight

down the room helped ameliorate
this somewhat, but there's no doubt
the tweeter is slightly forward in
nature.This does, though, help give
the Dali's a very detailed presentation
and it never tips over into unpleas-
antness.

Further down the spectrum the
midband was smooth and open.The
piano parts on Daft Punk's 'Random
Access Memories' were rich and full,
while the dynamic contrasts on the
album never fazed the Zensors.

Bass was also surprisingly big

and punchy. Playing King Tubby's Dub

Fever' album I never got any feeling
of losing the low -end. Okay, the Dali's

will never reproduce the lowest
octaves like a big floorstander but the
bass is fast and punchy with a nice,

rounded quality.
There was an excellent

soundstage, music pushing well into
the room both to the left and right.
On the classical/modern fusion of
David Chesky's 'Area 31' the timpani
parts had presence and drama, rolling
into the room with real force; it was
easy for me to believe I was listening
to a speaker much bigger.

Which is one of the Dali's
biggest plus points; they sound bigger
than they look but also a lot more
expensive. It means they are adept

at handling all sorts of music, where
some standmounts at this price have
the feeling they are aimed firmly at a
rock or pop audience.

But with the Zensors there is
the scale to render classical music
believable, the nuance to bring the
detail and musicianship from acoustic
jazz and also the sure-footed tempo
to reveal the drive of something like
Led Zeppelin or New Order.

Admittedly, push them really
hard and they will start to sound
compressed with the music starting
to collapse in on itself. But in an

ordinary -sized room and on the end
of a good amplifier they are a much
better loudspeaker than they have
any right to be at this price.

CONCLUSION
It may be a fiercely -fought sector of
the market but the Dali Zensor 3s
are capable enough to stand out from
the crowd.They have a sophisticated,
detailed sound with good bass and
a smooth midband. Definitely worth
investigating if you are in the market
for a 'speaker at this price or even
some way above.

The 25mm soft dome tweeter has a shal-
low wave guide to aid dispersion.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
Our third -octave frequency response

analysis of Dali's Zensor stand -mount

loudspeaker shows a flat and smooth

characteristic across the audio band,

from 100Hz up to 5kHz, suggesting even

and accurate tonal balance, good detail

retrieval through absence of a crossover

dip, and low coloration shown by lack of

perturbation. This is a good result.

Above 5kHz treble rises substan-

tially, our off -axis (30 degrees) response

shows and this will add audible

brightness to the sound. There was a

little more treble on -axis so the speakers

are best aimed down a room and not at

listeners.

Bass output extends down to 40Hz,

the port contributing substantially to

this, our red trace of port output shows.

The port also exerts good bass damping,

shown by its spectral width and this is

also reflected in the broad dip around

50Hz in the impedance curve. The Zensol

is well designed in terms of bass output

and control.

Sensitivity measured a very high

89dB from one nominal Watt of input, so

this speaker needs little power, around

40 Watts will be sufficient for most

situations. Overall impedance measured

7 Ohms, our impedance curve showing a

smooth resistive characteristic.

The Zensor is well engineered all

round, to have good bass and plenty of

detail, plus tonal accuracy. It needs little

power, but it will have a bright sound.

NK

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Green - driver output
Red - port output

DALI ZENSOR 3
£299

00000£
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best.

VALUE - keenly priced.

VERDICT
A budget loudspeaker that
punches well above its
weight. Could show a thing
or two to some rivals costing
significantly more.

FOR

- detailed

- smooth midband
- good bass for its size
- excellent soundstage

AGAINST
- slightly forward treble

Dali

+44 (0)845 644 35 37
www.dali-uk.co.uk
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NAME!PauI Rigby
lireSTATI Hi-Fi World's own Mr Vinyl

tinfahed
Attempting to keep a distance between himself and his wallet, Paul Rigby sends Santa his
Top 5 Christmas desires.

Missing Link Dust Buster £21
There is, in the life of any vinyl user, a small but essential toolkit of items that greases the
wheels, as it were, making vinyl listening that much more pleasurable. Right at the top of list in
the toolkit is the Dust Buster. Just flip open the tin lid, gently rest and lift your stylus onto and
from the sticky surface and all dust, muck and grime is pulled off. Much easier, kinder and safer
than stylus brushes and liquids.

L'art Du Son Cleaning Fluid £30
If you have a record cleaning machine of some sort then you are spoilt for choice in terms of available
cleaning liquids. My advice? Stay away from anything based upon alcohol. Initially, the results from the latter
sound great but the harm it does to the vinyl, in the end, makes vinyl sound brittle and the damage is
irreparable. Grab this gentle but effective treatment. I've tested several non -aggressive liquids - this one
sounds the best to me.

Spin Care Inner Sleeves £12 Per 50
The moment I open up either a new or, indeed, second-hand vinyl outer sleeve I check to see what sort
of inner sleeve it contains. Even in these enlightened times, it's startling just how often an abrasive basic
paper inner is the only means of protection for the precious vinyl recorded.These Spin Care inners
are useful because they are gentle on your records and, because they are rounded, better fit into those
awkward second hand sleeves that sometimes offer little or no room for square inners.

Neil Young £40
"WhatYoung, the man?", you ask? "No,Young on vinyl," says I. Neil Young is one of the (very)

few ageing, classic -era, musicians who still produce innovative, boundary -pushing music. Most of
the rest have too much money, too much luxury and are too darned comfortable to really care.
Maybe Neil wears a hair -shirt or something. Only problem with Neil's vinyl output is, firstly, it's
very expensive and, two, it's far too limited with, in some cases, woefully few repressings.

Harmonia £100

irr .2 1 mli-Axi-

ljilltPt_

4

A rather nice slice of limited edition Krautrock history featuring the complete works of
the band plus rarities in a swish box set that includes five pieces of vinyl, poster, book
plus a pop-up card...thing. It's a bit arty, let's say that. Created from members of Neu! and
Cluster (Hans -Joachim Roedelius and Dieter Moebius of Cluster and Michael Rother of
Neu!), this brilliant pioneering instrumental outfit also features appearance by Brian Eno.
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NAME: Martin Pipe
STATUS: Head -in -case expert

Martin Pipe, extreme Olde Worlde quadraphonic enthusiast and expert with a hot soldering
iron too, gives us his wants for Christmas.

Involve Surround Master, $AUS499 (approx. £240)
There are two versions of the Australian -made Surround Master., one for SQ, the other for
other matrix formats, including Sansui's QS, in addition to stereo enhancement and two-

channel virtual-surround.The Surround Master harnesses precision analogue electronics
and no fewer than two powerful DSP chips to achieve a near -discrete performance that
trounces 70s -era decoders.

Queen LP box set £300
I was brought up with Queen - frequently -imitated, never bettered! From the
operatic leanings of the instantly -recognisable 'Bohemian Rhapsody', through the

rock 'n' roll of 'Crazy Little Thing Called Love. So its good to see that Universal
have released this re -mastered 15 -album vinyl box -set, cut at half -speed, which

spans debut 'Queen' to 1995's swansong 'Made in Heaven'.

The Chord Company C -line 0.5m Stereo Interconnect £35
Decent cabling need not be expensive.A half -metre pair of Chord C -lines could interface, for
example, a CD player to your amplifier. It may be entry-level, but you get high-grade audio cable
with Chord's proprietary ARAY geometry and dense shielding, quality gold-plated phono plugs
and a standard of performance that belies the modest price. If I get a new source for Christmas,
I'm hoping that someone else in my good books drops me a C -line to get it 'plugged in'.

Audio Technica AT440MLb cartridge £130
In my recent OldeVVorlde series on quadraphonics, I covered CD -4 LPs. JVC's CD -4 used clever jiggery-
pokery based around a 30kHz subcarrier to encode discrete rear channels. Few present day carts can reach
these 'highs', except Audio Technica's 440MLb. Its `microline' stylus seems to do as good a job with CD -4 as
the 'official' Shibata profile specified by JVC, with no roughness or dropouts.As an MM design, it should work
with all of the CD -4 demodulators that were produced, including the JVC 4DD5.

Goldring/Milty Super Exstatic Disc Cleaner £15
An ideal 'stocking -filler' for vinyl lovers, this is a fine carbon -fibre brush and velvet pad designed

to displace surface dust from a record. Static, and the grot that it attracts, will alas always be with
us.The cleaner is gently -swept across the playing surface of a record. I actually had one of these
simple but effective devices for a while - it was alas lost in a house move! And I'd love to be
reacquainted with it.
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K3 Integrated
January 2015
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K3 Integrated
February 2015

K3 System
April 2015

Roksan's K3 Series of hi-fi electronics put sound quality first. But more than just sounding great, they're also
effortlessly simple to use and come in a design that anyone would be proud to put at the centre of their
music system.

The K3 Integrated Amplifier has been built with today's discerning audiophile in mind. Boasting five Line
Level inputs, an exceptional Moving Magnet phono stage and superior aptX° Bluetooth technology; it is
an ideal hub for all manner of audio sources. There is power and bass drive in abundance, with superb
sound staging and engaging detail that is both refined and enjoyable.

The K3 CD Player is a high -quality source component that delivers a rich, almost analogue, sound
performance that perfectly matches the Integrated Amplifier's delivery. When using these products
together, you have a package that is truly unrivalled for the price.

 i Distributed by Henley Designs Ltd.
HENLEY

T: +44 (0)1235 511 166 I E: sales@henleydesigns.co.uk I W: www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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NAME Jon Myles
STATUS: High -resolution Digital Expert

Resident high -resolution digital expert and fan of all things mobile, Jon Myles chooses his
Christmas desires.

Fiio X3 2nd Generation £150
Listening to high -resolution music on the go has never been easier - or available at such a reasonable price.The FiiO
X3 2nd Gen mobile digital player epitomises this. It's 24bit/192kHz capable, has a healthily good headphone output
and is slim enough to slip into your pocket. Loading music onto it is also a breeze. Soundwise, it knocks spots off
anything you'll get from the likes of an iPhone or Android device and is much sweeter sounding than even the iPod
Classic.And at just L150 it really is an absolute bargain.The only thing you'll need to add is a microSD card for
loading music - but you can now get 64Gb ones from as low as £17 on Amazon. So add that on and you have a great
present for an audiophile for less than L180.

QED Reference Optical Quartz digital interconnect £80
Optical cables have their advantages but can be toublesome at times - especially when handling

24bit/I92kHz files where I've found some simply do not work. Enter the QED Reference. It's one of the
few of its kind actually constructed from multiple bundles of glass optical fibres to increase bandwidth and
help eliminate timing errors.With a bandwidth of more than 150MHz the QED has no problem passing
high -definition signals and so is ideal for making a safe, secure connection between components.

Focal Sphear in -ear headphones £99
This is one box from Santa anyone would love to open.The new Focal ear-phones took me aback when
I first heard them.Accurate, enjoyable and without any unnecessary over -emphasised bass or searing
treble. Just the sort of headphones which anyone would enjoy.They are also extremely comfortable to
wear - which isn't something you can say about all in -ear 'phones. Oh, and they come in a lovely box so
whoever you buy them for will be even happier!

Yeah, Yeah, Yeah - The Story Of Modern Pop by Bob Stanley £8
The ideal present for anyone with a passion for pop music.The Saint Etienne mainstay tells the story of
the music from its beginnings in the 1950s to the present day with such zest, love for his subject and
knowledge that every single page is a delight. It'll having you rummaging through your music collection to
dig out long -forgotten gems or rushing to the shops to purchase some of the classics you never knew you
didn't own. It reminds you why you fell in love with music in the first place.

Pure Evoke D2 digital radio £85

BOB STANLEY

Whatever you think of the merits of DAB, it's an amazingly easy way to listen to music and speech
radio and Pure make some of the best sets.The Evoke D2 comes in at less than LI00, looks smart
with its veneered wood finish and has a rich, warm midband that works wonders with voices. Its
size also makes it ideal for the bedroom cabinet. So just the thing to listen to while getting over that
Christmas hangover in bed.
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High Five!
Spendor's new A5R floorstanders take an already special loudspeaker

to a new level, says Jon Myles.

amBACPCIA

rre

Replacing a classic loudspeaker

is never easy. How do you
improve on something people
already love and, perhaps

more importantly, is it worth
it?

Which is exactly the problem
Spendor faced when they looked at
bringing in a replacement for their best-
selling A5.

Could it be bettered for the price
and how exactly would you go about
it? According to Spendor's main man

Phil Swift the project involved looking
at every element of the A5 and seeing
how gains could be made without losing
the basic sonic signature that made the
original such a success.

So in came a new cabinet. At first
look it doesn't seem that much different,
measuring 830mm x I 65mm x250mm
(HxWxD).That's just 4cm taller than its
predecessor but allows some important
other improvements.

First off, and most importantly,
the new A5R is now an infinite baffle
design - Spendor being firmly of the
opinion that this produces an inherently
better and more coherent sound than
the reflex -port used in the original A5.
Then, Spendor added drive units derived
from the company's excellent and more
expensive D7 loudspeakers.

So, you get the latest 150mm
iteration of Spendor's proprietary EP77
polymer mid/bass unit augmented by a
similarly -sized Kevlar composite low -

frequency unit while the tweeter is
Spendor's tried and trusted 22mm Ferro -

fluid cooled high -frequency driver.

The cabinet itself also features
asymmetric bracing as well as Spendor's

dynamic damping which uses polymer at
critical internal points to convert energy
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into heat instead of allowing it to
transmit resonances to the structure.

So, it's an A5 - except actually a

completely new loudspeaker in many
ways and one which has a rather high
reputation to live up to.

SOUND QUALITY
The remarkable quality of the original
A5 was always its ability to sound a
whole lot larger than it looked.

It was one of those loudspeakers
ideally suited to small(ish) living
spaces - being able to produce true
quality and dynamics while not being

overly fussy about placement.
The newA5R possesses the

same qualities but is an obvious
improvement in many ways. Most
obviously the new EP77 mid/bass unit
has a rich and smooth character that
has warmth, but not at the expense
of detail. Instead, it is extremely well
balanced.

Playing Holly Cole's 'Train Song'
the walking bass line had a firm

foundation without being overly
forward, while the rim -shots on the
drums cracked and disappeared just
as you'd like, while the slide guitar
glimmered subtly in the background.

Here the A5Rs were putting
the performance together just as it
should sound. It's an atmospheric,
shimmering track and the Spendors
did it justice.

It's helped by the fact that there
seems to be a slight treble lift from
the tweeter - nothing too obvious
but just enough to highlight detail. So
play something a little more raucous
such as 'Rock 'N' Roll Star' by Oasis
and you will hear the edge in Noel
Gallagher's guitar lines - but brother
Liam's gruff vocals come over with a
remarkable clarity.

Those drive units also interact
remarkably well.The A5R is a
two -and -half -way design so the

lower Kevlar cone adds heft to the
bass - and is remarkably effective
considering its size.

On Aaron Copeland's 'Fanfare

For The Common Man' played by the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra

(24/96) the bass drum struck with a
force and impact that belied the size
of the 'speakers. Here was believable

size and scale - not quite the force
you'd get from a 12" driver but more
than enough to create a believable
soundstage.

There was also air and
atmosphere. The Spendors seem able

to open up a recording so you can
hear subtle nuances within the music.

For more evidence I turned to

James Blake's 'Limit To

Your Love'.This is

a torture track for
many loudspeakers,

having room -shaking

sub-sonics yet
remarkably delicate

vocals and a subtle
electronic backing
track. In short, it's
a combination that
can really let you
know just how
good a loudspeaker
is.

Here the
Spendors didn't
shrink.Admittedly,
I did not get quite
the shattering force
of the low -end
bigger 'speakers

can give - but
nor did it feel as
though anything
was missing in

the overall sound.
Blake's voice was

tinged with emotion
and when the deep
bass came in there

was a shudder
in the room. I've
heard larger and

more expensive

loudspeakers that

can't handle this as

well.All the while the
detail of the synthesiser
work was relayed with
precision and firmly
fixed in place between
the 'speakers.

To my ears it
seemed a significant

improvement on
the original A5, that
was a rather special

loudspeaker in its own
right already.

All of which
means that if you
are looking for a
domestically -friendly

loudspeaker that
combines a broad

soundstage with
dynamics, detail and a

rather sweet tonality
then the newA5R could
be just the thing for
you.

CONCLUSION
The Spendor A5 was
always a great -sounding

loudspeaker.The new

A5R takes it to another
level. It's extremely

open and appealing, has

exceptional bass for its
size and sounds both

rich and detailed. Highly
recommended.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
Frequency response of the Spendor A5R

seen in our analysis shows some treble

lift from the tweeter with a peak at 4kHz,

enough to emphasise detail and add a

little brightness into the sound. This is

an off -axis response and the A5R is best

pointed straight down a room for this

result, which was smoother than on -axis.

There is a little bass lift to give the

small cabinet a sense of warmth and heft

to its sound. Low bass is supported by

the bottom drive unit of the array, which

is powered, even though it looks like an

unpowered ABR. Its near -field output is

shown in our red trace. There is no port;

this speaker is an IB, an 'infinite baffle'

sealed enclosure. Bass extends down to

50Hz, an adequate lower limit.

Sensitivity was a good 87dB from

one nominal Watt of input (2.8V), so the

A5R needs around 60 Watts or so to go

loud. With a 4 Ohm d.c.r. bass unit the

impedance curve dips to this value, our

impedance analysis shows. There is a

single bass unit resonant peak at 60Hz,

but acoustic output does not rise at

this frequency; there is no sign of bass

resonance here.

The A5R offers a good set of results

all round. It has both low end emphasis

to add warmth and a little upper -mid and

treble lift to ensure strong detailing. NK

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Green - driver output
Red - port output

.fiJJ

SPENDOR A5R
£1995

1111111111E
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best.

VALUE - keenly priced.

VERDICT
An outstanding loudspeaker
that majors on musicality,
coherence and a broad
soundstage.

FOR

- clarity
- solid bass

- detail

AGAINST
- nothing at the price

Spendor Audio
+44 (0) 1323 843474
www.spendoraudio.com
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Atera era

1)
uad 's new Artera range
represents something
of a departure from the
rounded styling of past
designs, having sleek

lines, textured -aluminium

frontages, glass platforms and the

bare minimum of controls.The idea is
to make something that looks good
and is easy to use -a far cry from
the intimidating 'technical' look of
the past.Thankfully, the substantial

construction associated with Quad
products is still evident.

Quad's Artera Play and Stereo combine old and new

to good effect, reckons Martin Pipe.

First up here is the Artera Play.
This is a combined slot -loading
disc transport with jitter -reduction
processing DAC and - to lapse into
vintage Quad -speak - 'control unit'.
It has only four controls - eject,

standby, play and a cyclic source -

select. Disc apart, you get two optical,
two coaxial, USB and two analogue
inputs.The digital inputs will, by the
way, accept up to I 92kHz/24bit.

Of the aforementioned controls,
the latter two are touchpads ranged
above and below a circular screen

that displays source, sample rate,
elapsed time and other mode -

dependent functions.

Unfortunately, Quad hasn't
provided companion touchpads on
the left and right for convenient
front -panel control over volume. If
you want to change level without the
supplied remote, you have to hold
down the 'source' touchpad; you can
then use both touchpads to raise and
lower volume. Similar methodology
underpins, for example, changing
the digital -filter characteristics.The
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remote is needed for this - as well
as features like programmed track
playback and repeat. But you'll get
used to the Artera's way of doing
things.

The Play will cope with DSD
- up to DSD256, in fact - but only
through USB. I tried my SACD of
Elton John's 'Goodbye Yellow Brick
Road' and all I got was the CD
layer. CD-ROMs containing MP3 and

FLAC tracks are ignored, and there's
no 'direct' USB playback facility;
the (asynchronous) USB interface
is provided solely for use with a
computer.

To this end, a Windows -driver
CD-ROM is supplied. Follow the
instructions, and you'll be able to
stream DSD and PCM (up to 32-
bit/384kHz!) tracks across the link.
Quad has built the Play around the
ESS90 18 Sabre32 'wonder DAC',

giving high hopes for performance.
And so to the matching

Artera Stereo amplifier which
links to the Play via balanced

XLRs (recommended by Quad)
or unbalanced phonos.A 'trigger'
function allows the amp to be turned
on and off by the Play if desired.
The Stereo is a heavy beast that
employs Quad's proprietary 'current -

dumping' circuit topology. First met
in the classic 405 power amp it's an
ingenious alternative to the Class
A/B push-pull approach.The latter
dominated the design of high -power
transistor amplifiers in the mid -I 970s,
when the 405 was launched.

In Quad's current -dumping

design, a driver stage (built around
an op -amp) powers your speakers

via a small Class -A stage at quieter
listening levels - with all of the
associated purity. As demands

increase, though, a bridge circuit-
derived 'error' signal instantaneously
turns on the amplifier's high -power
transistors - known in Quad circles
as 'current -dumpers', hence the name.
Efficient muscle is thus available as

and when it's needed.

In other words, you essentially
get two amplifiers in one! Other
manufacturers tried (with Quad's
patents in mind) to implement this
'feed -forward' idea, but none were
as successful. And current -dumping

definitely works; amps like the 405
and Artera Stereo will happily power
notoriously -difficult electrostatic
speakers - including Quad's own! The
original 405 was a masterpiece of
1970s industrial design, with its finned

front panel.Tastes change, though,

and the Stereo is far more elegant,

as befits a piece of equipment
that's destined for the home,
rather than the lab.

SOUND QUALITY
I used this pair of Quads
with a set of Quadrat Aurum
Wotan VIII speakers that
incorporate their wonderfully -
revealing ribbon tweeters.
I tried the USB port with
a new-ish Acer Revo PC
running Windows 8.1,
following the instructions to a
tee.All seemed to be working
well, DSD being flagged up on
the display when such content
was loaded into the player
software (Foobar2000, with
all of the relevant plug -ins
installed).

So far so good. However,
during playback I heard

occasional 'blips' and 'squeaks'

- like a badly computer -ripped
CD of yesteryear. I've never
had this problem before with
other DACs, even using the
same music, software and

computer. I tried system
resets, different USB ports and
cables - but to no avail.

Foobar2000 was outlined
in the driver CD-ROM's
configuration.Yet I was
subsequently told that Quad
"doesn't recommend" Foobar.
Apparently,"it's not up to
the job" - although it has
worked fine with all the other
DSD-capable USB DACs I've

tried. Peter Comeau, from
Quad's parent company
IAG, recommends the "DSD
High Res" compatible JRiver

Media Center software.
Peter explained that "most
software players have only

just upgraded to native DSD,
so some are just not going to
work right".

The system can definitely
do hi-res PCM well; a random
selection of 24 -bit classical and
jazz tracks selected with a A. C.
Ryan network multimedia player,

connected optically to the Play, were
distinguished by finesse, space and

depth. But most of my listening was
sourced from CDs. First up was the
sadly -neglected 'Warp' from electro-

pop act New Musik.
This system does justice to the

album's 'clean' sound and distinctly-

1980s effects -driven atmosphere.The

track 'Hunting' has a plunging synth
bass that is carried here with depth

Internally, the Artera Stereo power amplifier consists
of two identical mono modules, each with their own
power supply fed by different windings on that mas-
sive toroidal mains transformer.

Internal appearance of the Artera Play is as neat
as that of the exterior. Note the use of a linear
power supply built around a toroidal -core trans-
former. High quality op -amps and capacitors are
used in the audio stages.

and control. No flabbiness here.Warp
contains a synth -pop reinterpretation
of The Beatles' All You Need Is Love',
inspiring me to try next the 2009
remaster of 'Abbey Road'.And here
the Arteras excelled; I haven't heard

this classic album sound so good for
a long time.

Paul McCartney's bass is tight
and well -articulated in tracks like
'Come Together', as is Ringo's kick-

drum.The album's guitar work is
exquisitely -detailed, while the Moog
synthesiser parts you'll hear in tracks
like 'Maxwell's Silver Hammer' are
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Aestheiix Rhea MM/M( multi input phonostage

Albany MGM I, battery MC step up, excellent

Amazon Ref erenz Turntable, excellent boxed

Ariston RD80 c/w Ariston tonearm

AudioNote ANS2L Step up

Audio Technica AT120LP USB

Audiolici phono stage and line preamp

Avid Acutus Ref power supply

Avid Volvere SP turntable, sealed box

Bakoon EQA11r phonostage, near mint boxed

Benz Micro LP, boxed plenty of life left

(learaudio Unify Tonearm excellent boxed

Clearoudio Basic Symmetry Phono Stage REDUCED

Conrad Johnson Premier Six phono preamplifier

Fidelity Research FR64S boxed, excellent

Garrard 401, Jelco 750 12" arm, new plinth and lid

Graham Phantom Supreme, SME cut

Graham Phantom Supreme 12", SME cut

Graham Slee Elevator/PSUl, excellent

Graham Slee Fanfare Gramamp 3

Inspire 'Full on' Technics 1210/Plinth/PSU/SME M2 arm

Leema Elements Phono Stage, excellent

Linn Sondek, Heed PSU, vgc boxed

Linn Sondek LP12, Khan, Rubicon, Ittok, excellent

Linn Sondek LP12, Khan, Rubicon, Ittok, Armagedon

Linn Sondek, LVX, Valhalla, boxed vgc

Linn Basik Plus, vgc+

Logic DM101 c/w Alphason HR100s and M(15 super

Lyra Skala, excellent boxed

Michell Orbe Se, due in

Michell Hydraulic Ref c/w Fluid arm, superb

Musical Fidelity XLPSV8 phono stage

Musical Fidelity XLP-S phono stage, due in

NAIM Aro, excellent boxed

NAIM Stageline N vgc

Nitty Gritty R(M, vgc

Oracle Delphi, mkl c/w Zeta tonearm

Ortofon MCA76 Step up

Ortofon SPU Royal GM Mk2, boxed little used

Ortofon Cadenza Blue, plenty of life

Project Phonobox SE phonostage, excellent value

Project RPM 10 turntable with arm and platform

Project Tube Box DS, excellent boxed,

Project Xpression mk2, arm and cart

Project RPM 4 Turntable/Arm with cover, great!

Project Perspective, Speedbox SE, Shure V15Mx

Project Phonobox S, excellent

Roksan TMS 2 with Reference PSU, boxed as new

SME 3009 improved, vgc+

SME V, excellent boxed no cable

SME V, excellent, boxed, due in

SME V12 nr mint boxed

SME M2/9r, nr mint boxed

Technics 1210/Inspire Plinth & PSU/SME M2/2M Bronzeused1699

Technics 1210/Funk platter/NEW bearing/Hynes PSU used 1499

Thorens TD170 Auto excellent boxed dem 249

Thorens TD160 replinthed c/w RB250, Denon cart

Thorens TD160 original, boxed

Thorens TD209 turntable package

Thorens TD2030 Blue turntable

Tom Evans Groove, 0.85mv/100 ohm, excellent

Townshend Elite Rock c/w Excalibur/Merlin/Cover

VDH Colibri M/( cartridge dem 2999

VDH Condor MA cartridge new 1999

VPI Scout, JMW arm excellent used 999

Wilson Benesch Act 1 Tonearm, nr mint superb used 799

Zeta Tonearm, excellent used 599

dem (all

used 299

used 1999

used Call

used 399

used 119

dem 999

dem 2499

new 2799

used 1499

used 1199

used 699

used 399

used (all
used 1499

used 1199

dem 2749

dem 3249

used 349

used 179

used 1599

used 289

used 749

used 2249

used 2749

used 599

used 149

used 749

used 2249

used

used

dem

used

used

used

used

used

used

used

used

dem

dem

used

used

used

used

used

used 2899

used 199

used 1299

used 1499

dem 2999

used 649

Call

999

199

149

1499

119

199

999

149

649

499

99

849

299

199

249

599

99

used 399

used 199

dem 699

new 999

used 849

used 999

Aiwa F640 3 Head Cassette deck, just serviced used 99

Arcam Alpha IODAB tuner, excellent used 149

Arcam T61, vgc+ used 79

Audiolab 8000T, vgc+ used 249

Cyrus FM7, excellent boxed used 99

Denon TU1800DAB, vgc remote used 149

Meridian 504, excellent used 249

Musical Fidelity ASDAB, sealed box

NAIM NAT101 & SNAPS, excellent £500 MAIM

Nakamichi (D2 excellent

Nakamichi (Rte, B&W service 2013 excellent

Nakamichi BX2, excellent

Nakamichi 580, near mint boxed

Nakamichi ST7e, rare tuner

Pure 701ES DAB Tuner

Revox PR99, crated

Revox H2, just serviced, great condition

Sony TC-K611S, 3 head, vgc

Tandberg T(1)440a, superb!

TEA( V8000S, superb

TEA( X1000M, serviced, superb

Technics R51500 in flightcase near mint

Yamaha 10(1200 excellent

used 499

service used 899

used 99

used 1199

used 149

used 249

used 199

used 89

used 799

used 499

used 79

used 499

used 299

used 599

used 2499

used 199

Best Used HiFi
Albarry AP11 and M608 monos, excellent! used 2399

Anthem Integrated 2 Valve Integrated used 499

Arcam Alpha 8P, vgc+ boxed used 199

Arcam Alpha 7, vgc+ boxed used 99

Art Audio Jota 520b, excellent used 3999

Audio Flight Pre and Flight 50 Class A power dem 3999

Audio Analogue Bellini VB and Donizetti Cento, superbused 2499

Audio Analogue Maestro Settanta v2 used 999

Audio Project ap60 integrated dem (all

Audio Research VS115, excellent boxed used 2499

Audio Research DSi200, excellent, remote used 2249

Audio Research Ref 610 Monoblocks, vgc boxed used14299

Audio Research D240 Power, excellent boxed used 749

Audio Research SP9 Preamplifier, VG(+, MM phono used 749

Audio Research LS26 Preamplifier, excellent boxed used 2249

Audiolab 8000P vgc boxed in silver used 199

Audiolab 8000Ms, UK versions, vgc used 499

Audiolab 80005 vgc boxed in silver used 249

Audion Sterling Plus KT88 Integrated boxed dem 499

Auralic Taurus Preamplifier, excellent boxed used 1149

AVI LAB Series Pre/Power v2, excellent REDUCED used 1499

Beard P101, excellent boxed, just serviced used 149

Bryston B100sst excellent boxed used 2249

Boulder 1010/1060 Pre/Power due in used Call

Cayin MT 34L Valve Integrated, excellent boxed used 499

Chapter Audio Couplet Power Amplifier dem 1999

(lasso (AP2100 Integrated with phono, ex boxed used 1999

Consonance Cyber 211 monos c/w Pavane valves dem 2999

(reek OBH21, excellent used 119

Cyrus Illi, excellent boxed remote used 199

Cyrus Power, vgc+ used 199

DartZeel NHB108B, excellent £204 new used 7999

Denon POA 6600A, (lass A monoblocks, vgc+ used 899

Esoteric (03X, ex demo boxed, superb used 5499

Esoteric A03, ex demo boxed used 4499

Esoteric CO3/A03, pre/power ex demo boxed used 8999

Graaf GM5OB Integrated used 2199

Jolida Envoy 211 Monoblocks, £7k new, superb, vgc used 1999

Krell KAV400xi, with remote used 1199

Lavardin (62/AP150 pre/power and interconnects used 5499

Leema Hydra 2, vgc+ boxed used 1899

Leema Tucana 2, excellent dem 1899

LFD 151 linestage, reasonable shape used 299

Linn Malik integrated, excellent bargain used 199

Marantz SM7, great retro power used 899

McIntosh C22 & M(275 Commemoratives, boxed used 6999

Meridian 502 preamplifier with MSR, excellent used 499

Meridian 501 preamplifier, excellent used 299

Meridian 501V preamp, excellent used 299

Micromega IA100, great integrated, boxed dem 599

Moon W7RS, excellent used 4499

Musical Fidelity M6i, near mint boxed used 1199

Musical Fidelity A1000 Two box monster Integrated! used 999

Musical Fidelity Pre 8 and 2 x MA65 chrome fronted used 799

HAD (320, excellent used 149

HAD (326bee, excellent used 149

MAIM NAP160, vgc+ used 449

MAIM NAP250, very late olive excellent used 1099

NAIM NAP300/PS, Dec 2013 mint boxed used 3999

NAIM NAC42.5/NAP110, vgc used 349

NAIM NAP250, excellent late boxed olive used 1199

NAIM NAP150, excellent boxed used 349

NAIM NAP150x, excellent boxed used 449

MAIM NAP180, excellent boxed used 599

MAIM NAIT 5, excellent remote boxed used 399

MAIM NAC152/NAP155XS, excellent boxed used 1199

NAIM NA(282/Napsc, excellent boxed used 2399

NAIM NAP250, chrome bumper used 699

MAIM NAP200, excellent boxed used 999

Neutonia Solis Integrated, classy Restek built used 399

Onix 0A32 Integrated, excellent used 299

Onix 0A25 Integrated, excellent used 399

Onkyo P3000/M5000 excellent boxed used 1999

Pathos Logos Integrated dem 1999

Placette Audio Passive Linestage dem 599

Quad 99 Power, excellent used 299

Quad 405, from used 199

Quad 33/303, vgc, serviced used 299

Quicksilver 8411 Monos with spare valves used 799

Rega Brio 3 excellent in silver used 249

Renaisance RA02 Monos, vgc and excellent value used 499

Revox B150, excellent used 399

Roksan Kandy K2 Power omp, ex demo dem 399

Sugden A21 a line Integrated dem 999

Sugden Masterclass Pre/Monos in Graphite REDUCED used 5749

Sugden Masterclass Integrated in Titanium dem 2149

TagMcLaren 60iRV, excellent boxed used 299

Talk Electronics Hurricane/Tornado Pre/Power used (all

Tannoy TA1400, excellent boxed REDUCED used 499

TEAC Distinction A1000 Integrated, ex demo dem 599

Trio LU7C preamplifier good condition used 249

Vincent SAV200 6 Channel monster used 799

Yamaha A-53000, nr mint boxed dem 1999

Accuphase DP55V, excellent condition boxed used 999

Arcam Alpha 8se, excellent boxed used 199

Arcam Alpha 9, vgc remote, recent laser used 249

Arcam CD17, excellent used 279

Arcam (0192, excellent boxed used 349

Atoll 1005E DAC, excellent boxed new 299

Audio Analogue Crescendo, end of line new 499

Audio Research CD5, excellent boxed used 1999

Ayre Evolution DVD dem 1999

Cambridge Audio Minx XI, excellent used 249

Cambridge Audio 840( excellent used 199

Cayin CD50T, excellent boxed used 499

Chapter Audio Sonnet al & Nevo remote dem 1999

Chord Hugo TT DAC/Headphone omp, os new used 2199

Chord 'One' (1) player dem 1199

Chord DAC 64, excellent boxed dem 699

Chord DA( 64 mk2, excellent boxed used 899

Closse CDP202, excellent boxed used 999

Consonance (D2.2, new sealed new (all

Creek Destiny CD player, boxed used 699

Cyrus Discmaster/Dacmaster, vgc+ used 399

Cyrus CDT, boxed remote used Call

Cyrus (D7Q chip, vgc+ used 279

Cyrus dAD3 excellent boxed, remote used 199

Cyrus Discmaster/Dacmaster vr, remote used 399

Denon DNP720AE, near mint boxed used 199

EAR Acute 3, mint boxed dem 3749

Esoteric X03Se, near mint boxed used 2249

Leema Elements al player sealed box new 749

Linn Majik CD, just factory serviced, excellent! used 749

Linn Karik 3, excellent boxed remote used 499

Marantz CD17, remote, excellent boxed used 299

Marantz CD63Ki, remote, boxed excellent used 149

Meridian 507, 24 bit, excellent boxed with remote used 449

Meridian 506/20 with MSR used 399

Meridian G08, msr boxed, used 1199

Meridian 602/606 combo with remote used 199

Meridian 200/203 excellent used 299

Micromega CD30, excellent boxed used 499

Micromega MyDoc, excellent boxed used 179

Micromega Leader, remote used 99

Moon Eclipse CD/DAC c/w PSU, near mint boxed used 2399

Musical Fidelity Al CD Pro CD player, fab, boxed used 199

Musical Fidelity KW SACD, new laser, upgraded ps used 1249

Musical Fidelity Ml DAC, excellent boxed used 329

Musical Fidelity Ml CDTB dem 499

Musical Fidelity A308 CD, used 649

Musical Fidelity MI Clic used 599

Musical Fidelity XDac, excellent used 199

Myryad Z20DAC, excellent boxed used 199

NAIM NDSXS, Radiomodule, 2014, excellent boxed used 1499

MAIM CD5X, excellent boxed used 599

NAIM (135, recent new laser, upgradeable used 499

MAIM CDX2, excellent boxed used 1199

Onkyo (7000r, excellent boxed used 699

Oppo BDP95EU, as new boxed used 699

Peachtree DAR, excellent dem 199

Prima Luna Prologue 8, ex demo boxed dem 1299

Project Stream Box, excellent boxed used 349

Quad 99CDP, excellent REDUCED used 349

Quad 66(D, excellent remote used 249

Rego Apollo R, excellent used 449

Rega Apollo 35th Anniversary, excellent used 449

Revox B126, excellent remote used 299

Roksan Kandy K2 CD, ex demo boxed dem 499

Rotel RCD02, Burr Brown HDCD chipset, vgc boxed used 149

Sansui WLD201 Streamer, mint boxed used 129

Shanling CDT80 excellent boxed used 299

Sugden Masterclass CD original version used 999

TEAC Distinction CD3000, excellent boxed used 599

Tube Technology Fulcrum (1) transport dem 699

Tube Technology Fulcrum DAC (inc DAC64 chip) dem 899

Yamaha (D -S3000 near mint dem 2249

ccessories

Audeze 1(02 excellent dem 599

Audeze LCDX( excellent dem 899

Audiodesk Systeme CD Sound impover used Call

Audiodesk Systeme Disc (leaner used (all

Chord Signature Tuned Aray RCA Coax used 249

Chord Epic Speaker cables, various lengths used (all

Cyrus PSXR, excellent from used 279

Elemental Audio speaker stands dem 499

MIT Cables -various used Call

Musical Fidelity Ml HPAB dem 399

MAIM Naxo 2-4 used 199

NAIM Hicap DR excellent boxed used 899

NAIM HiCap, various Olive/Chrome used Call

Nordost Blue Heaven 0.6m boxed used 49

ProAudio Bono Reference Platform dem 399

Quadraspire racks various used (all

Stax, closed back 'phones & energiser, rare due in used Coll

Selection
alspeakers
Acoustic Energy AE 1 Classic excellent boxed used 499

Apogee Duetta Signature (Reality rebuilt) Superb used 3249

Art Audio Stiletto in Maple dem 599

Aspara Acoustics HL6 in Oak new 1999

AT( SCM40, vgc boxed in cherry used 1499

Audiovector 5i3, near mint boxed dem 749

Aurum Cactus Music Goddess in Gloss black dem 699

Avalon Ascendant Mk2, mint crated, £10k new used 3499

B&W (DMI se in cherry, excellent used 349

B&W DM602s3, vgc+ used 249

Dali Zensor 3, excellent boxed used 199

Dali Zensor 5, excellent boxed used 349

Dynaudio Audience 42, vgc used 149

Dynaudio Audience 52, vgc used 199

Dynaudio Contour 1.1, excellent in maple used 399

Edwards Audio Apprentice, excellent boxed used 299

Ferguson Hill FH007&8 'desktop' audio set boxed used 349

Focal Electra 1008, mint boxed dem 2249

Focal Electra 1028, mint boxed dem 2749

Gallo Nucleus Reference 2, rare, superb & boxed used 1999

Grundig Audiorama, in great condition used 299

Heco Celan 500 in Silver dem 499

Heco Statement in gloss black, £3k new dem 1499

Kef LS50, excellent boxed used 649

Kef Reference Three -Two, vgc+ used 999

Kef X300a, due in used (all

Kudos X2, excellent boxed used 699

Kudos (10, boxed vgc and cheap used 999

Leema Xandia Mkl in block new 2499

Le ConToure Mobile 160, excellent boxed used 1499

Magneplanar MG1.1 mint boxed REDUCED dem 1499

Martin Logan Quests, superb sound, REDUCED used 1199

Martin Logan Prodigy, excellent used 3499

Martin Logan Summit X, ex demo dem 8999

Martin Logan Vantage used 2249

Mission 782se nr mint boxed used 199

Mission 752, rosewood excellent used 179

Monitor Audio BX2, brand new new 179

Monitor Audio GX300, ebony near mint boxed new 1999

Monitor Audio GSXW Subwoofer mint boxed new 749

Monitor Audio BX5, nr mint boxed dem 349

Monitor Audio Platinum PL300 near mint crated dem 3999

Monitor Audio Platinum PL200 mint crated new 2999

Monitor Audio Platinum PL100 mint crated new 1249

Monitor Audio Platinum PLW15 mint crated new (all

Monopulse Model S new 699

Monopulse Model A speakers new 1499

Musical Fidelity MC6 Floorstanders, boxed vgc+ used Coll

NAIM Ovator 5400, excellent dem Coll

MAIM SBL, vgc+ used 699

NEAT Iota, boxed in black used 449

Nola Micro Grand Reference inc stands, £15k new dem 5995

PMC PB1i, boxed, best walnut finish used 3249

Proac D28, excellent boxed dem 1999

Proac Studio 115, excellent boxed dem 749

Quad ESL57s, due in used call

Quad 25L Classic ex dealer demo boxed used 999

Quad 11L2, excellent boxed used 249

Red Rose Rosebud £2.5k new with (used) stands dem 799

REL T-7 Subwoofer, sealed box used 299

Revolver Music 1, excellent boxed used 299

Revolver (ygnis Gold in Black, £14k new dem 4995

Rogers L51, vgc boxed used 49

Ruark Etude, excelleny in black used 179

Sonus Faber Elipsa, superb boxed used 5999

Sonus Faber Venere 2.5, excellent boxed used 999

Sunfire True Sub Subwoofer dem 399

Spendor S3/5, excellent boxed in burr walnut used 349

Tannoy Prestige Autograph Mini, ex boxed used 999

Thiel C57.2, fair condition, sonic bargain! used 1999

Totem Mani 2, boxed near mint REDUCED used 1599

Totem Mani Signature, boxed near mint REDUCED used 1999

Totem Mite in black dem 449

Totem Sttaf, near mint boxed new 999

Totem Mani 2, excellent boxed used 1499

Townshend Maximum Supertweeters, excellent boxed used 499

Usher Mini Dancer 1, excellent boxed REDUCED dem 1599

Usher 5520, excellent boxed dem 249

Vandersteen Quattro, accessories, transformers etc used 2999

Veritas H3 (Lowther drivers) in gloss black, 100db dem 2999

Wilson Benesch Actor floorstanders used 1999

XTZ 99.26 mk2, vgc+ in gloss black used 299

Consonance Ping CD/AMP

Linn (lassik Movie 05, excellent boxed

NAIM Unitiqute 24/192, excellent

NAIM Uniti 2, excellent ex demo

Orelle EVO CD and Amp was £2700

Yamaha ClA5000/MXA5000 as new boxed

dem 599

used 699

used 699

used 2299

used 799

dem Call

Tel: 01642 267012 or 0845 6019390 Email: choice02ndhandhifi.cauk



REVIEW

warm and organically -rich in
texture.

Time to try the Play's
digital -filter settings.They
make a difference that's more
perceptible than others I've
come across. I found that
'Abbey Road' sounded cleaner
and less 'up front' (i.e. more
natural) in the 'smooth' setting.
This setting also worked best
for a 1987 Classics For Pleasure
collection of Strauss waltzes. It
'tamed' a brightness that was
noticeable in, for example, the
'wide' filter mode.Triangles and
percussion seemed too forward
here.

These works - and, for

that matter a Naxos recording
of Mozart's Jupiter Symphony
(Capella Instropolitana/
Wordsworth) - demonstrated
the Artera's ability to create
an accurately -steered image
in which the location of
performers is unambiguous.

The 'fast' mode is
particularly -suited to some
types of electronic music like

Kraftwerk's 'Tour De France
Sound tracks'.

It gave, I found, the rhythms

urgency, edge and speed.

Other forms of electronic
music, for example Boards of
Canada, benefitted from the
'wide' setting. As ever, I would
recommend experimenting with
filters and discovering which
ones complement your musical
tastes and ancillary equipment.

CONCLUSION
Quad's Artera components, on
the whole, succeed through a
combination of future -proofing
practicality (the numerous
inputs, for example), the
intelligent use of technology
and a sound that is marked by
finesse and detail, yet can be
gutsy if the demand is there.
They also look great, thanks
to the work of Rodney Mead
- funnily enough, the man

responsible for the look of the
405.Times change - and Quad
has here proved its ability to
change with them.

Connections include four digital inputs, two digital outputs,
asynchronous USB and two analogue stereo inputs. The
latter are line -level, and so vinyl junkies will need an exter-
nal phono stage. Quad recommend the use of balanced
(XLR) connections between Play and amplifier. Phonos are
catered for, though.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
The Artera CD/DAC managed a high

118dB Dynamic Range (EIAJ) from a

24bit digital input, via both its analogue

balanced XLR output, and the unbalanced

Phono output -a high figure. High

dynamic range is a good indicator of well

suppressed noise patterns, as well as

low distortion, suggestive of good sound

quality. USB introduced no extra noise.

Quad have provided an optional

'slow', well damped filter for minimum

ringing and this rolls off frequency

response slowly but smoothly above

20kHz to the upper (analogue) limit of

96kHz with 192kHz sample rate PCM,

as our analysis shows. This filter also

influences CD (i.e. 44.1kHz sample rate),

rolling down treble early to give an upper

response limit (-1dB) of just 13kHz; it will

optionally make this player sound less

sharp and hard than most. Otherwise, CD

measured normally with 103dB Dynamic

Range and 0.2% distortion at -60dB.

The USB input/output gave a

different result again, measuring flat

to 21kHz from the internal CD player,

but rolling off fast above 10kHz from

a 192kHz sample rate file from a USB

input (MacBook Pro injecting white noise

test signal). So external USB inputs will

sound warm, but CD played via USB out

- uncommon usage perhaps - normally

balanced and so brighter than the

analogue outputs.

The preamplifier has no gain

from phono input to phono output (i.e.

unbalanced), acting as a volume control

stage only. However, the XLR output has

double the output of phono so a gain of

x2 is available from phono in to XLR out.

Frequency response measured flat to

80kHz, distortion was low at 0.003% (1V

out) and noise very low at -119dB.

The matching Artera power amplifier

has switchable Phono/XLR inputs,

both of 1V input sensitivity. Since the

Artera CD gives x2 output via XLR this

means you get double the gain through

XLR connection: the system will play

6dB louder through XLR - an unusual

arrangement but no problem in itself.

Power was high at 150 Watts into

8 Ohms and 225 Watts into 4 Ohms,

and distortion low at all frequencies and

outputs, measuring 0.04% maximum.

Output impedance was very low, giving

an unusually high damping factor value of

88, suggesting tight bass control.

The Artera CD player/DAC/amplifier

combination measured very well. It has

an optional Audiolab style slow (Optimal

transient) filter to achieve what would be

considered a typical Quad presentation of

smooth yet clean sound from digital. N K

Frequency response
CD

Distortion (%)
OdB

-60dB
Separation (1 kHz)
Noise (IEC A)
Dynamic range
Output (Phono/XLR)

(-1dB)
4Hz-38kHz

24bit
0.003

0.04
112dB

-117dB
118dB

2.5/5V

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

DISTORTION

ARTERA PLAY
TRANSPORT/DAC/
PREAMP (£1400)
ARTERA STEREO
AMPLIFIER (£1500)

OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best.

VERDICT
In terms of accessibility,
sound, features and looks,
what we have here are Quad
in the present day.

FOR

- clean, detailed, potent and
musical

- visually -stunning

- very well-connected in input
terms

AGAINST
- problems with USB port
during review
- no headphone socket or
Bluetooth

- user interface may take
some getting used to

Quad

+44 (0) 1480 447700
www.quad-hifi.co.uk
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REVIEW

Northern Lights

Danish company Lead

Audio caused a bit of a
stir in the hi-fi communi-
ty back in 2010 with the
launch of its first stand-
alone DAC/headphone

amplifier - the LA -100.

It immediately won favour with
critics and customers alike for its
winning combination of great sound
at a relatively low price.

This being all of five years ago,

however, the LA -I00 was limited
to 24bit/48kHz replay as the high -
resolution revolution was only just
beginning to gather momentum.

Fast forward to the present day
and the LA -100 has been supplanted

in the Lead Audio range by a series

of better -specified models - and now
by a new flagship in the shape of the
Northern Fidelity DAC-384 which, as
its name suggests, will accept files of

up to 32bit/384kHz over USB (if you
happen to possess any).

Pull it out of its handsome
presentation box and the DAC-384
immediately impresses with a sturdy
feel that belies its £650 price tag.

The new Northern Fidelity DAC from Denmark

combines great sound with superb flexibility,
says Jon Myles.

It's a half -width unit with a curved,

brushed -aluminium fascia that gives

it a distinctive look.The front panel
controls, while small, are well laid
out and easy to operate; one row
of buttons selects the output (fixed
and variable RCAs, balanced XLR

and headphone) and another the
input that, as well as USB, optical

and coaxial digital, also includes

Bluetooth.The latter is a useful
option allowing wireless music
streaming from a mobile phone,
tablet or PC and adds to value.

A rotary volume control and
headphone socket complete the
front, while power is provided by
a wall -wart plug; Lead Audio says

there is extensive on -board voltage
regulation inside the DAC-384 itself.

A nice touch is the subtle blue
light that surrounds the volume
control to indicate level. Okay, it may
not give all that much information
but it does look nice!

Inside the unit digital conversion
duties are handled by an ESS Sabre

DAC (the ES9018K2M) that is rapidly
becoming something of a standard

in high -end audio due to its class -

leading specification (see Measured

Performance for full details).
Taken as a whole, the Northern

Fidelity is a nice -looking, easy to use

product with, on paper, an excellent
specification, But, of course, it's the
sound that matters...

SOUND QUALITY
Eager to get started - and because

it was there - I started out with
the Bluetooth input, streaming Patti
Smith's 'Land' collection from an
iPhone 6 Plus.

Here, it was immediately evident
the DAC-384's overall character is
one of neutrality. It has a lovely, open

air about it that brings great instru-
mental separation. Playing through

a pair of Quad QMP monoblocks
driving Spendor S5R loudspeakers

(see review elsewhere this issue),
drums, bass and guitar on 'Because

The Night' were detailed and all in
proportion, while Smith's vocals were
distinct and placed at just the right
level in front of the band. In fact it's
a fine example of just how good
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REVIEW

Bluetooth can be.
Moving on to some high -

resolution material and that open
and natural nature was even more
evident. On The Dave Brubeck
Quartet's 'Take Five' (24/96) the
DAC-384 handled complicated time
sequences with a light, delicate touch,
making the music really swing. There

was also a wide soundstage with
instruments stretching beyond the
edges of the 'speaker cabinets.

Being critical, there was a slight
lack of impact on Joe Morello's drum
parts here - a feeling his kick drum
was not hitting me in the chest with
all the power it should. Switching to
the balanced outputs into a Music
First preamplifier (by-passing the
Northern Fidelity's volume control)
helped here, imparting a little more
power to the low -end.

But there's still not the slam or
drive you will get from something like
a Naim DAC or Resonessence Invicta
Mirus, for example. Instead the DAC-
384 seems more content to take a
step back and simply let the music
flow through it.

That's not a bad thing though
- especially if detail and atmosphere
are important to your listening
pleasure. Playing Ann -Sophie Mutter

and the Berliner Philharmoniker
I could hear the ambience of the
concert hall, while violin tones were
rich and resonant.

Moving on to Sinead O'Connor's
rendition of the classic Irish ballad
'Peggy Gordon' the Northern Fidelity
really showed what it could do.
O'Connor's voice was pure velvet
and the catch in her voice as she
begins a new line had a spine -tingling

effect.This is where you can really
hear just how much information and
resolution the Northern Fidelity is
extracting from your files.

Switching from loudspeakers

to headphones, again the Northern
Fidelity showed its qualities. With
a pair of my reference Noble K I 0
custom in -ear monitors upper
registers were clean and clear with
no hint of edge or sharpness while
the midband had a lovely creamy

quality.

Again, the low -end isn't the most
powerful but it's more than made up
for by the quality and detail of the
rest of the presentation.

On Leftfield's 'Dusted', for
example, Roots Manuva's voice was
wonderfully gruff while the electronic
backing seemed to gallop along.

Lesser DACs can sometimes lose
the pace of this track, but not the

AD AUDIO Northern Fidelity 0 32bit/384KH: USB DAC

CE 100100leal .111.0/1

At left is a Bluetooth aerial, then Variable and Fixed phono socket
outputs, balanced XLRs and digital inputs - electrical and optical
S/PDIF, then USB.

Northern Fidelity which seems to that last element of punch down
revel in the pace of the song. below but what it does give you is

an extremely clear, open and detailed

CONCLUSION sound that few DACs at this price - or
Make no mistake, the Northern even some costing a great deal more

Fidelity DAC-384 is a highly -impressive - can match.Add in its Bluetooth
performer with a sound that will capability and headphone output and

appeal to many listeners. It may lack it's something of a bargain at £650.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
The Northern Fidelity DAC measured a

very high 122dB EIAJ Dynamic Range

from its balanced XLR output (4.5V) and

120dB from unbalanced Phono output.

The variable output inserts extra

circuitry into the unbalanced line output

and this introduced a little bit of noise,

degrading Dynamic Range to a still -

respectable 117dB. The Sabre32 has

a digital volume control, but it appears

Lead Audio do not use it.

Frequency response extended

to 56kHz (-1dB) our analysis shows,

rolling away slowly to the theoretical
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upper limit of 96kHz for a 192kHz

sampling frequency. There are no filter

options to alter this. The optical input

worked to 96kHz sample rate securely,

176.4kHz intermittently and 192kHz not

at all, common enough behaviour for

optical due to cable/TOSLINK-receiver

limitations.

Distortion levels were low, 24bit

resolution PCM giving 0.02% distortion

at -60dB, an excellent if not quite class -

leading (0.01%) result.

Used as a CD player DAC, the

Northern Fidelity gave normal results, flat

response to 21kHz, distortion of 0.21%

and an EIAJ Dynamic Range of 101dB.

The USB input works up to 384kHz

sample rate, which a Mac can supply,

and Dynamic Range was a full 122dB. All

other performance figures were identical

to S/PDIF.

The headphone socket gave a high

3.4V output maximum, but dynamic

range here was a disappointing 99dB,

-23dB down on the XLR output.

The Northern Fidelity DAC is well

engineered, with a fine measured

performance, but the headphone output

could be better. NK

Frequency response
Distortion (%)
0dB
-60dB
Separation (1 kHz)
Noise (IEC A)
Dynamic range
Output (Phono/XLR)

4Hz-56kHz
24bit

0.001

0.02
110dB

-119dB
122dB

2.2 /4.5 V

LEAD AUDIO
NORTHERN
FIDELITY DAC-384£
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best.

VALUE - keenly priced

VERDICT
Superbly -specified, open -

sounding DAC with Bluetooth
- at a great price.

FOR

- detailed

- open

- Bluetooth

- price

AGAINST
- slight lack of drive

Divine Audio
+44 (0) 1536 762211
www.divineaudio.co.uk
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ACROSS
4. A type of bike - and a legendary British hi-fi brand (4)
9. High -end Swiss amplifier manufacturer (8)
10. U2's lead singer (4)
12. An amplifier's output power is measured in... (5)
13. Johnny Rotten's real name (4,5)
15. German loudspeaker manufacturer (7)
19. Separates high and low frequencies in a loudspeaker (9)
21. Designer of the Android operating system (6)
22. Some Guys Have All The Luck singer (6,6)
23. Founded by Lee Taylor and Mallory Nicholls (5)
25. Original name of Joy Division (6)
27. Creek's loudspeaker arm (4)
30. You'll always find him in the kitchen at parties! (5,5)
31. Japanese maker of tape decks (9)
33. Cambridge -based hi-fi manufacturer (5)
35. Founder of Glastonbury (7,5)
37. American electrostatic 'speaker manufacturer (6,5)
38. Sound measurements (8)
41. Founded Naim (6,7)
42. Home city of New Order and Happy Mondays (10)
43. She sang Cry Me A River (5,7)
44. Beatles manager (5,7)
45. Single ended... (6)
46. Author of The Rest Is Noise (4,4)
47. They're not valves (11)

1 Grand Funk... (8)
2. Another name for a record player (9)
3. Maker of the Cadenza Black cartridge (7)
5. Canadian manufacturer behind the Moon range (8)
6. My Bloody...(9)
7. Partner of Naim (5)
8. Ian Dury and the...(10)
11. McIntosh supplied amplification for this famous festival (9)
14. Founded by Gilbert Briggs (10)
16. Echo And The Bunnymen hail from here (9)
17. Surname of Devo founder and writer of music for The Lego Movie (12)
18. Wireless transmission standard (9)
20. An ocean...and a famous record label (7)
24. Founder of Factory Records (4,6)
26. Direct Stream... (7)
28. Frontman of Talking Heads (5,5)
29. French town and British pop band (5,7)
32. Founder of Apple (5,4)
33. Former tenant of Boleskine House - once owned by Jimmy Page (8,7)
34. One half of the KLF (4,8)
35. Blues singer who's Mojo was always working (5,6)
36. Guitarist in The Smiths (6,4)
39. Planar magnetic loudspeakers from the US (11)
40. High -frequency driver (7)
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Revolution starts
from within.

Look at our new range of power amplifiers
and you'd be forgiven for thinking not
much has changed. Only the DR badge on
the rear panel hints at the revolutionary
technology within. Inside, our new Naim DR
(Discrete Regulation) power supply circuitry
and the radical new NA009 transistors
developed for our flagship power amplifier,
the Statement NAP S1, enhance the
fundamentals of pace, rhythm and timing
for which the originals are so renowned.
The result is an even more immersive and
involving music experience. Listen and
you'll feel the difference immediately.

Discover more and book a demonstration
with your nearest specialist retailer at
naimaudio.com

MI:WO ""
I73

Go Deeper

Haim



OPINION

"Proc

What is a hipster? This

new phrase keeps

drifting past me when
I read the daily news.
As I pad the streets
of London I have

come to think there's a connection
with lavishly crafted flat caps, beards
of a certain casual nature and - most
catching to my eye - vintage motor-
cycles. Or ones that look that way
at least.And in this new sensibility I
suspect a thirst for vinyl lies.

Which is OK by me. For the
time being I'm not going to buy a flat
cap because there are better ways to
keep the water off and the heat in.
Hipsters can keep 'ern. I like the style,
it's easy on the eye - all those soft
browns and autumnal yellows - but

mock retro is more than a little faux,
even if it is kind of nice in a quaint
way.Turntables are more authentic.

But perhaps I am missing the
point and I should know better!
Rather than brush off the flat cap
I should try one on.After all, they
were loved by Londoners in 1850
and 60 years later in 1910, I see from

early photos of London's streets
from the Getty collection, published
on the Daily Telegraph's website

recently. Fascinating.There must
be something in there I am missing
(ignoring poverty).

It's the same with vinyl methinks.
I could rattle on all day about its
technical merits but perhaps that
isn't the point for so many, especially
hipsters.The LP and the turntable are
contraptions we can all understand
and use, without need for a 150
page, densely -worded manual of the

sort that, these days, accompanies

AV receivers and digital cameras, to
take just two good, by which I mean
terrible, examples.

I wrestle with both and despair.
Fed up with the bulk, weight and
complexity of a Nikon D600 for
example, too much for hi-fi shows

ucts can anc shoulc
o their joy easily anc

rellaoly"

and press receptions when you have
to conduct a conversation whilst
avoiding show visitors whilst trying
to take a picture in Stygian gloom, I
bought a simple, pocketable Fujifilm
X-TIO the other day. Unfortunately,
the manual is anything but simple;
accessibility to this device approaches
zero for anyone not a photographic
expert - and masochist too.

A record deck, by way of
contrast, is gloriously easy to use. It
isn't that it lacks complexity, so much
as that complexity doesn't challenge
you, even fight you it seems, in daily

usage, as a modern camera does, or
an AV receiver.You don't approach

a turntable wrapped in trepidation
about whether it will spin or not; it
performs its function in a simple yet
reliable way.

The hi-fi business, as I'll call it

for the sake of my argument here,
moves into similar territory with
AV receivers.These things are truly
barking. I know because I have to

study every word in their manuals
and understand every facility - and I

use one at home too, in a TV system.
Yes, they work, and they work well.

But a lot of what they do is
unnecessary and effectively unusable

in any case because access is so

difficult. When the cat sits on the
remote control all hell breaks loose,
and every six months an internal
processor re -set is needed, plus

subsequent re -programming, to avoid
erratic behaviour, due to software
corruption. In this discussion I'll not
mention the "intelligent TV" (hah!)
and the keyboard needed to operate
it.The world has gone mad.

All this stuff has a strict shelf-
life. If the mechanical bits, such as

switches and relays, don't break,
new models and changing conditions
will still compromise the product's
effectiveness and ultimately send it
to the scrapheap, to be replaced by a
shiny new model.

And that is what is supposed
to happen of course; if it didn't the
industry that built it would collapse.
Well, it wouldn't but it would have to
scale right back.

Yet ironically, that is precisely
what is happening to AV and
domestic desktop computers.
Consumers are fast loosing interest
in this stuff: it isn't easily accessible

to them, it is too complex for their
needs or doesn't meet them, like my
camera, it isn't reliable and it will be
made obsolete within three years
or so, forcing us involuntarily onto a
treadmill of expenditure.

All of which brings me back to
the humble turntable and cloth caps. I
get it! Hipsters seem to get it too.

Products can and should do their
job easily and reliably.They must fulfil
their basic function in a way that is
obvious to the user, without recourse
to anything except the simplest user
manual, of one page, not one hundred

pages.

The product should be
serviceable too, so it does not have
to be scrapped and replaced when a
simple failure occurs.

We then slowly move away
from obscene consumerism, where
perfectly good devices made
prematurely redundant must be
thrown away.

I may have my doubts about
Victorian flat caps but I don't about
moderating throw -away consumer

culture.
I like the idea of products that

are important to us being made to
do their job without having to be
regularly replaced. And the hi-fi
turntable is a great example of this.

I think I can see why hipsters
take to this sort of product from
yesteryear - and the cloth cap.
I suppose I just now have to get
in the spirit of things and dress
appropriately whilst using my trusty
Garrard 401. 
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The Reference Series of balanced hi-fi electronics from
Pro-Ject Audio Systems offer a unique design, and a
sound performance that cannot be matched at the price.
Incorporating a top-loading CD transport, a wireless
streamer, an award -winning phono stage, a hi-res DAC
and a variety of amplifier solutions; all RS electronics
offer balanced and unbalanced connection options, and
employ valve stages wherever possible: An

The whole range can also be improved with purpose-°,'
designed external power supplies, offering simple but
effective upgrade paths for the future.

Elevate your listening experience today.
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You can demo a wide variety of
Reference Series products in-store at
the following retailers:

Analogue Seduction
Peterborough, Carobs:01733 350878
Audible Fidelity
Daventry, Northants: 01327 301006

Ceritech Audio
Cinderford, Glos: 01600 716362

Dooleys HiFi
Macclesfield, Cheshire: 01625 264666

Evolution Audio
Selby, N. Yorks: 01757 706372

Mackenzie Hi-Fi
Wellingborough Northants: 07905 362545

Midland Hi-Fi Studio
Finchfield, Wolves: 01902 380083

Zouch Audio
Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leics: 01530 414128
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OPINION

"The beef Hartley Banc is
one of those outfits that
ceserve more attention"

Idon't intend to patronise but I
do feel sorry for Keef Hartley
and his band.
"Keef, who?" you ask.Well,
exactly.The Rolling Stones' Mr
Richards is not the only 'Keef'

that dazzled the rock firmament.
Doing the job I do, I'm in an

ideal position to pursue my interests
as an amateur music historian. One
of my interests is the Woodstock
Music Festival.

The seminal music festival that
took place in the USA in 1969
stood for a lot of things within 60s
art culture, not least for being the
beacon to the so-called Summer
of Love (a media creation, it really
wasn't).

Anyone who wants to know
more about the festival and what
really happened behind the scenes

should immediately seek out the
book 'The Road to Woodstock',
written by the man whose idea
it was and one of the principle
organisers of the whole affair,
Michael Lang.

Woodstock itself never made
a dime, partly because the poor
security arrangements turned the
potential money -spinner into a free
festival.The one part of the occasion
that did make money was the film of
the festival which played to cinemas
world-wide and made major stars of
just about everyone who appeared
within it.

There has also been, over the
years, a series of CD packages
offering an audio version of events
and there's even been outtake
DVDs and expanded versions of the
concert including extra footage that
could not be included in the main
film.

It's also been a self-imposed
task of my own to collect audio of
every artist who performed during
that time and every song that they
sang to boot.`Boof is the operative

word too because you have to peer
into some grubby Internet corners
to find this stuff. But find it I have

and one of the main finds was one
of the very few Brit bands that
appeared at the time. Not The Who,
not Joe Cocker, not even Ten Years

After. Some say that the lost artist
of Woodstock was Bert Sommer (he
sang nine songs and never received

a moment's coverage) but I'd add to
that the only other UK artist(s) of
the festival, one Keef Hartley.

Stuck in between John Sebastian
and The Incredible String Band, the
four songs plus four -song medley
from Hartley et al sank without
trace (blame the manager who
refused to sign the movie -rights
paperwork) and it's a crying shame
because our Keef was a highly
talented guy, while his band was
a nursery for a string of talented
individuals.

As a band, Keef Hartley
merged jazz and rock to present a
progressive rock vibe. If you know
Colosseum then you're sure to like
Keef, although Keef had more blues
infusions in his work. Hartley himself
was a veteran in the music scene.
In fact, when Ringo Starr left his old
group Rory Storm &The Hurricanes
it was Keef who took the drummer's
stool.

Later, Keef would become a
member of The Artwoods (seen
as a prototype for the heavy metal
band Deep Purple) and then later
attached himself to John Mayan's
Bluesbreakers.

After their Woodstock stint, the
Keef Hartley Band really got going
in 1969 as a studio outfit with the
release of the album 'Halfbreed'
which highlighted Hartley's interests
in Native American Indian studies.
Arguably his most famous album, it
features the laid-back, yet forcefully
sung 'Born To Die' plus 'Sacked'

whose introduction has Hartley

`playfully' sacking John Mayall over
the phone!

`The Battle of North West Six'
album was released in 1970 and saw
a slight dip in quality but included
the addition of a brass section and
moved towards R&B and away from
the languid blues style of the band's
debut while the brass section added
a jazz flavour.

`The Time is Near...', also

released in 1970, was the best LP
of the lot to date, taking a more
esoteric direction mixing jazz, soul,
R&B with a splash of harder rock.

The LP is packed with strong
melodies and hooks a -plenty, with
those promised prog flavours to add
interest. As you can tell from the
above, though, the recipe sourced a
wide-ranging array of ingredients to
produce something uniquely Keef.

The band's next release,
`Overdog' from 1971, changes the
picture again, moving away from any
promises of complexity by wiping
out the prog elements and returning
to a simple, rocking presentation
with a gritty, harder rock.

This album is full on and in your
face with added wah-wah flavours
and a pieces of funk just to spice up
the music.

Released in the same year was
`Little Big Band' recorded at the
Marquee Club in 1971 then 'Seventy
Second Brave' (1972): Genesis

men, Phil Collins and Peter Gabriel
feature as uncredited vocal backing
performances.

All of the above can be bought
via the Esoteric label, incidentally,
often with new liner notes from
Hartley himself and each are well
mastered.

The Keef Hartley Band is one
of those 'lost' sixties and seventies
outfits that deserve more attention
that they get - and if it hadn't have
been for their manager, they might
have had some!
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SOPRA,
REVEAL THE INVISIBLE
Combining twenty years of engineering heritage
from Focal's flagship Utopia loudspeaker range
with innovative new technologies in a stylish and
compact design, the new Sopra N°2 will reveal
the true essence of your music.

With three major innovations and two patents -
the Neutral Inductance Circuit, the Tuned Mass
Damper midrange suspension, and the Infinite
Horn Loading housing for its Beryllium tweeter -
Sopra brings unprecedented technical ingenuity
and matchless performance, thrilling the senses
like never before. The longing for exceptional
speakers in your living room is over.

Visit www.focal.com to discover more.
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OPINION

<< Vost of the major recorc compa-
nies have shown little Interest in

oushinc hick -resolution material"

DAC manufacturers (of
whom there seem to
be more every month)
appear to be involved in
their own version of a
technological arms race

at the moment.
This issue I've reviewed the new

Northern Fidelity DAC-384 from
Danish digital specialists Lead Audio -
that, as its name suggests, can handle

audio files of up to 32bit/384kHz. It
is quite a leap in quality when you
consider that when the company
launched its first DAC just five short
years ago its resolution extended to
just 24bit/48kHz.

Then there's the latest device
from Chord named Mojo that Editor
Noel Keywood has the compre-
hensive rundown on. No bigger than
a cigarette packet and designed for

mobile use, it can process anything
up to an astonishing 768kHz.

As if this were not enough, there
are ever more DACs able to playback
DSD of different flavours (yes, Mojo
can do that too).

Most DAC manufacturers use
chips from digital technology firms
such as America's ESS who are always

looking to push the boundaries of
their products in the hope of better
sales.

So, if a chip will process

32bit/384kHz or DSD then why not
use it? Chord, by contrast, develop
their own DACs but they, too, are
always looking for advances in the
digital domain.

It's all well and good and great
news for us consumers but there
is one obvious caveat; where's the
music to make the most out of all
this technological ability?

For while DAC manufacturers
are pushing the boundaries of what
can be done, the content providers
are lagging behind to a massive

extent.
It seems to be the exact

opposite of the glory days of
vinyl and CD.Then, it took ages
for manufacturers to build replay
equipment that could actually get
the best out of the music contained
on vinyl and silver discs.The first
CD players, in particular, were crude
sounding and it's only been in the
past 10 years that we have seen the
equipment really extract the best
from the medium.

Now it's the other way around.
We have massively accomplished and

technologically advanced equipment
that, in relative terms, is supremely
affordable yet most people don't
have the content to actually take
advantage of it.The majority of
people I know - even those who are
committed audiophiles - have few

digital files above 24bit/I92kHz with
the vast majority of their collection
in 24bit/96kHz or plain standard CD
quality.

The reason is that there's so
little to actually buy - and even when

it is available it is often prohibi-
tively expensive. Most of the major
record companies have shown little
interest in pushing high -resolution
material even as sales of traditional
mass -market mediums like CD have
declined.

And with some of those same
companies now making as much

as an estimated 30 to 40 per cent
of their revenues from low -quality
streaming services they probably see
little reason to do so.

Even Apple - who helped create
the download revolution to a great
extent - has shown no interest in
high -resolution downloads through
iTunes. It probably won't do any time
in the future either, now that it has
its Music streaming (at a crippled
256kbps) and analysts estimate that
the bulk of the iTunes revenue is now
coming from films and TV series.

There are honourable exceptions
such as the websites HD Tracks,

Blue Coast and 2L who have
all championed high -resolution

downloads - but there's no guarantee
they'll have anything by your favourite
artists or something that tempts you
to listen to something new.

So I cannot help but think some
of the biggest artists and bands
are missing an obvious trick. Many
of these, like the Rolling Stones,

Madness,The Stone Roses and even

more recent ones such as Madonna
and Taylor Swift make the bulk of
their money from concerts instead of
music sales nowadays.

So why not take advantage of
their packed touring schedules to
release live material from the dates
in high -resolution. I could easily

envisage a 32bit/384kHz recording
of a Rolling Stones date selling in the

thousands to those of their fans who
now have the capability to play it
back.

It could even open up a whole
new market with high -resolution
downloads of certain concerts being
made available for a limited time
only or being released just 24 hours
after the event itself. Imagine; 10,000
fans see the Stones one night and
then have the opportunity to listen
in high -resolution on their Mojo just
the day after.

The technology is there to do it
so it's high time the music industry
started taking advantage of it if high -

resolution downloads are ever going
to make a significant impact and
become something more than simply
an audiophile sideline.

What's more, when devices
like the Mojo start showing people
just how good high -resolution files
can sound on reasonably -priced
equipment they may start investing
in hi-fi equipment for their homes as
well.Which would be much better
than the future being dominated by
low -quality streaming from the likes
of Spotify and Apple.

Jon Myles
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OPINION

"One of the nest resources
I've come across is the suoero

americanraciohistory.com"

Information is almost as
important to hi-fi as the
music you play on it. From the
catalogues and advertisements
that draw your attention to it,
through the reviews that inde-

pendently assess it, to the instruc-
tion books that tell you how to use
it. And then there are the service
manuals that tell the electronically -

inclined how to repair it.
It's fascinating to go through old

magazines and brochures, as they

are time capsules in their own right;
a record of recent history, forged
through commerce.They are often
lovingly -used to illustrate Olde
Worlde articles.

Hi-fi shows were big business
in the seventies, with hundreds of
exhibitors, thousands of punters
and likely tens of thousands of
aspirational brochures and glossy
catalogues stuffed into (free) carrier
bags, never to be read. Until, that
is, they're discovered 40 years later
while clearing out dearly -departed
Dad's loft.Then they end up for sale
on eBay - or, if we're lucky, scanned
and uploaded to an Internet site.

At today's audiojumble-type
events of the sort that take place
twice a year in Kent, for example,
you can often find and buy old
magazines containing ads like these.

What strikes me about these
magazines is their technical content
and emphasis on objective lab -testing
over subjective listening.And DIY
projects - from John Linsley -Hood's
respected amplifier designs, through
quad decoders, to dynamic range -

expanders - were more common
back then.The expense of ready -

built hi-fi did however give readers
an incentive to 'home -construct'.

Our esteemed competitor Hi-
Fi News (and Record Review) is
mercifully still with us, but during
the hi-fi boom years of the 1970s
there was a much wider choice of

reading. Competing with Hi-Fi News
for space on British news-stands
were What Hi-Fi, Hi-Fi Answers,
Popular Hi-Fi, Hi-Fi Sound, Practical
Hi-Fi and -1 kid ye not - Hi-Fi

Weekly. Most are long -gone. Oh and
Hi-Fi Choice, now a stablemate
of Hi-Fi News, existed too, but
as a 'paperback book' containing
enormous group -tests of specific
products - amplifiers, cassette decks,
turntables, etc.

The highbrow Gramophone had
a hi-fi section and the BBC's Radio
London broadcast a hi-fi programme
called 'Sounds Good' - does anyone
have any recordings?

All of this happened long before
Hi-Fi World arrived in 1991, although
founder/editor Noel Keywood was
contributing to magazines at this
time. Indeed, at one time, back in the
early 1970s, he edited Hi-Fi Answers.

Surprisingly, few of these
early hi-fi magazines have been

scanned, converted into PDF form
and published on the internet by
enthusiasts. I haven't found any of
the iconic Hi-Fi Yearbooks that were
issued annually from the mid -1950s
to the early 1980s.

But that's not to say there's
nothing out there. One of the best
resources I've come across is the
superb americanradiohistory.com.
This site is arranged into sections
listing different subjects, and the
collections of documents that cover
them. Although the emphasis is, as
the site's name suggests, American
broadcasting (itself fascinating),
you'll find PDF copies of Tape
Recording (a UK magazine, from the
then -publisher of Hi-Fi News, that
morphed into the equally -readable
Studio Sound).

There's also an interesting
American mag of the same age,
and the excellent US consumer
publication High Fidelity - most, if

not all, issues from 1951 to 1970.

Look around, and you'll find copies
of Wireless World, Broadcast
Engineering, Practical Television, dB

Magazine, Audio Engineering, Radio

Age, RCA Broadcast News, FM Atlas,
Radio Constructor, Byte...

On top of this are numerous
handbooks, industry reports,
logbooks, coverage maps and
literature published by radio stations.
You could lose yourself for ages!
I wonder how much time it took
the people behind the site just to
scan all of this wonderful material.
And incredibly, it's all for free.
Compare this with the numerous
sites that take copyrighted material
- most notably, poor-quallity scans
of instruction books and service
manuals - and charge you to access
them.

But there are free alternatives
- worth bearing in mind, if your
hi-fi equipment needs attention.
Elektrotanya.com, eserviceinfo.com
and nostatech.nl are all worth a visit.

But for the hi-fi enthusiast, two
sites stand out above all others.
Hifiengine.com and vinylengine.com,
frequently -referenced in Old Worlde,
contain enormous repositories of
scanned instruction books, service
data and brochures - all organised

by manufacturer.

Both of these related sites
also feature a comments/requests
feature, equipment database and
'Readers' Hi-Fi' photo gallery.You
have to register to download, but no
money changes hands. hifiengine.com

alone boasts nearly half a million
registered users, and encourages
the conversion and uploading of
information that's not already on the
site.Thanks to this, a bewildering
variety of documents are available.
Even if your gear is obscure, take a
look.You might find it documented
here! Information on hi-fi can
be as fascinating as the products

themselves. 

Martin Pipe
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STREAV COVPUTER AUDIO
Fostex PX-5HS active speakers and HP-A8C USB DAC

Your complete digital audio system

Built in amplifiers with 38W LF and 18W HF; DSP encoder for EQ and gain;
FIR cross -over filter for optimal time alignment and sound positioning.

Thew Fostex PX-5HS active speaker is the perfect partner for the
respected Fostex HP-A8C 32bit, DSD and PCM, usb digital converter.
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SCV Distribution, Unit Cl, Belcon Industrial Estate, Hoddesdon, Hertfordshire, ENII ONT
Tel: 03301 2225001Web: www.scvdistribution.co.ukIemail: scvorders@scvdistribution.co.uk
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come trial.

Fosteks
IAN HARRISON HI-FI SALE!

DELIVERYHIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE
Email: ian.harrison@mercian.myzen.co.uk

TRADE IN AN ORTOFON MOVING COIL AND SAVE UP TO 30% OFF
ANY CARTRIDGE LISTED BELOW

SPEND £2000 OR MORE ON ANY TURNTABLELTONEARM OR
TURNTABLE AND ARM AND GET A £500 CARTRIDGE FREE!

DENON DL110 £120,
AUDIO TECHNICA

SPECIAL

DENON DL103 £1A

AT -ART"

OFFERS!!

DENON DL103R £215,
BENZ MICRO GLIDER

'YX R100 £650
SH £715

TONEARMS
AMG
CARTRIDGE MAN
GRAHAM
HELIUS
MICHELL
MOERCH
MOTH
ORTOFON
PRO-JECT
REED
REGA
ROKSAN
SME*

HEADPHONE AMPS
CREEK
FIDELITY AUDIO
GRAHAM SLEE
LEHMANN
PRO-JECT
SUGDEN

AMPLIFIERS
CREEK
EAR/YOSHINO
ICON AUDIO
QUAD
SUGDEN
TOM EVANS

ACCESSORIES
DIGITAL STYLUS GAUGES,

CARTRIDGES

AIR TIGHT
AUDIO TECHNICA
BENZ MICRO

CARTRIDGE MAN
DECCA LONDON

DENON

GOLDRING

KOETSU

ORTOFON

TECHDAS

VAN DEN HUL
ZYX

SPEAKERS

ACAPELLA
EPOS

HARBETH

Q. ACOUSTICS

QUAD

CD PLAYERS

CREEK

EAR YOSHINO
ICON AUDIO

SUGDEN

QUAD

RECORD CLEANING MACHINES,

PHONOSTAGES

EAR YOSHINO
GRAHAM SLEE
ICON AUDIO
LEHMANN
MUSICAL
SURROUNDINGS
PRO-JECT
PURE SOUND
QUAD
ROTHWELL
TOM EVANS
TRICHORD
WHEST AUDIO

CABLES
BLACK RHODIUM
IXOS

KUBALA-SOSNA
PEERLESS
PRO-JECT
QED

SUPRA
TRANSPARENT
WIREWORLD

TUNERS

CREEK
QUAD

CLEANERS, AUDIO

TURNTABLES
AMAZON AUDIO
AUDIO TECHNICA
INSPIRE
MICHELL
MUSIC HALL
PRO-JECT
SRM TECH
THORENS

HIFI FURNITURE
ALPHASON
ATACAMA
CUSTOM DESIGN
HI Fl RACKS
MUNARI
MUSIC TOOLS
NORSTONE
QUADRASPHIRE
SOUNDSTYLE
TRACK AUDIO

HEADPHONES
AUDIO TECHNICA
BEYER
ERGO
GRADO
PSB

SENNHEISER

CASSETTES

* PHONE FOR TERMS. PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE &
AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW &
BOXED WITH FULL U.K. GUARANTEES.NO EX. DEM OR EX DISPLAY

GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS. GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL.
SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES. PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR

SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES. SUPPLIER OF HIFI
PRODUCTS & ACCESSORIES SINCE 1986 MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM;

IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GQ.
TEL: 01283 702875. 9am - 9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

epiphany
Ati51451iti

headphone Amplifiers . UACs Interconnects

-

Atreus RCA Interconnects

Choice

220:WMINDED

"Great realism... Tight and punchy bass...
Amazing value for money."

- HI-Fi Choice

Find out what all the fuss is about at our
online shop and use discount code MAGIC

for your exclusive 10% discount,

Prices start at under £40/pair

www.epiphiany-acoustics.co_uk
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THE NEXT GENERATION OF

BLUESOUND
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PRODUCT OF THE YEAR

Multi -room systems
Best multi -room system GOO*

Bluesound Generation 2

rices From £269

£429
OR LESS

SONOS  PLAY:5  WIRELESS SPEAKER SYSTEM
Step up to the all -new PLAY:5; the powerfully smart speaker

that fine-tunes its sound to bring you all the energy and emotion
the artist packed into the original recording. Music that's pure,

ferocious, tasty and true.

MUMS 20.5

OBluetaotli

NAIM  MU -SO  WIRELESS MUSIC SYSTEM
Combines Naim's expertise in streaming, amplification and

loudspeaker technology. Mu -so is the stage your music deserves,
bringing you closer to the songs that inspire your Life.

B&W  ZEPPELIN WIRELESS SPEAKER SYSTEM
Introducing the Zeppelin Wireless. The instantly recognisable

silhouette may be the same, but every element of the speaker has
been redesigned to deliver superlative audio performance; once
again redefining what is possible from a single speaker system.

FOR THE LATEST PRICES AND OFFERS VISIT WWW.SSAV.COM OR CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE

RUARK AUDIO  R2 MK3
WIRELESS SPEAKER SYSTEM WITH DAB/FM TUNER

Play your music and discover new music in a variety of conven-
ient ways. Spotify Connect lets you select R2 as your player and

then control playback using the controls on R2 itself.

£149
OR LESS
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MONITOR AUDIO
AIRSTREAM S150
BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
Monitor Audio has packed the
delicious Airstream S150 Bluetooth
speaker with the high energy
sound of its award -winning audio
technology for music Lovers to
savour from room -to -room.

£299."
OR LESS
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KEF  MUO  BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
Packed with innovative technologies to deliver

uncompromised KEF quality sound when you're streaming
music wirelessly from a computer or mobile device. MUD

packs a punch that is out of all proportion to its size.

cm
£299
OR LESS
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B&W  T7  BLUETOOTH SPEAKER SYSTEM
Introducing the pick -up -and -play hi-fi speaker Perfectly

sized for bedrooms, kitchens and gardens, T7 is B&W's most
portable, versatile wireless system yet.

SOME BRANDS/PRODUCTS ARE NOT AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. SPECIAL OFFERS ARE NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER (NICWA00).
ADVERTVALID UNTIL 16/12/2015. E&OE

£349."
OR LESS
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KEF  EGG  BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS
Streaming tracks wirelessly over Bluetooth aptX or bringing

your TV or computer to life, the new EGG Wireless Digital Music

System delivers pure, clear KEF quality sound.
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£209
OR LESS

PRO-JECT  ESSENTIAL II  TURNTABLE
Entry-level "plug'n'play" two speed turntable with single piece
aluminium tonearm and pre -fitted Ortofon 0M5e cartridge.

£299
OR LESS

FLEXSON  VINYLPLAY  DIGITAL TURNTABLE
Gives the best -of -both -worlds: an excellent record player that's
easy to use and can be simply integrated into a streaming system.

ARCAM  FMJ CDS27 / FMJ A29  CD / AMPLIFIER
Introducing Arcam's audiophile Class G integrated amplifier
and SACD/CD player with Network streaming up to 192/24

for class leading sound quality.

£399
OR LESS

0 Bluetooth

NAD  D 3020
AMPLIFIER / DAC
Features digitaland analogue
inputs plus the convenience

of wireless streaming with its
Bluetooth capability.

£249
OR LESS

5 YEAR
WARRANTY

WHAT HEF9
I ,M

DENON  D-M4ODAB  CD/DAB SYSTEM (EX SPEAKERS)
With better connectivity, including an additional optical input,
along with performance upgrades to its main components,

the D -M40 improves on its award -winning predecessor

£1295

NAIM  UNITIQUTE 2 WITH BLUETOOTH
ALL -IN -ONE STREAMING SYSTEM

All -in -one system featuring a 30W amplifier, FM/DAB/Internet
radio and wired and wireless connections to play network digital

audio. UnitiQute 2 can play USB-stored music files of up to
32bit/192kHz resolution.

£249 5 YEAR
OR LESS WARRANTY

NAD  C 556  TURNTABLE
Time to enjoy vinyl collections with extraordinary quality!

With a minimalist design, the C 556 turntable offers accurate
reproduction by using performance -focused parts and

components that put music first.

£575
OR LESS

PRO-JECT  1 XPRESSION CARBON UKX  TURNTABLE
With its Carbon armtube and supplied Ortofon 2m Silver cartridge,
the 1 Xpression Carbon Uk0( sets new standards in its price range.

AUDIOLAB  8300CD / 8300A  CD / AMPLIFIER
The 8300CD improves upon its illustrious predecessor and delivers

even better performance while the 8300A includes radically
redesigned circuitry and a high-performance phono stage.

£SSAV
.COM

£SSAV
.COM

AWARDS 2019

MARANTZ  CD6005 / PM6005  CD / AMPLIFIER
Replacing the 6004 models, the 6005 amp gains digital inputs

using the same 24-bit/192kHz DAC as the CD player which now
features enchanced USB playback and improved performance.

£499
OR LESS

MARANTZ  M-CR611  CD/STREAMING SYSTEM
The M-CR611 is a superb performer, reproducing excellent CD -

audio, FM, DAB/DAB, and Network files. Supports 192kHz/ 24 -bit
high -resolution files, 2.8MHz DSD files and Gapless playback.

NAIM  UNITI 2 WITH BLUETOOTH
ALL -IN -ONE STREAMING SYSTEM

Combines an integrated amplifier, CD player, DAB/FM tuner,
internet radio, iPod dock, digital -to -analogue converter and high -

resolution 24bit/192kHz capable network stream player
Features Spotify Connect and Bluetooth (aptX! connectivity.

£SSAV
.COM

WHAT HIFI

PIONEER  N -50A  MUSIC STREAMER
Developed for the digital age, the N -50A Network Audio Player

connects to many different sources and features Internet
Radio and Music Streaming from compatible devices, a high

quality DAC and Airplay and DLNA compatibility.

NAIM  ND5 XS  MUSIC STREAMER
Stream at up to 24bit/192kHz resolution. ND5 XS features

Spotify Connect and TIDAL support, USB/iPod playback, access
to thousands of Internet radio stations, DAB/FM radio and

digital inputs for external sources.

Available from selected stores. Visit www.ssay.com for details

£249
OR LESS

£249
OR LESS

5 YEAR
WARRANTY

NAD  C 516BEE / C 316BEE  CD / AMPLIFIER
Received an outstanding product award from Hi-Fi News

magazine who descrided the C 316BEE is an "absolute barn-
stormer of an amplifier'. The C 516BEE is the perfect partner

ROKSAN  K3  CD / AMPLIFIER
New integrated amplifier with aptX Bluetooth, a phono input plus
five additional line inputs for other sources. The K3 CD Di player is

the perfect match for the K3 amplifer. Three finish options available.

B&W  P5 WIRELESS
HEADPHONES

NAD  VISO HP30
HEADPHONES

GRADO  SR325e
HEADPHONES

SENNHEISER
MOMENTUM 2.0

WIRELESS HEADPHONES

click&
collect www.SSAV.cornNOW AVAILABLE



BOWERS & WILKINS  685 S2
At home on a stand, watt or book-
shelf, the versatile 68552 is ideal
for stereo and home theatre uses
in most rooms. And performance
is enhanced with the addition of a

Decoupted Double Dome tweeter

£499
OR LESS

Price excludes stands

BOWERS & WILKINS
CM10 S2
The ftagship ftoorstanding
speaker of the CM Series sets a
new standard for performance.
It combines technologies
taken from across B&W's
ranges. The result simply
sounds and Looks beautifut.

£2999
OR LESS

NEW Special edition finishes coming soon.

Titanium Grey, Racing Red & Frosted Black

£249
OR LESS

thWiliDS 2015

KEF  LS50
An innovative concept derived
from the legendary L53/5a.
Rarely the case in such a
compact design, the L550
monitor delivers a rich, multi-
dimensionat 'soundstage
experience' that is out of all
proportion to its size.

£799
OR LESS

GLOSS
RED

GLOSS
BLACK

GLOSS
WHITE

PODSPEAKERS  SMALLPOD  SPEAKERS
SmalIPod does everything a great pair of hi-fi speakers should

do, but all wrapped up in gorgeous curves and colours.

£199
OR LESS

GLOSS
RED

GLOSS
BLACK

GLOSS
WHITE

OBluetootlf

PODSPEAKERS  MICROPOD  BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS
Introducing the MicroPod Bluetooth. These stylish speakers

are ideal for tablets and smartphones are are simple to
connect without the need for unsightly wires.

PMC  TWENTY'23
The first and overwhelming impres-
sion of the Twenty.23 is an open,

engaging and communicative speaker
Its size defies both the depth of bass
and scale of presentation by taking
any music or film material in its stride.
The sound is vivid and dynamic and
delivered with authoritative bass.

£2425
OR LESS

MONITOR AUDIO
GOLD 200
Amazing scale and impressive
dynamic control are available from
this slender three-way design,
comprising ribbon tweeters, twin
5.5" bass drivers and a 4" mid-
range driver, which is housed in a

dedicated enclosure.

cm
£2299

OR LESS

MONITOR AUDIO
BRONZE 2
The Bronze 2 builds on the
strength of its predecessor's
audiophile credibility with a
neutral tonal balance and high
detail resolution combined
with high overall efficiency and
power handling.

1','1:1,111:1111V-4
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Multkoam systems

DLUESOUND
HiFi for a wireless generation

Take hi-fi to even new heights
with Bluesound's next gen-
eration. Features improved wi-fi
performance, more digital and
analog connectivity options and
Bluetooth aptX along with support
for premium music services like
Tidal and Spotify. PRICES FROM £269

£279
OR LESS

AWARDS MIS

Q ACOUSTICS  3050
The flagship 3050 is the perfect
speaker for larger rooms,
boasting ultra -low levels of
distortion, typically found of
speakers costing three or four
times its price.

£499
OR LESS

3050 Standard finishes  Premium finishes £049

PSB
IMAGINE X1T
A deceptively slim and discreet
ftoorstanding design, the Imagine
X1T has wide bandwidth and high
SPL output capabilities that defy
its modest size. Features identical
51/4" woofers plus a one -inch
pure titanium dome tweeter

£749
OR LESS

5 YEAR
WARRANTY

Q ACOUSTICS
3020
Replacing the award -winning
2020i speakers, the 3020
incorporates numerous
improvements including a
revised cabinet with wool fibre
damping plus new bespoke
drive units.

SO NOS

£189
OR LESS

Standard finishes

Premium finishes
C249

THE WIRELESS Hi-Fi SYSTEM

The Sonos Wireless HiFi System delivers
all the music on earth, in every room, with
warm, full-bodied sound that's crystal clear
at any volume. Sonos can fill your home
with music by combining HiFi sound and
rock -solid wireless in a smart system that
is easy to set-up, control and expand.

PRICES FROM £169

FOR THE LATEST PRICES AND OFFERS VISIT WWW SSAV COM OR CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE

Bishop's Stortford 01279 506576
Bristol. 0117 974 3727
Brighton 01273 733338
Bromley 020 8290 1988
Chalfont St Peter. 0845 5046364
Cambridge 01223 304770
Chelsea 020 7352 9466
Cheltenham. 01242 241171
Epsom 01372 720720
Exeter. 01392 218895

Guildford 01483 536666
Holborn. 020 7837 7540
Kingston. 020 8547 0717
Leeds (Wetherby) 01937 586886
Loughton 020 8532 0770
Maidstone 01622 686366
Norwich 01603 767605
Oxford 01865 241773
Reading 0118 959 7768
Sevenoaks 01732 459555

Sheffietd 0114 255 5861
Southampton 023 8033 7770
Tunbridge Wells 01892 531543
Witham (Essex) 01376 501733
Yeovil. 01935 700078

CHORLEYWOOD - THIS STORE HAS RELOCATED TO
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REVIEW

K-Class!

short while back, we
extolled the virtues of
Roksan's K3 CD -a sub-
stantially -built but rather
basic CD player. But the

achine fulfilled its single
purpose exceptionally well, with an
unfatiguing and finely -etched sound

that complemented a wide range
of musical genres.The K3 CD's
Burr -Brown PCM 1798 DAC

may be able to handle 24 -bit,

I 92kHz signals but alas has

to make do with the 16 -bit,
44.1 kHz of CD, no intermedi-
ate upsampling tricks being
applied in the player's bowels.

Roksan obviously
considered this to be a wasted
opportunity, so we now have
the K3 CD Di - basically a K3

CD with added DAC potential
(the Di' presumably standing
for 'digital input').The newer

model exists side by side with
the K3, rather than replacing it.They

look identical, are supplied with the
same remote and have equal disc -

playing ability.

But now, the K3 CD's sonic
virtues can be experienced on
external digital sources - optical

or coaxial; there's alas no USB for

Take Roksan's K3 CD and add a pair of digital inputs.

That, discovers Martin Pipe, increases the versatility
of a strongly -performing CD player.

computer audio here.A look inside
reveals the usual high standard of
Roksan engineering apart from the
fact that the K3 CD Di's circuit
board is different to that of the K3
CD.Although much is shared - the

PCM 1798 DAC and NEC CD 'jungle
chip', for example - the board's
layout is different.

This is because it has to

accommodate the TI/Burr-Brown
DIR9001 - a chip that performs
digital input interface duties - and the

associated circuitry. Roksan didn't
just leave components or modules
off a K3 CD Di board for K3 CD
production runs, instead preferring
to optimise layouts for each player.
Upgrading a K3 CD to 'Di' spec is
thus not really practical, so make sure
you buy the right model from the
outset!

A three-way switch on the base
of the K3 CD Di toggles the source
between CD playback or one of
the digital inputs. If you're using
optical, the base glows blue. If the
coaxial feed is selected, a white light
confirms the fact.There's no illumi-
nation if you're playing a CD; in this
scenario, then, the K3 CD Di is to all
intents and purposes a K3 CD.That
means the same CD -playback basics

- previous/next track, play/pause,

stop, repeat, shuffle and a lack of
'extras' like MP3/WMA CD-ROM
compatibility.

What a pity that electronic
switching isn't provided!You cannot,
as a result, switch between CD
and DAC modes with the remote.
I have read claims that the K3 CD
Di's inputs will accept signals going
all the way to 192kHz/24-bit - odd,

considering that the datasheet of
the Burr -Brown interface chip states
a maximum 96kHz. Interestingly,
the upper sampling -rate limit we
measured during our lab. tests was
I 76.4kHz - i.e. the DIR900 I is

performing beyond spec.
But let's examine this from a

practical perspective.There's not an
awful lot of musical material available
with a sample rate of I 92kHz, which
is perhaps hardly surprising as it's

absurdly high for audio purposes
- a waste of data capacity! After
all, how many instruments (even
harmonically) and, for that matter, the
microphones that capture them reach
the lofty heights of 96kHz - thereby
making such an exercise worthwhile?
I'm certainly amused to find 192/24
Blu-ray audio discs remastered from
analogue tape.
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That 96kHz upper frequency
is, by the way, around five times
the upper limit of human hearing...
But I digress! Even 96kHz (with its
theoretical 48kHz upper -limit) is
arguably wasteful; however, the K3

CD Di can - if my own tests are to
be believed - accept such material at
the 24 -bit resolution that can make
an audible difference. Naturally, 24 -

bit (and 16 -bit) material sampled at
44.1 kHz and 48kHz are playable here.

SOUND QUALITY
I have for several months been
putting the K3 CD Di to regular
use with a Benchmark DAC2 HGC
DAC/preamp/headphone amp,AHB2
power amp and SMS I speakers;

I also tried an Arcam FMJ-A49
integrated amp and Aurum Wotan VIII
speakers. My external digital source
was an A. C. Ryan PlayOn HD2,
pulling losslessly-compressed (FLAC)

tracks from a QNAP NAS box via a
network and connected to the K3
CD Di optically.

Hardly surprisingly, considering

the common heritage of the
electronics inside, the K3 CD Di
is similar to its smaller brother in
presentation terms.

That means a forward and
detailed sound; the rhythmic
propulsion and perceptible 'edginess'
I sensed on the percussion of Joy
Division's 'She's Lost Control'
(Unknown Pleasures, CD) was very
much as I remember it from the K3
CD. Meanwhile, the dry electronic
hi -hats, snares and samples that

underpin the various tracks of
Spanish techno artist Oscar Mulero's
'Muscle And Mind' album (FLAC

conversion) were dealt out with
deftly -timed precision.

Then, shifting in taste again, we

come to the harmonica played by
Ray Davies on the bluesy 'Last of the
Steam -Powered Trains' (The Kinks

Are the Village Green Preservation
Society, CD rip - FLAC).This was

conveyed with the necessary bite, but
not to the extent that it dominates
the mix.The sound of the track is
fuller and richer than Nowlin' Wolf's
'Smokestack Lightning', recorded

more than a decade beforehand and
a track that so obviously inspired The
Kinks composition.

This difference in atmosphere
is certainly apparent here; the

comparative simplicity of that
wonderful old Chess recording (disc
two of The Complete RPM & Chess
Singles As & Bs: 1951-62') ensured

that its own harmonica contribution

was easier to pick out.
And what of the other end

of the spectrum? `...Village Green
Preservation Society' is a 1968
recording, albeit remastered in 2004
as part of the 3 -disc Sanctuary
Records special edition.The K3 CD
Di gives you that '60s bass sound

as you expect to hear it - smooth,
warm and almost as nostalgic as the
album's quaint subject matter.

Move forward over forty years,
though, and there's a different sort
of bass in town.This player has at its
disposal the scale, depth and sheer
weight to complement tracks from
that dark and brooding Oscar Mulero
album. For articulation, though, what
better than Tchaikovsky's 'Fourth
Symphony' - specifically, the third

movement (as performed by his
countryman Svetlanov conducting the
USSR Symphony Orchestra, back in
1967).

The bass drums and lower
strings have impact, yet never lose
control. More delicate elements of
the work, for example the triangle
and pizzicato strings, are treated with
due delicacy. All of these elements

form part of a believable soundstage
that develops across the two
speakers.

The neat interior is very similar to that of the
K3 CD. Once again, much of the functionality is
contained within a single NEC semiconductor
device and the DAC is a Burr -Brown PCM1798.

CONCLUSION
I'm pleased that Roksan has increased

the potential of its fine -sounding K3
CD with digital inputs, but it's a pity
that such connectivity has stopped
short of a USB port. Bluetooth we
can live without, not least because
some of Roksan's matching integrated
amps offer this facility.

But the added functionality as
provided is welcome, as it means you
can enjoy the musicality of the K3
CD with other digital sources.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
The K3 DAC accepted up to 176.4kHz

sample rate but wouldn't recognise

192kHz through either optical or

electrical inputs. Analogue frequency

response reached 30kHz before rolling

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

DISTORTION
-
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away to the upper half sample frequency

limit of 88.4kHz our analysis shows.

There were spurious products

- seen as spikes - in the distortion

analysis that should not be there. The

EIAJ Dynamic Range measurement picks

up all unwanted signals: distortion, noise,

quantisation noise etc and accordingly

returned a low-ish 110dB dynamic range

value with 24bit PCM. This is better

than CD (102dB) but below the current

market norm of 115dB, and much below

the best at 120dB and above, to put the

DAC into context.

Output measured 2.2V and was

fixed; the remote volume control had no

effect.

The K3's DAC measured averagely

well. It is no disgrace but the figures

could have been better; they were below

market norms. NK

Frequency response (-1dB)
CD 3Hz-30kHz
Distortion 24bit
0dB 0.003%
-60dB 0.04%
Separation (1kHz) 110dB
Noise (IEC A) -111dB
Dynamic range 110dB
Output 2.2V

K3 CD DI CD
PLAYER/DAC
£1300

0000
EXCELLENT - extremely
capable.

VERDICT
A solid performance and
user -friendliness". This

players DAC functionality
can transform the sound of
sources like streaming media
players and digital TV set -top

boxes

FOR

- detailed, well -imaged

and carefully -timed sound

- substantially -built

- ease of use

AGAINST
- no USB port
- can err on the bright side
- cannot switch between

digital sources and CD
playback via remote

Henley Designs
+44(0)1235 511 166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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CLEARAUDIO TRACKABILITY TEST RECORD
117

Noel Keywood tries out a new trackability test record to ensure
your cartridge is correctly set-up.

news

MILES AND MILES

RARENOISE DUO
Two from Rarenoise (www.rarenoiserecords.com) and

new from Italian bassist and composer Lorenzo Felicity
plus ex -Japan drummer Steve Jansen and King Crimson

percussionist Pat Mastelloto is `KOI', exhibiting ambience,
prog, jazz constructions and atmospheres that seem to
have escaped from the ECM studio.

Also look out for Metallic Taste of Blood's 'Doctoring
the Dead' featuring art -punk rock, supercharged dub,
fuzzed -out metal and ethereal sound -shaping. Porcupine

Tree fans note that Colin Edwin occupies bass guitar.

SOUNDTRACK SOUNDS
Soundtracks are everywhere this 1101month and mostly from Music /4'
On Vinyl's imprint At The Movies.

)1w 'Al'All limited edition, numbered and
POLTERGEIST

on coloured vinyl, they include -

'Poltergeist' (2015) via Marc
Streitenfeld that features an insert; `The Godfather Part II' (1974) via Nino Rota
and Carmine Coppola; Federico Fellini's `Otto E Mezzo' (1963) via Nino Rota; 'The
Big Chill' (1983) featuring classic songs from the likes of Marvin Gaye and Procol
Harum; `The Cotton Club' (1984) featuring the work of John Barry;'Southpaw'
(2015) via James Horner, who sadly died recently, plus the work of Brian Tyler with
`Furious T (2015).The latter including a booklet and poster.

From Milan Music (www.milanmusicfr) comes Robocop' (1987) and the music
of Basil Poledouris (that's a double album in a single sleeve) plus 'Mustang' (2015)
including the music of Warren Ellis.

Finally, from UK outfit, Silva Screen (www.silvascreenmusic.com) comes the 40th

Anniversary edition of the original motion picture soundtrack of 'Blazing Saddles'
(1974) plus TV works from the BBC's Radiophonic Workshop and Delia Derbyshire
in particular with `The Delian Mode' (1968 at 33.33rpm) and `Blue Veils and Golden
Sands' (1967 at 45rpm) as a 7" gatefold edition.

Two significant Miles Davis releases from Mobile Fidelity (www.mofi.com)
features a two disc box set of the legendary 'Kind of Blue' (1959) which
anticipated modal jazz and gave his band's improvisers room to manoeuvre
- a total and complete masterpiece.

Also look out for 'Fines de Kilimanjaro' (1968).A superb release that
features the launch into jazz-rock and the break from his second, classic
quintet. Just ignore the pretentious French titling.
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NEW NUMAN
Three classic LPs from Gary Numan (Beggar's
Banquet):Replicas' (1979) saw Numan become
defector leader of Tubeway Army.A perfect piece
of paranoid, electro-punk. The Pleasure Principle'
(1979) is even better, there isn't a weak moment on
it with some wonderful ensemble playing.An ideal
introduction into the man's musical canon.

Also look out for 'Telekon' (1980), another good
album but a slight dip in quality compared to the first
two releases.

BMW4411

lb):

MUSIC ON VINYL

11
MI III

New from Music On Vinyl (www.musiconvinyl.com) is a

varied selection including Kevin Ayers And The Whole
World's 'Shooting At The Moon' including a British
supergroup of Mike Oldfield, Lot Coxhill, David Bedford
and Mcik Fincher. It's a 1970 LP that's full of possibilities
but with nothing fully realised.

Much better is jazz -based sax man, Eddie Harris'

`Silver Cycles' (1968), a real eclectic album that mixes
Latin funk with avant-garde electronics and everything in between!

Shuggie Otis' superb debut,'Here Comes..: (1970) was co -written by him
and his father Johnny Otis (a R&B legend in his own right).A top-quality series
of blues rock guitar originals, Shuggie displays superb skill and talent.

Another superb release was Bruce Honsby and the Range's 'The Way It Is'
(1986) featuring the hit of the same name.There's nothing raw about this debut,
though, while the rest of the songs rival the hit single in terms of quality and
poetic lyrics.

Over to Chaka Khan and 'What Cha' Gonna Do For Me' and a successful
partnership with Arif Mardin. Khan displays superb vocals while the songs
themselves (not always up to the same standard on past LPs) are, thankfully, of a
similarly high quality.

Also look out for Bill Wyman's latest LP release 'Back To Basics'; Mobb
Deep's superb 1995 release 'The Infamous', a masterpiece of foreboding,
convincing hardcore rap, jazz guitar man John Scofield and 'Still Warm' (1986)
with six original funky, genre boundary crossing compositions. Not the most
important music he's ever produced, though; after `JT. came 'Flag' from James

Taylor which takes a dip in quality with so-so covers, remakes of his own
compositions and substandard originals and Sarah McLachlan's 'Surfacing' (1997)

which is not her strongest release. Good...but not great.

...AND FINALLY
A rather lovely 7" box set from Vampi Soul, `R&B Hipshakers Vol.4: Bossna Nova And Grits'
from the King and Federal archives with a host of unreleased fare from the likes of The
Lamplighters and Little Esther.

From The Dead Weather is 'Dodge And Burn' (Third Man; thirdma-
nrecords.com), the best yet from this Jack White -formed supergroup
(including members of Queens of the Stone Age and the Kills). It's a
dangerous romp.

From Kurt Vile,`Blieve I'm Goin Down..: (Matador; www.matadorrecords.
corn) is a direct, simple, introspective LP with a deep melancholia running
throughout.
Two from Mapache (mapacherecords.com) includes the sunshine folk pop of

Mike Fiems"I Would Dream' (1974).A gentle, sincere, innocent, some might say naive album of
hope and beauty.Also look out for Joe & Bing's 'Daybreak' offering West Coast, hippie -like folk
vibes.This soft pop harmony -rich LP features lush strings via Deodato.
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Artera
"Lush, gorgeous choose
whatever adjectives you like:
The Artera duet respects
the music."
Ken Kessler, Hi-Fi News (November 2015)

Classics for the modern age
Artera is a new range of audio electronics from QUAD, fusing 79 years of sonic
experience with cutting -edge technology and crisp, clean styling that both evokes
the past and looks forward to the future.

The Artera Play is a CD player, DAC and preamp combined in a single elegant
chassis. Incorporating state-of-the-art circuitry, its performance extends to
ultra -high -resolution playback with an array of digital and analogue inputs. Its
perfect partner is the Artera Stereo, a compact yet potent power amplifier
delivering 140W per channel and sporting the latest iteration of QUAD's famous
Current Dumping topology - the only amp design to have earned a Queen's Award
for Technological Achievement.

Combining the assurance of tradition with the buzz of innovation, QUAD Artera is
the lifeblood of high-performance audio entertainment for modern music lovers.
Visit QUAD's new website at quad-hifi.co.uk to find out more.

QUAD Artera Play and Stereo pictured with QUAD S2 speakers

IAG House, 13/14 Glebe Road, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE29 7DL, UK

11-finews
aft5TANDUCTDING

PRO

DSD
Direct Stream Digital

QUAD
Tel: +44(0)1480 452561 Fax: +44(0)1480 413403 www.quad-hifi.co.uk the closest approach to the original sound



COMPETITION

Here's your chance to
win Tellurium Q's Ultra
Silver loudspeaker
cables, 2metres long,

reviewed in our June
2015 issue. Read the

review excerpt below and answer
the questions.

"Tellurium Q's latest Ultra Silver
'speaker cables have the company's

trademark ribbon design with the
conductors enclosed in a thick mesh
braid and terminated with sturdy
Z plugs (spade termination is also
available).

While this makes for a hefty
construction it is conversely
extremely flexible so easy to
route around furniture or other

obstructions.
Of the few things Tellurium Q

will reveal about their cables is the
fact that they are all engineered
to combat the effects of phase
distortion - an effect that can smear
the sound and lead to errors in
timing and accuracy.

That holds true across the entire
range - but the difference with the
Ultra Silver is that it has been voiced
for greater detail and top end air and
extension from, say, the Tellurium Q
Black.

Did I say detail and extension?

That's probably selling the Tellurium
Qs a little short.

Plugged into a Sugden Sapphire

FBA 800 amplifier the Ultra Silvers
brought a level of clarity and

RULES AND CONDITIONS OF ENTRY
- ONLY ONE ENTRY PER HOUSEHOLD

- MULTIPLE ENTRIES WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY DISQUALIFIED

- PURCHASE OF THE MAGAZINE IS NOT A PRE -CONDITION OF ENTRY

- NO CORRESPONDENCE WILL BE ENTERED INTO

- THE EDITOR'S DECISION IS FINAL

- NO EMPLOYEES OF AUDIO WEB PUBLISHING LIMITED, OR OF ANY
COMPANIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION
OF THE PRIZES, MAY ENTER

WIN
TELLURIUM Q'S SUPERB

ULTRA SILVER 2M

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE

WORTH £2,000 IN

THIS MONTH'S GREAT

GIVEAWAY!

resolution that was something of a
revelation.

Listening to the Cuban jazz of
Robert Fonseca's 'Clandestino', the

speed, control and timing of this busy
track was impeccable.There was no
muddying of the sound - instead a

simple, pinpoint accuracy.

Fonseca's piano covers the
full range and I heard it with all its
rich, timbral weight; the soprano
saxophone positively soared.The
soundstage and focus was unerringly

exact with no part of the sonic
spectrum taking undue prominence
over another. The only caveat is that
at £500 a metre the Ultra Silvers are
not cheap".

For a chance to win this great prize,
just answer the four easy questions
at right. Send your entries on a
postcard only, by Jan 8th 2016, to:

January 2016 Competition,
Hi-Fi World magazine,
Studio 204,
Buspace Studio,
Conlan Street,
Notting Hill,
London WIO 5AP

QUESTIONS

[I] Is the trademark
design -
[a] polyester
[b] PVC coated
[c] ribbon
[d] pebble dash

[2] What connector
is used -
[a] Z plugs
[b] screw terminals
[c] solder tags
[d] crimp

[3] They combat -
[a] excess current
[b] boll weevils
[c] phase distortion
[d] EMP

[4] Fonseca's piano
had -
[a] shaky legs
[b] loose strings
[c] woodworm
[d] timbral weight

entries will be accepted on a postcard only

OCTOBER 2015 WINNER: LEEMA ELEMENTS CD PLAYER
Miss Karen Duxbury of Huddersfield
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ACOUSTICS

Adjustable tilt for a perfect listening angle

Aperta - sculpted aluminium acoustic isolation stands.

Aperta - will improve the sound stage and overall clarity by removing
interactions between the supporting surface and your speaker.

On a bookshelf, speaker stand, or simply on the floor, the patented
"floating design" will markedly enhance the clarity and transparency

of any speaker.

Aperta 155 is 15.5cm (w) x 19cm (d) and supports up to 16kg

Aperta 200 is 20.0cm (w) x 25.4cm (d) and supports up to 34kg

Modular kit also available to create any size platform.

Available in black or silver

-
S C V SCV Distribution, Unit Cl, Belcon Industrial Estate, Hoddesdon, Hertfordshire, EN11 ONT

Tel: 03301 2225001 Web: www.scvdistribution.co.uk1 email: scvorders@scvdistribution.co.uk

IMPORTED TO AND DISTRIBUTED IN THE UNITED KINGDOM BY
Keith Louis Eichmann

KIL lack hodium
INNOVATIONS

A New Revolution By KL (Keith Louis Eichmann)
COPPER®
HARMONY

RRP: £45 / Set of 4

"...Very easy to solder...
This product is really
well made and excellent
value for money."
Neville Roberts,
Hi-Fi Choice,
September 2014

SILVER®
HARMONY

1 I
RRP: £70 / Set of 4

PURE®
HARMONY

1 1
RRP: £90 / Set of 4

"...the Silvers offer similarly excellent imaging, but seem to
offer improved clarity and transparency to the sound. The
Pure Harmonys appear to take this improvement a stage
further by opening up the sound stage. Bass drums also
have better attack."
Neville Roberts,
Hi-Fi Choice,
December 2014

ABSOLUTE®
HARMONY

141

RRP: £120 / Set of 4

REVIEW DUE SOON...

WATCH OUT FOR THIS
REVIEW IN
"CHOICE EXTRAS"

For sales, product information and to locate your local dealer:
www.blackrhodium.co.uk/klei klei@blackrhodium.co.uk 01332 342233
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REVIEW

Testi
Noel Keywood puts the needle

into the groove as he tries out
Clearaudio's new Trackability

Test Record.

It's been a long time since I've
seen a `trackability' test record:
Shure produced a whole series
of them back in the 1970s
when LP was king. Luckily, I

have the lot -a treasured
possession! - as well as classic CBS

trackability test discs I still use today.

Against these I inevitably compared

Clearaudio's Trackability test disc,
LPT-83063. Happily, LP technology has

moved on and today's test LPs are in

some areas better than their prede-
cessors.And because in Germany the
LP is popular and high engineering

standards are pursued, I was expect-
ing much from this test LP - and I
was not disappointed.

What is trackability? It is the
ability of the cartridge to stay in the
groove when the music gets loud.
If the stylus loses contact with the
groove, it `mis-tracks' and distortion
is produced - an occasional buzzing
sound.Worse, the groove side wall
is damaged, imprinting the distortion
into the groove permanently, to be

n

heard for
evermore no
matter what
cartridge is
subsequently

used for

playback.

Which
brings me

to tracking
force and the
need for a

Times

trackability test
disc. Cartridge manufacturers quote
a tracking force range and it is better
to aim for a tracking force higher up
the range to ensure good tracking,
so avoiding groove damage, than

one low down to minimise contact
pressure. Lacquer plasticity and

springback accommodate a high-ish
force, meaning around 2gms for most
modern stylus shapes, and you'll find

Goldring state an optimum of I.8gms
for their cartridges, for example.

Clearaudio state that 80p (pm
peak amplitude) is the highest cut

Trockobility
Test

Record

on their test disc a cartridge needs
to track - and I agree with this.
Tracking down force should be set
to get through this track, providing
the recommended maximum is not
exceeded. If it is, then you'll just have
to accept you have a cartridge that's
a little limited in this respect.

There are two higher values -
90pm and I 00pm.These are torture
tracks. Some high quality modern
cartridges can play 90pm I find during
testing; I have no 100pm track, this is
very high.

A big 180gm
(quoted) LP that
sits flat on the
turntable so that
its modulation
axes are prop-
erly aligned. This
ensures correct
azimuth align-
ment.
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QUALITY HIGH FIDELITY & VINTAGE
WE CAN NOW PROVIDE IN HOUSE REPAIR SERVICE FOR ALL VINTAGE AND CLASSIC HI-FI

EQUIPMENT CALL FOR MORE DETAILS INCLUDING CASSETTE DECKS, OPEN REEL, DAT, VALVE

GENEROUS PART -EX. ON ALL EQUIPMENT, NEW OR USED. WILL BUY GOOD
QUALITY EQUIPMENT AS ABOVE. NEXT DAY MAIL ORDER & UPLIFT FACILITIES

Opening times: 11.30 - 5.30 Tues. to Sat. Tel/Fax: 0131 558 9989 Email: retro.reproduction@virgin.net Website: www.retroreproduction.co.uk

Arcam A90 integrated amplifier with phono and remote £345
Arcam 290P power amplifier £225
Audio Synthesis Desire power amplifier £695
Arcam A80 integrated amplifier with phono silver £275
Audiolab 8000A various from £245
Burson Audio integrated amplifier superb Australian product £495
Audio Innovations Classic 25 valve EL34 integrated
amplifier serviced new valves £795
Rogue Audio Atlas valve power amplifier EL34 just serviced £895
Leben Stereo Reference RS28 Tube pre amp. with valve PSU £3295
Hitachi HMA 7550 MKII power amplifier with VU metres £495
Naim 82 pre amplifier £795
Naim Snaxo 2-4 active crossover £345
Naim HiCap chrome bumper £395
Naim Flatcap £225
Naim NAP90 £275
Naim Nait 3 integrated amplifier £325
Rotel RB870BX power amplifier £295
Conrad Johnson valve pre amplifier with phonostage £695
Quad 405 II serviced by Quad 2013 £325
Quad 34 £245
Quad 44 serviced 2013 by Quad £275
Quad 44 pre amplifier grey finish £295
Quad 606 power amplifier £445
Quad 306 power amplifier grey finish £275
Art Audio Jota with volume control new £6500 £3295
Leben Stereo power amplifier CS660P £3495
Leak Stereo 20 fully rebuilt £895
Yarland FV34C MKII EL34 integrated amplifier
great value for money £29
Beard BB100 classic valve integrated amplifier £1195
EAR834T Hybrid integrated amplifier £2295
Naim 180 olive cased boxed £695
Naim NEC102 pre boxed £395
Niam Nait3 integragted with phono board £395
Akai AM2450 VU meter classic 70s fully serviced £375
Linn LK280 with Linn spark PSU £495
Linn LK2 power amplifier £345
Linn active crossover £295
Pass Aleph 4 100w class A balanced £2495
Krell KSA 250 power amplifier £2495
Krell KAV 300i integrated amplifier £995

lRrn Isobariks VARIOUS
Naim SBL MKII walnut finish
Art Skibo bookshelf speakers
Goodmans stage III Axiom 300 Trebax Midax
with crossover classic 60s £995
Hacker 60s speaker teak finish with eliptical drive units £175
Mordaunt Short 70s speaker with 2 KEF drive units
and Decca Kelly ribbon unit £795
Bowes 901 series VI with active equaliser £895
Meridian M1 classic large active system £POA
QLN split field signature speakers rosewood finish £1195
Sonab part active omni directional speakers £495
Pro -Ac tablet 50s £495
Quad ESL 63s rosewood black finish with stands £995
Ruark Icon £395
Impulse H6 £495
Snell K loudspeaker oak finish great with valve amps £445
Mission 761i £175
B&W DM600 £95
Aiwa metal cased speakers SC57Y £95
TDL RTL3 transmission line black boxed £295
Monitor Audio Studio II black ash finish gold
annodised based treble unit
Sony SS5088 classic speaker
Linn Kan modern version
Final Electrostatics £3000 new
Quad ESL57s various available

nding speakers

TURN g.A0j./TONEA,R
inn Ingo p romosia finish

Linn LP12 Ittok Lingo circus trampoline with
internal Naim phonostage £2995
Linn Linto phonostage £295
Pink Triangle LPT for spares or repair motor-PSU problem £175
Connoisseur B101 excellent condition SME cutout no arm £125
Garrard 401 SME plinth with SME 3009 MKII detatchable
headshell Shure M75E type 2 cartridge the best condition
you will find still has original plastic on control face plate £1495
Garrard 301 grease bearing and accessories £POA
SME 3012 MKII detachable headshell 12inch tonearm £POA
SPU G -T moving coil cartridge £495

from £745
£595
£495

£345
£19
£29
£495
£POA
£495

£1595

Michell Syncro with Rega arm fantastic condition
Michell Transcriptor no arm
Michell Gyrodec OS phone
Thorens TD125 MKII no arm
Linn Basic with basic arm no lid
Isokinetic RB1000 new £1000

645
£695

or details
£245
£275
£595

Leema Antilla
Leema Stream III
Naim CD 3
Marantz 17 MKII
Naim CDS with external PSU and new style case work
Naim CD3
Naim CD 3.5
Marantz CD5 003
Meridian 500 transport
Audio Synthesis DA -X
Theta Progeny DAC
Pertpetuaf Technologies P3A P1A with Moderate
Signature PSU
Sony CDP XA20 ES
AMR 777 valve DAC
Marantz CD7 one of the best sounding CD players ever
Roksan Kandy MKIII
Linn Karik

eric DAC

TUNER
0 3 boxed

Audiolab 8000T
Leak valve tuner with Paraviccini decoder
Quad FM3
Quad FM4
Quad FM4 grey finish
Grundig satellite 2000
NAD 4020A tuner
Sansui T -7L
Kenwood KT analague tuner

Akai GX635D open reel top of the range
JVC CD1635 MK II portable cassette deck
Nakamichi 550 portable cassette deck
Various Nakamich cassette deck
Schit LYR headphone amplifier
Little Dot MKIIII SE
Musical Fidelity V -Link

£1295
£795
£345
£345

£1395
£295
£345
£245
£395
£445
£295

£595
£245

£2495
£2495

£345
£495
£245

£295
£375
£495

£95
£195
£195
£145

£95
£55
£75

£1195
£245
£495

phone for details
£245
£245

£75

sbnreophile
11..

500
RECOMMENDED

"...the Bespoke sang more
sweetly, more colorfully, and,
above all, more forcefully."

Art Dudley - Stereophile, October 2015

-THE-
BESPOKE AUDIO C9

Exceptional audio products, made by hand in
England, to your specification, delivered to
you for your pleasure and guaranteed for life.

The Bespoke Audio Company - we suit you.

thebespokeaudiocompany.com

VINYL NEWS AND REVIEWS SECTION SEE PAGE 112
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REVIEW

To summarise then, it's best to
use a test disc such as this to see
whether your cartridge is staying in
the groove - and adjust accordingly.
You don't need test equipment: just
listen for buzzing sounds from the
`speakers or - better - headphones.

CONTENTS
What does this test disc have on it?
Side 1 carries two sets of identical
trackability test tracks, something
I haven't seen before - on outside

grooves and inside grooves. Groove
velocity changes, becoming lower
in inner grooves; you get to check
tracking across the disc. I would
prefer to see a low frequency
tracking test and a high frequency
test (I kHz-3kHz) as Bruel&Kjaer
managed on B&K2010, as such

tracks test two different cartridge
properties, hinge compliance and tip
mass, and can give quite different

results.

Clearaudio also state the disc

can be used to measure channel
balance and adjust cartridge azimuth.
As Shure pointed out long ago,
with their TTRIO9 disc, this means
the cutting lathe stylus must be set
perfectly upright. Clearaudio suggest
use of their Azimuth Optimizer. Or
you could use the Fozgometer I
reviewed in our September 2015
issue.

Just to warn though that if your
cartridge does not have perfectly
aligned generator coils you can find

severe misalignments needed to
achieve so called 'correct azimuth',
with the headshell leaning wildly
one way or the other. Then the
stylus will be misaligned relative to
the groove wall, which is unwanted.
I have seen this many times when

cartridge testing and you will also
see complaints on Forums about this
issue.

Amplitude accuracy a 0,1 dB

Side 1

So be prepared to be perplexed!
It isn't as straightforward an issue
as Clearaudio or Fozgometer would
make out and I avoid severe azimuth
alignment/misalignment.

Unlike other test discs there
are no vertical cuts, only lateral cuts,
but vertical modulation amplitude
is limited in any case, so I note this
more than criticise it.

Side 2 of the disc is very
interesting to people like me, and
Clearaudio who make turntables,
because it is for turntable speed
accuracy and variation (wow &
flutter) measurement. It's of little
general use, however, although you

can sit and listen to the 15 minute
duration 3150Hz tone to see
whether you hear it warbling and
slurring - both of which it should not
do. I'll just warn you that choosing
to listen to a high frequency tone
like this for any length of time is like
volunteering to be tortured.

The tone is meant for a Wow
& Flutter meter, but you cannot buy
them new any more (BOO or so
second-hand).You could conceivably

use a hand-held multimeter (circa
£80) to read frequency, which should
be 3150Hz, to see whether your
turntable is running fast or slow,
especially if speed is adjustable, but a
stroboscope is cheaper if a little less
precise.

Is LPT-83063 accurate and

usable? Importantly, it is pressed into
180gm vinyl and the disc is flat, with
no outside safety lip, just a slightly
tapered edge. Our sample weighed
202gms, so it was well above the
180gm weight claimed (traditionally,
LPs weighed around I35gms) and

ours also sat perfectly flat; there was
no sign of dishing caused by differ-
ential cooling on the press, caused

when the LP is removed too early
during this stage of manufacture.

111111111

Instructions come in English and German.

So the disc comes across as very
well made, in the hand or under
inspection.

Trackability levels are 50, 60,

70, 80, 90, 100pm peak amplitude, a

suitable range of high values finely

spaced to well resolve actual mis-
track amplitude. As Clearaudio say
80pm is a common maximum and a

very good level of trackability; many
cartridges start to mistrack slightly
from 60pm upward I find, looking
at the waveform on an oscilloscope,
starting to let go at 80pm. By the
way, nowadays your computer/laptop
can act as an oscilloscope - Google
`software oscilloscope'.Your ears are
good enough however.

CONCLUSION
This is a very well cut and pressed

test LP. It is made from high quality
vinyl, is heavy, sits flat on the

turntable platter and its modulation
axes and levels are all accurate I

found from tests. It is useful to
know about trackability and this LP
is a fine way to do so. I thoroughly
recommend it and will definitely
be 'retaining' my sample for future
cartridge review work!

radius mm duration appr.sec Track Signal
146-143 30 1

143-140 30 2
140-137 30 3
128-123 30 4
123-118 30 5
119-112 30 6
112-106 30 7
106-100 30 8
100-94 30 9
9045 30 10
9540 30 11

80-75 30 12
75-69 30 13
6949 30 19
64-58 30 15

left lkHz OdB = 13cm/s (peak)
right 1k4z 0dB = ficiftis (peak)
mono lateral 1ktiz 0013= 11,3cm/s (peak)

apply Id
test for left -right assignment

evtl. level calibration (8cntrs = standard maximum)
50p tracking ability test: 333 Hz mono lateral
600
70p "

809
909
1009

irese two radius the average skating force 0 active adjust antiskating
preferably wide using these tracks

501i traddng ability test: 333 Hz mono lateral
60p
70p '
110p

900
100p

Side 2
radius mm duration appr.sec Track signal aPPIY for

139 Endless 1 No Signal concentric groove for eccentricity check adjustment of azimutt with
127-69 8010. 15 min. 2 3150 Hz mono lateral clearaudlo azimuth optimizer and now and flutter test

Clearaudio give a comprehensive track listing with track radius (Le. its position on the disc) from
148mm to 68mm, duration in seconds (30 secs, all tracks), track number and finally peak amplitude
in pm. There are reference levels on outside grooves. Clearaudio recommend the 70pm tracks are
used for anti -skating force adjustment.

CLEARAUDIO
TRACKABILITY
TEST RECORD
LPT-83063 £50

OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best

VALUE - keenly priced

VERDICT

A very well made
trackability test disc, well
worth owning.

FOR

- heavy and flat
- accurately cut
- usefully wide range of
tracking tests

AGAINST
- Side 2 is for W&F only
- azimuth alignment needs
test equipment

- WE& needs test equipment

Sound Fowndations
+44 (0) 1276 501 392
www.soundfowndations.co.uk
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310Iack-1hodium

The New Range of Low Distortion Cables From lack1hodium

Sonata VS -1 Samba VS -1

. so much of Black Rhodium's anti distortion
know-how being combined in one cable."

"The Sonata VS -1 is fully loaded with features
and should bring positive virtues to almost any
system."

HI-FI Choice, June 2015

Find out more and where to buy at:
www.blackrhodium.co.uk/sonataysl

. . the Samba easily makes sense of the pile driving bass
rift thunderous drums, searing electric buzz -sawing
vocals, enabling previously unappreciated acoustic
guitars and congas to come through cleanly."

"These feature -packed cables are a sensibly priced
upgrade that will bring positive virtues to many musical
styles and systems."

"Thoroughly recommended"
HI-FI Choice, January 2015

Find out more and where to buy at:
www.blackrhodium.co.uk/sambaysl

ig Sonata VS -1 and Samba VS -1 are fitted with the (v-cLL,,ACY 11ANt,'4- VS -1 Vibration Stabiliser
"The stabilisers do a great job and offer audible benefits"Hi-Fi Choice May 2014 www.gnlegacy.co.uk/vs1

+44 (0)1332 342 233 sales@blackrhodium.co.uk www.blackrhodium.co.uk facebook.com/blackrhodium

el Pre amplifiers
Moving Coil Step -Up Transformers

and now MM phono amplifiers

music first audio

LL ...so good
I swear it is

surrounded by
magic"

Noel Keywood - Hi-Fi World

www.mfaudio.co.uk

IfitsPA. Akuf kittpraVp

. reallifevi 14 12

40
P

o.P.1 JEW, 9..014"

+44 (0) 1424 858260
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FEATURE

.petstrve
Here's your chance to test your.knowledge
Christmas Quiz. Answers are below o but

ca things
peeking!

UR;
IME 'NMau special

ig.

1) In what English town are
Naim based?

a) Salisbury

b) Shaftesbury

c) Greatley

d) Warwick

2) To which famous actress and
comedienne was New Order
bassist Peter Hook once mar-
ried?

a) Julie Walters

b) Dawn French

c) Caroline Aherne

d) Jennifer Saunders

3) The Primitives later turned
into which legendary band?

a) The Clash

b) The Beatles

c) U2

d) The Velvet Underground

4) KR Audio's T1610 valves are
said to be the biggest in hi-fi.
How high do they stand?

a) Two foot

b) 30cm
c) 40cm
d) 50cm

5) Noble Audio are famous for
what?

a) Loudspeakers
b) Amplifiers

c) Supplying the Queen's hi-fi

d) In -ear headphones

6) Jimi Hendrix allegedly bor-
rowed a refrain from which
British TV show on Third Stone
From The Sun?

a) Panorama

b) Coronation Street
c) Z Cars

d) Benny Hill

7) Meridian makes in -car sound
systems for which manufac-
turer?

a) Bentley
b) Rolls Royce
c) Land Rover
d) Ford

8) Which Japanese company
invented DSD with Philips?

a) Nissan
b) Panasonic
c) Nintendo
d) Sony

9) And what does DSD stand
for?

a) Direct Stream Digital
b) Digitally Superior Disc
c) Double Stream Decoding
d) Nothing

10) The Clash's Train In Vain
was originally destined to be
what?

a) An America -only single
b) A Mick Jones solo single
c) A free flexi-disc in the NME
d) The theme tune to a TV show

11) Yeah, Yeah, Yeah - The
Story Of Modern Pop is a book
by a member of which band?

a) The Stone Roses
b) Saint Etienne
c) The Charlatans
d) Coldplay

12) Marconi sent the first wire-
less transmission across the
Atlantic from where?

a) Cornwall
b) Newfoundland
c) New York
d) Ireland

13) Rod Stewart has a passion
for what hobby?

a) Kite flying
b) Model trains
c) Origami
d) Tropical fish

14) Which company supplied
amplification at the famous
Woodstock festival?

a) Naim
b) Quad

c) Audio Research
d) McIntosh

15) How many records has
Taylor Swift sold worldwide?

a) Too many
b) More than 40 million
c) Not enough for her liking
d) 70 million

16) Gilbert Briggs founded
which loudspeaker company?

a) Martin Logan
b) KEF

c) Wharfedale
d) JBL

17) Which was the first band to
appear on Top Of The Pops?

a) The Beatles
b) Manfred Mann
c) The Hollies
d) The Rolling Stones

18) Which fictional detective
was a big fan of Jackie Leven?

a) Rebus
b) Taggart
c) Morse
d) Mrs Marple

19) Streaming service Spotify
has approximately how many
active users?

a) More than 75 million
b) Under 40 million
c) Too many to count
d) 1 billion

20) How many channels were
there in Quadraphonic?

a) five

b) 2.5
c) four
d) six
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FEATURE

Complete Beatles
In the latest in our new series of music -related books Paul Rigby takes a look
at two new works on The Beatles.

The Complete Beatles Recording Sessions
& The Complete Beatles Chronicle

Author Mark Lewisohn
Publisher: Hamlyn

£25 [each]

It might only span 204 pages
but the densely worded
hardback that is 'Recording

Sessions' might just be the
most important book that you
ever read on the works of The

Beatles.

That's not because it's packed
with information - there are plenty
of other books out there that are
similarly crammed - but because

author Mark Lewisohn received the
unique permission of running through
all of the group's master tapes in
Abbey Road.A task (joy?) that just
about any other Beatles fan would
kill for.

This book has enough detail
squeezed in to comfortably span 400-
500 pages of any normal tome, or
so it seems. Most other publications
would certainly provide more space
for the included 350 photographs
(some in colour) that include people
pics. and images of recording sheets,

tape boxes, memos, contracts, press
releases and more.

Subtitled The Official Story of
the Abbey Road Years 1962-1970 and

including an extensive interview with
Paul McCartney as an informative
foreword, this large format book
takes a day-by-day view of the
recording career of the band.

For each and every entry, unless

it's a live recording, you get a list of
where the recording took place and
at what time, the songs and takes,
the producer and engineers present
plus extra information such as early
names of tracks.

For example 'This Bird Has
Flown' was the early title for

'Norwegian Wood'.
There are plenty of insights into

the music and the Beatles themselves.
There is also an interesting array of
unreleased material still in the locker
- or in a locker somewhere. Not
all of the tapes are in Abbey Road,
apparently.

The Beatles often took them
home to listen or work upon them at
their leisure.The detail in Lewisohn's
book effectively contradicts Paul
McCartney's continual assertion that
there is nothing left unreleased to
come from The Beatles.

These unreleased songs include

just two of many tracks that were
recorded on 20 August 1968, for
example. Both, ironically, recorded

by McCartney. Both Etcetera ("A
beautiful ballad," according to Alan
Brown, engineer) and Wild Honey
Pie, a 53 -second, much over -dubbed

one man effort (nothing to do
with the song 'Honey Pie') were
committed to tape.

It's also interesting to get an
Abbey Road staff point of view of
the increasing tensions between The
Beatles, which were visible to the
engineers during the recording of
The Beatles' (The White Album').
That same band tension would
lead to established engineer Geoff
Emerick quitting on the spot as he
sat in the control room next to
George Martin during those same
sessions because he couldn't take
the constant bickering, moods and

tension.

A fascinating piece of work that
benefits from conscientious and
diligent research and interpretation,

The Complete
Beatles Recording

Sessions is a 'must

have' for any true
Beatles fan.

For completists
out there, also
look out for
Lewisohn's

'The Complete
Beatles Chronicle',
subtitled The Only
Definitive Guide To
The Beatles' Entire

Career', with a
forward from
George Martin.

A perfect
companion to
'Recording
Sessions', this

368 -page tome

takes a day-by-day

account of the
Fab's activities

including recording

sessions, concerts,

other appearances

and significant

happenings.The

book provides a broader, more
rounded account of the group's life
and fills in many gaps.

There is a competing book
of a similar size penned by Paul

McCartney's friend Barry Miles on
the market called The Beatles - A
Diary' but, while the latter offers
the odd insight and unique anecdote
plus more and larger images, the
Miles book has but a fraction of the
essential information offered by Mark
Lewisohn.
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WORLD
DESIGNS

^ WDKTE8 31 watts per channel
ultra -near push pull stereo
amplifier. Single input power amp

or Integrated with multi -Input
relay switching

WDIKEL134 15 watts per channel
ultralhwar push poll stereo
amplifier. Single input pt,,,i,Vr amp
or Integrated with multi -input
relay switching

WDPhono3 Al! triode passive
equalization valve phono-stage.
Dual input option. MC step-up
transformers available_
ftmmomarstAp.......45,6

WDPre3 Transformer coupled
single ended valve pre -amplifier.
Low output impedance. Multi
inputs utilizing relay switching.

WPF.,413

WDR5113 High performance
choke power supply

WDHD3IS Transformer coupled
sink ended valve headphone
amplifier. Multiple settings for
headphone impedance niatchirig.

hear the music not the equipment

Kits and Components for the Audiophile Community

07972 055492 sales@worict-designs.co.uk www.worEd-designs.co.uk
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FREE READERS CLASSIFIEDS

free reader
TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Only one advert per reader. No Trade adverts. This section is strictly for readers selling
secondhand hi-fi equipment only. Maximum length per advert is 30 words, Adverts over 30 words will not be accepted.
Telephone numbers and E-mail addresses are treated as one word. Model numbers are treated as one word i.e. Quad
303 = two words. Email your advert to; classifieds@hi-fiworld.co.uk or fill in the form on page 97 and post it to Hi-Fi
World Free Readers Ads, Studio 204, Buspace Studio,Conlan Street, Notting Hill, London W10 5AP. Sorry, we cannot

accept adverts over the telephone. The Publisher reserves the right to judge submissions.

KEF R100 speak-
ers. Offers? Tel: Nick
01442 874749 or
Email: rollsn@02.co.uk
(Berkhamsted)

WANTED: PMC DBIi
speakers. Must be in good
condition. Can collect.Tel:
Mr. Hart on 07759 469
250 (Ipswich)

MISSION FREEDOM 752
floor stander, 90dB, excel-
lent condition, £225 or
nearest offer. Tel: 07926
126 663 or 0207 263
5702 after 7pm

CYRUS 8 Power B, black,
mint, box, £400.AVI
Neutrons, cherry, mint,
box, £280.Yamaha CRX
M 170 DAB System, £100
ono.Tel: 07973 426 291

FOR SALE: (All as new)
Interconnects: Cyrus
Phonopair, 0.5 mtr, £50.
Wireworld Oasis 6, 0.5
mtr, £40. Headphones:
Grado SR80i, £50.
Shure SE 535-V-EFS

Sound Isolating (In -Ear)
Earphones, £100. Tel:

07887 852 563 or Email:
mikebretherton
@yahoo.co.uk

MUSICAL FIDELITY
M6 CD, excellent player,
upsampling 24/192 DAC
enhances other devices
through digital inputs.
Outs include XLR.
Original box, remote. Sale
for upgrade.Was £2000,
now £995.TeI:Tom 07809
554 827

MERIDIAN M2 active
loudspeakers plus pre -

amp, FM tuner, stands,

rosewood, immaculate,
£600 ono. Original vin-
tage Acoustic Research
integrated amplifier, very
rare, gold front, Kessler
HFN Feb 1987. £75.
Bargai n. Te I: 01704 530

928

PARTINGTON MODEL I
speaker stands, equivalent
to Partington Broadside.
Excellent condition.
Photo's sent. Buyer col-
lects or partial delivery.
£190.Tel: 01245 250 375
or Email:
ruane-hp
@blueyonder.co.uk

NAD 314 amplifier, £65.
Bang & Olufsen DVD I ,

£50.Technics SE -A800

Mkt power amplifier, £95.
Marantz SR45 receiver,
remote, instructions, £70.
ADC Direct Drive turn-
table, £55. Near offers
considered. Tel: 01708

457 691

LOWTHER PAIR EX2
drivers, Silver Voice coil,
low use, I Sohm, boxed,

£450. Pair Kef B139, little
use, aluminium chassis,

original boxes, £120.All
plus carriage. Tel: 01588
620 885

SME 309, £500.
Sennheiser HD700
£350. Leema Acoustics
Elements phono £250.Tel:
01926 313 027

ROKSAN KANDY K2
amplifier, 125 watts, 2
years old. Roksan K2 CD,
2 years old. Roksan K2
power amplifier, 6 months
old. Remote, boxed, 5
year warranty, paperwork.
Tel: 01273 500 173

MONITOR AUDIO
Bronze 5 floorstanding
speakers. Latest model,
5 weeks old. Black oak
with original boxes. £375.
Tel: 0 I 943 467 859 (West
Yorkshire)

FOR SALE all I owner
except for last item:
Arcam Alpha CD boxed
£100.00. Cyrus I ampli-

fier boxed £100.00.
Mission 780 speakers in
black ash with black mis-
sion stands £130.00
Will also throw in Cyrus
flat speaker cable 7m
pairs if all above pur-
chased.Arcam CD 72
CD boxed £100.00.
Open to reasonable
offers! Pick up preferred
for all, but especially
Speakers& stands. Email
nigelsach42@tiscali.co.uk
Tel 07917221033
Items reside on the
Wirral.

WANTED:TOP quality
Hi Fi separates and com-
plete systems from Naim,
Linn, Cyrus, Meridian,
Audio Research etc, fast,
friendly response and
willing to travel/pay cash
Please call me on 0781
5892458

AUDION SELECT 1.0
passive preamp Unique
one line level in/out
Vishay 43 way stepped
attenuator Silver wired
Sound open natural
transparent £400
01243 5280 I 0 West
Sussex

BALANCED MAINS unit
3000 with case
Excellent Condition
£1650.00 ono
Tel:01933 316141

NAIM NAP 250 power
amp 2008 excellent con-
dition with box and man-
ual £1,800. South Wales/
Bristol area . Contact
Mark 07979 541213

QUAD II forty power
amps brand new in boxes.
unused. 2 years Quad
warranty Truly stunning!
£1850.Tel: 07808628236
No texts!
steveai n swo rth 2001

@yahoo.co.uk (East
Sussex)

B&W 802 Diamond
Speakers, Black Ash,

Perfect as new condi-
tion with original boxes
and Spike kit £5,495.00.
Kent area. Phone 01795
530326, Mobile 07739
791045 email nickpuxted
@btinternet.com. Can
deliver

LEHMANN AUDIO black
cube linear headphone
amp Black £349.00 Mint
and boxed. Phone Alan
02392 453382. Hants.
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MIDLAND AUDIO XCHANGE
The Old Chapel
Forge Lane
Belbroughton
Worcestershire
DY9 9TD

Ex -demo and

Digital

t. 01562 731100
f. 01562 730228

e-mail. sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk
web . www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

second hand items
Was Now

Chord electronics Codex Streamer S/H 4499 2999 Focal Aria 906 xdemo 799 599
Chord electronics DAC 64 S/H 1999 899 Focal Aria 926 xdemo 2119 1499
Electrocompaniet ECD2 DAC S/H 1999 1099 Focal Aria 948 xdemo 2959 1799
M2 Tech Young DAC 2 S/H 1045 799 Focal Dome 5.1 av sub sat BNIB Black 1500 899
MeitnerAudio MA1 DAC xdemo 7000 4999 Focal Electra 1028be S/H 4599 3999
Rega Research DAC xdemo 498 279 Impulse H7 Horn Loaded S/H N/A 399
Wadia 170i Transport BNIB iPod dock 499 199 LeContoure Stabile 160 xdemo 5350 2395
Weiss Man 301 Network Player xdemo 6600 4999 LeContoure Stabile 210 xdemo 9989 5999
Weiss Medea + usb DAC Silverxdemo 13990 9499 Martin Logan Prodigy S/H 9989 3999

Neat acoustics Petite SX S/H 1250 499
Analogue Rega Research RS3 piano black xdemo 798 499
Bel canto Phono 3 VB xdemo 1799 1199 Revel Performa F206 walnut gloss xdemo 3295 2499
Densen DP02 drive MC phonostage S/H 549 175 Revel Performa M105 walnut gloss xdemo 1400 899
Linn Linto MC Phono Stage S/H N/A 499 Sonus Faber Toy Tower Leather S/H 1750 995
Lyra Connoisseur 4-2P SE phono stage S/H 25000 7999

Michell Is° Hera HR phono stage S/h N/A 299 Cables and Accessories
Tom Evans Microgroove Lithos MC S/H 950 450 Apollo 80cm single column Stands S/H 1 149 99

Cardas Golden ref balanced 1.5m xlr S/H 1595 579
Preamplifiers Cardas Golden ref balanced 1m xlr S/H 1295 499
ArtAudio Conductor valve Line stage new 6000 3999 Cardas Golden ref power lm IEC-UK S/H 995 299
Chord Electronics Prima S/H 3690 1750 Cardas Golden ref power lm IEC-UK S/H 995 299
DPACA1 preamplifier BNIB 2650 1299 Cardas Golden ref speaker 3m pair S/H 2799 999
Exposure 23 S/H N/A 579 Cardas Golden ref power lm 20amp IEC/UK S/H 995 299
0CM 55 Soloist Preamplifier S/H N/A 199 Custom Design 4 pillar 60cm stands S/H 279 149

MIT shotgun online S3.3 S 12ft pair Speaker S/H 3100 999
Amplifiers MIT shotgun online S3.31C 1m pair RCA S/H 1100 499
Audio research VS110 revalved S/H 3999 1799 Revelation Audio Labs Prophecy Firewire lm 499 279
Bel canto C5i integrated xdemo 1799 1199 Signal Projects Hydra mains cable 2m Shuko S/H 1199 450
Bel canto REF300m S/H 1999 899 Target Audio R4 50cm S/H 379 175

DenonAVC1HD receiver 7.1 S/H 5999 1750 Target Audio R4 60cm S/H 425 199

Electrocompaniet ECi5MK2 S/H 3390 1899 TransparentAudio MLBU 1.5m XLR S/H 1529 599
Exposure 28 power amplifier S/H N/A 599

Graaf GM50 valve integrated S/H 3950 1899 Tuners Et Tape decks, power supplies
Gryphon Diablo Integrated 250w classAS/H 9999 4999 Magnum Dynalab FTR remote/Etude S/H 395 129

Kharma Matrix MP150 Mono Class D S./H 5800 2499

Krell 302 black S/H 12900 4999 Midland Audio X -change are looking forAll high end audio separates best
Lavardin IS Reference xdemo 3200 1899 prices paid for good examples.
Leben CS1000p Power amplifier xdemo 8500 5599

Leben cs600 integrated new 5600 4500

Nagra MSAxdemo 6450 4850 Suppliers and installers of High

Naim Supernait S/H

Naim Hi Cap DR S/H

Naim NAP250.2 xdemo

Naim Supercap DR S/H

Naim Superuniti xdemo

Quad II valve mono vintage S/H

Resolution Audio C50 integrated S/H

Loudspeakers
Avantgarde Duo G2.2 S/H

Bonicke SLS xdemo

Chario Constellation Cygnus xdemo

2750

1300

3395

4110

3495

N/A

3500

14000

10000

2499

1199

899

2699

2599

2499

799

1999

5899

5999

1499

QualityAudio Systems
47 laboratory

Audio Research Lecontoure
Analysis Plus Magico

Bergmann Audio Martin Logan

Bel Canto Magneplanar
Copland Meitner

Crystal Cables NeatAcoustics
DPA Olive

Devialet Primaluna

Dynavector Primare

Electrocompaniet Puresound

Emm labs Rega

Finite Elemente Shahinian

Heed Audio SME

Jadis Sonus Faber
TransparentAudioKoetsu

Krell Wadia

Lavardin Well tempered lab
Wilson Audio

Chario Constellation Delphinius xdemo 1599 899

Midland Audio X -change are looking for Audio Research, Krell , Mark Levinson , Naim Audio, SME, Wadia.
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WANTED FAULTY or
non working Quad 44
preamps.(later models
preferred)Contact Mike
0 I 758 6 I 3790. with price.

INTERCONNECTS:
CABLE Talk Reference
2, I m pair £30. DNM
Reson solid core, I m pair

£25. Email:
jonathan.kempster
@gmail.com

MARANTZ VINTAGE
`Champagne Gold' sepa-
rates complete system.
Immaculate looks and
sound. Far too much to
list, contact for full details,
photos, etc. £750 or rea-
sonable offer. Tel: 0 I 29 I

627048, Email:
richardj.lewis
@tiscali.co.uk.

MICHELL TECHNOARM
A, Silver, Boxed, £300
including RMSD within
UK Mainland. Rogers
LS3/5a, Bi-Wire,Walnut
finish £850 including RM
Delivery within UK,
Email: kjholland
@hotmail.co.uk,
01415508436

MUSICAL FIDELITY M61
amplifier plus KEF LS50
speakers, both less than
100 hours use, mint con-
dition, smoke/pet free
environment, with all
packaging, rrp £3300
- £1700, will split, pic-
tures upon request.Tel:
01902 884694 Email:
jukey39@yahoo.co.uk

MUSICAL FIDELITY
A308cr Dual Mono
Preamplifier £590
British built, boxed and
without blemish.
Covered and kept clean
since unboxing.Very care-
fully and lightly used.
Looks good. Sounds
good. Mike (Cheshire)
Email: imeldayates
@hotmail.com
07500804700

MUSICAL FIDELITY
A308cr 24 Bit
Upsampling CD Player
£490 British built, boxed
and without blemish.
Covered and kept clean
since unboxing.Very care-
fully and lightly used.
Looks good. Sounds
good. Mike (Cheshire)
Email: imeldayates
@hotmail.com
07500804700

MUSICAL FIDELITY
A3.2 RDS Tuner £290
British built, boxed and
without blemish. Covered
and kept clean since
unboxing.Very carefully
and lightly used. Looks
good. Sounds good.
Mike (Cheshire) Email:
imeldayates
@hotmail.com
07500804700

SHAN LI NG CD -T I 000SE
tube CD player. Excellent
sounding player complete
with remote control,
excellent condition. £595.
Elipson Planet L loud-
speakers, red, £295.Tel:
01782 596 470

SENNHEISER HD600,
unmarked, ultra pure
cable, £100. Tel: 07572
865 525 (Suffolk)

QUAD ELITE pre -amp.
Quad Elite stereo power
amplifier. Both excel-
lent condition. £800.Tel:
01903 506 479

MARTIN LOGAN
Montis, ELS with 200w
active woofer in dark
cherry finish. Perfect
condition, boxed up, very
little use (60 hours and
9 months old) superb
sound quality. Priced to
sell 5500.00 (including
delivery) Pictures avail-
able on request. Contact
neilpage37@yahoo.com
or call 00974 66312709
for more information

ATC SCM 40 loudspeak-
ers (latest version), black
ash finish, 12 months old,
£2250 ono.Tel: 0151 677
3521 (Wirral)

MOTH VINYL Mkll record
cleaning machine. Original
owner, in very good
condition with cleaning
chemical. Buyer collects.
Tel: 01162 415 435
(Leicester)

NOTTINGHAM
ANALOGUE Spacedeck,
Rega 300 arm, Ortofon
MC, needs new tip, granite
plinth, £480. Marantz
CD 17 Signature M kll,

excellent condition,
remote (black), £250. Tel:
Robin 07768 357 634

KHARMA CERAMIQUE
CE I.2 high -end

floorstanding speakers
no -compromise design
piano black superb
condition 44"x16"x18" 3
drivers sensitivity 90dB
Can demo Downsizing
£4500 (originally £18000)
07415652983 michael@
hispersonaladdress.co.uk

RADFORD STA I 5, 15+15
stereo valve amplifier
complete with SC3 stereo
control unit. Fully working
£ I 850.Tel. Nigel 07796
591 818

WORLD AUDIO KLP I ,

revalved Sovtek 6922, no
hum noise issues, very
good condition, £275.
Chord Odyssey speaker
cable, 2.6m, factory banana
connections, very good
condition, £75.Tel: Steve
07709 075 613

NAIM SUPERLINE phono
stage. Mint condition.
Manual load plugs. £1 150.

Michell Gyrodec plus
Tecnoarm and Unicover,
box, little used, excellent,
£ I 250. Ortofon Rondo
Blue moving coil, 150
hours, £200.Tel: 020 8866
3523

WANTED:TOP quality
Hi Fi separates and com-
plete systems from Naim,
Linn, Cyrus, Meridian,
Audio Research etc, fast,
friendly response and
willing to travel/pay cash
Please call me on 0781
5892458

SOUNDSYSTES

London Linn c nairn Specialist
CALL SALES:(020) 8318 5755 or 8852 1321. 148 Lee High had. bridon. Sfla 5PL

Web. - salesPbillyyee.co.uk. Full delivery and installation services.

Full Haim Uniti & Classic series swa table

le IL, "1'W
Full Linn DS range on demonstration

Trade in your CD Player & claim up to £1000 against a new digital Streaming player
- offering you easier access to your music and better sound quality

Please call in or visit billyvee,co,uk for full details of this and other great new performance enhancing promotions
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NEXT MONTH
FEBRUARY 2016 ISSUE

CLEARAUDIO INNOVATION TURNTABLE WITH UNIVERSAL ARM
& ABSOLUTE PHONO STAGE
Next month we hope to bring you this unusual high -end turntable from Clearaudio, whose arm contains a micro -miniature phono
head amplifier that feeds an external Absolute Phono stage - an interesting idea.

OK, we billed it for last month's issue but then found cartridge compatibility problems when measuring its transconductance
head amp. You can read all about this, as well as the servo -locked platter with in-built speed sensor, in our next issue we hope.
Fingers crossed!

Also, we hope to bring you -
ALACRITY AUDIO DUNDEE 5 LOUDSPEAKERS

LOTOO PAW 5000 DIGITAL MUSIC PLAYER

QUAD S2 STANDMOUNT LOUDSPEAKERS

FINAL AUDIO SONOROUS HEADPHONES

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CXC CD PLAYER

HANA EH MC STEREO CARTRIDGE

LEEMA LIBRA PRECISION DAC

AUDIOLAB 8300A AMPLIFIER

..and much more.

This is a selection of what we hope to

bring you, not a complete list. We regret

that due to a wide range of issues, such as

failure under review, we cannot guarantee

that all products listed above will appear.

PICK UP THE FEBRUARY 2016 ISSUE OF HI-F/ WORLD ON SALE DECEMBER 31ST
2015 OR SUBSCRIBE AND GET IT DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR: SEE PAGE 80
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CLASSIC CUTS

"Yes, there were
failures anc
pumps alonc
the roac out the
secuence as a
whole was
worthy"

SIVPLE VI\DS
REAL To REAL CACOPHONY

VIRGIN

e problem with Simple Minds, and a

ig issue with this band, is that most

people know them - or think they
know them - from albums such as

`New Gold Dream (81, 82, 83, 84)',

released in 1982, 'Sparkle in the Rain'

(1984) and 'Once Upon A Time' (1985) with hit
singles such as 'Promised You A MiracleVAlive

and Kicking' and 'Don't You (Forget About Me)'.

These albums are good, very good in fact
but the real treasure is to be found within the
band's earlier evolution. In fact, there are Simple

Minds fans out there that refuse to acknowledge
any Simple Minds album after the 1981 LP 'Sister

Feelings Call'.

Why the conflict? Why the emotional
divergence and fractious behaviour? Possibly

because Simple Minds evolved at such a

tremendous rate.The journey towards the top
selling LP releases of 'Gold Dream' and 'Sparkle'

was remarkably rapid and creatively eventful.

It is arguable that the pre -fame period of the
band was more interesting and diverse in terms
of musical adventure, inspiration and artistry.

Yes, there were failures (but glorious failures)
and bumps along the road (bumps that pushed

their ambition up towards the stars without
having the energy to really get there) but the
sequence, as a whole was worthy.

The first in this sequence,life In A Day'
(1979), is the lesser of the pre -fame five albums

mixing, as it does, Roxy Music with Magazine but

the post -punk sounds still intrigue and are direct
in nature.

Even so, lead singer Jim Kerr realised that

this debut was a stutter.As Kerr succinctly put
it,"l was like [he puts his head in his hands and

groans]: `We're the Boomtown Rats!".
That 'Life' should spawn another LP in just

seven months was remarkable in the early 80s.

Hey, that was what bands used to do in the
sixties! That the follow-up should be a largely
unheralded masterpiece was something to blow
the mind: simple or not.

"Going through these amazing landscapes my

head was full of movies, books and characters"

said Kerr.

"Being in a group is hyper-reality.You have to

invent myths. As the singer, that's your job. From

first thing in the morning to last thing at night my
head was full of it.We were speedy" said Kerr.
"Loved it. Driving to Rockfield with 20 grams.
We didn't like sleeping. Or eating.That changed!

There were two or three heady years, but it
wasn't a dark time. It was an innocent, young

thing".
There were other things that fed into 'Real

to Real'. Change, conflict and ructions."By 1980,

we'd been round Europe three or four times and
our eyes were wide open.We'd visit the galleries
and art exhibitions and parks but at the same
time we'd be aware that someone had blown up
the train station in Rome or the Paris synagogue
where we'd just been, we'd be in Germany at
the time of Baader-Meinhof or in Spain when
the Basque separatists hit. Meanwhile, in Britain

there were riots.There was something in the air,

and those elements of danger and beauty came

together in our music".
For those looking for a copy of 'Real To Real

Cacophony' and for that matter 'Life In A Day'
plus many more albums of the period, look no
further than the new vinyl box set, out now via
Virgin and called The Vinyl Collection (79,84)'
which also arrives with more of those 'pre -fame'
release such as 'Empires and Dance' (I 980),`Sons

And Fascination' (I 981),`Sister Feelings Call'

(1981) plus the break-out releases 'New Gold
Dream (8 1 , 82, 83, 84)' (1982) and 'Sparkle In

The Rain' (1984).AII of the albums have been
remastered at Abbey Road.

It's great to revisit the last two titles, full of
shiny production and hits a -plenty but for those
who missed out on those early releases, this is a

set to savour and on precious vinyl too.
But the jewel in this neat and tidy box set is

'Real to Real Cacophony'.To say that this album

was imaginative and adventurous would surely be

to understate.
Melodic? Oh yes, but on its own terms with

differing time signatures, mixed with new sounds

and fascinating textures.

This is an album, a finely honed magnum

opus of post punk that stands up there with
Wire's '154' and PiL's 'Metal Box'. It's that good.

Some would say that it's even better. PR
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Revolution in design. Revolution in sound.
Revolution XT lives up to its name, marking a major leap forward in loudspeaker design and the realisation of some of Tannoy's most radical

and forward thinking technologies.

Retaining the classic trapezoid shape from its multi award -winning predecessor, the new Revolution XT cabinets now feature an ingenious

reflex -coupled dual -cavity design. This optimises performance of the all -new OmnimagnetTM Dual Concentric TM driver across extremely low

to mid -bass frequencies. The complex internal design is further perfected with an integrated plinth that provides a uniform and predictable

low frequency interface to the listening environment, delivering the deepest bass notes with ease.

Dynamic, engaging and articulate, yet incredibly easy to set-up and place in any room, Tannoy's Revolution XT is a true revolution in sound.

Find out more at tannoy.com

TA NNOY
LILL! Lail jfil
, AWARD/ 2013 I TESTWINNER ***** * * * * *
Best Floorstanding Speaker May 2015
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`The GS1 50 is not only the finest sounding but also the most beautiful stereo amplifier
Audio Research has ever built'

- Juse v YLLOI ',Jews o NeL.Uld Review

G US

Modern retro - that's the thinking behind the new Audio Research
G Series. It pays tribute to the original designs of company founder
William Z. Johnson, while at the same time encapsulating the very
latest thinking on tube amplifier design. Welcome siblings to this
famous family, sitting comfortably alongside it's already legendary
Reference range.

It makes use of an all new output tube, the Tung Sol KT150: from the
company responsible for the famous 6550, launched 60 years ago,
this new design is destined to find a place throughout the Audio Research
range.

e °E absolute sounds ltd.

Three new models lead off the G Series. The GSPre preamplifier, with
it's internal tube -powered phono stage and integrated headphone
amplifier.

The powerhouse GS150 stereo power amplifier, capable of 155W
per channel and the GSi75 integrated amplifier, combining many of
the attributes of the preamp and power amp in a single chassis, and
delivering 75W per channel.

For any advice and your nearest Audio Research dealer, ask Absolute
Sounds...everytime.

International Distributors & Consultants of Specialised Hi -End Audio & Video Systems
29 Durham Road, London, SW20 OTW T: +44 [0)20 99 71 39 09
W: www.absolutesounds.com E: infogabsolutesounds.com

patio research
HIGH DEFINITION'


